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ABSTRACT
This dissertation focuses on methods for automatic synthesis of discrete event con
trollers (DEC's) for robotic assembly of polyhedral parts. A DEC reacts to contact
transitions and issues desired transitions to the underlying continuous system. .A.
DEC can be implemented by an augmented adjacency graph. Each node represents a
qualitative configuration state of the objects. Spatially adjacent states are connected
by arcs. Each node is augmented with a desired transition. The graph can be con
structed while searching backwards. A state is expanded by generating hypotheses
about spatially adjacent states and subsequently rejecting the infeasible hypotheses.
This paradigm requires a representation with the following properties: (i) the rep
resentation must contain all information about contacts; (ii) spatial adjacency must
be easy to verify and, (iii) a necessary condition for spatial adjacency suitable for
hypothesis generation must exist.
Two representations have been considered: sets of elementary- contacts: and fea
ture interaction matrices (FIM's). Spatial adjacency is difficult to verify for sets of
elementary contacts. Hypothesis generation is complicated by the lack of a suitable
necessary condition for spatial adjacency. These problems make sets of elementary
contacts ill-suited as a representation for automatic synthesis of DEC's.
-A FIM encodes besides contact information information about the relative con
figuration.

.An important advantage of using FIM's representation is that spatial

adjacency can be verified ecisily using convex cone techniques. Furthermore, there
exists a simple necessary* condition for spatial adjacency that can be used for hypoth
esis generation. Complete algorithms for hypothesis generation are presented. An
optimization-based approach is presented to verify the geometric feasibility of hypo
thetical feature interaction matrices. Some hypothetical FIM's constrain the relative
configuration such that the objects necessarily penetrate each other. .A.n algorithm
has been presented that can falsify some of these hypotheses by simple processing of
the FIM's.
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NOMENCLATURE
: conjunction of a and b
: disjunction of a and 6
; sign of scalar a
: closure of set A
: vertex i of object .4
: edge i of object A
: face i of object A
: supporting plane of face
: Vector from origin of frame a to vertex

referred to frame a

: Vector from origin of frame b to vertex

referred to frame a

: vector from u® to Vf^.
: Vector to an arbitrar\- point on face ff referred to frame 0.
: Unit vector normal to face /j"* referred to frame 0.
: Unit vector normal to edges ef and ef referred to frame 0
: Unit vector along edge ef referred to frame 0.
: projection of vertex on plane
: set of vertices that form the cobound of vertex v^. that is. all
vertices that bound together with vf an edge.
: Set of all faces adjacent to face
: This function is 1 if
and ff are connected convexly, otherwise
it is -1.
: convex decomposition of A
: number of vertices of .4
: number of edges of ,4
: number of faces of A
: cardinality of the convex decomposition of .4
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df

: Euclidean separation distance.

v f - ff

: vertex-face contact between vertex i of .4 and face j of B.

fi'-

: face-vertex contact between face i of .4 and vertex i oi B.

et -

: edge-edge contact between edge i of .4 and edge j of B.

q

: configuration of a rigid body

dq

: arbitrary' small displacement

c

; configuration space

K

: Transformation matrix from frame a to frame b.

R'a

: Position of frame a referred to frame b

ST

: Virtual perturbation of the position in inertial coordinates.

69

: Virtual perturbation of orientation in inertial coordinates

LA.B

: Set of elementary contacts

r.4,B

: Set of all syntactically correct contact descriptions

'FA.B

: Set of feasible elementary contacts (qualitative contact state)

r

; Set of all feasible sets of elementar\' contacts (qualitative contact
states).
: space of qualitative configuration representations

T

: Set of arcs connecting adjacent configuration states

it]

: Arc between configuration states

Td

: Set of all desired transitions.

TD

G

: Desired transition from configuration state
state
: Configuration state adjacency graph.

Ga

: Augmented configuration state adjacency graph.

^A.B

: Trajectory of transitions from state

and

to configuration

to goal state

CTG

: Cost to go

3

: Weighting factor of the number of elementary contacts term for
computation of cost to go.
; Number of elementary contacts that exist in state
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9

: mapping from configurations to qualitative descriptions

C(-;)

: configurations that are mapped onto qualitative representation 7;
: vertex-face interaction matrix
: element ij of vertex-face interaction matrix

AB^fv
•'"o'J
ABht'

: constraint function associated with element ij of vertex-face inter
action matrix
: face-vertex interaction matrix
: element ij of face-vertex interaction matrix

AB^ee

: constraint function associated with element ij of face-vertex inter
action matrix
: edge-edge interaction matrix

AB^

: element ij of edge-edge interaction matrix

AB uee
U

: constraint function associated with element ij of edge-edge inter
action matrix
: Feature interaction matrix

'J

4S^
ZERaS(-''^^)

; Set of indices of the zero elements of feature interaction matrix
AB^

NONZEROS(-"^^#)

: Set of indices of the elements of feature interaction matrix
that are not zero.
: Small positive constant used to convert strict inequalities into in
equalities.
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Part I
Introduction and Overview
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Compliant motion planning and control

In the early days of robotics, scientists and engineers predicted that a factor\' would
soon be run by robots. Companies rushed into using this technology in their assembly
lines to save on labor costs. However, robots did not meet up to these high expec
tations and left many disillusioned. The efforts required to program these robots to
do their tcisks was highly underestimated. It became clear that easier, or even auto
matic ways of programming were needed. Nowadays, successful robot applications,
like spray painting, spot welding and placing components on printed circuit boards,
are all easy to program, either automatically from CAD drawings or manually with
a teach pedant.
-Automatic assembly is a long standing problem in robotics. In general, assembly
of parts with tight clearances involve motions while the parts contact each other —
compliant motions. Compliant motion control is not widely used for robotic assembly
as compliant motions are hard to program. Traditional position-based control is easier
to program and more commonly used. However, it is widely recognized that compliant

u u iDi
Position-based control does not allow for contact between the peg and the base. The
peg is inserted without touching the base; a difficult task as the clearances are narrow.

FIGURE 1.1. Assembly of a peg-in-hole using position based control.
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Position-based control does not allow for contact between the peg and the base. Hence
the peg has to be inserted without touching the base; a difficult task as the clearances
are narrow. A slight positional error will bring the peg and the hole in contact and
will cause the insertion to fail or even cause damage to the parts or robot.

FIGURE 1.2. Possible errors during peg-in-hole assembly using position based control.
motion control is better suited for robotic assembly. Consider the peg in hole insertion
shown in Figure 1.1. Position-based control does not allow for contact between the
peg and the base. Hence the peg has to be inserted without touching the base; a
difficult task as the clearances are narrow. A slight positional error will bring the
peg and the hole in contact and will cause the insertion to fail or even cause damage
to the parts or robot. Figure 1.2 shows several possible error conditions. Precision
position control is inherently expensive because the position accuracy of the robot
must be comparable to the tolerances of assembly.
In contrast, compliant motion control allows for contact between the parts. For
e.xample, the peg can be tilted, and slid over the base into the hole (see Figure 1.3).
During contact the active kinematic constraints reduce the uncertainty of the relative
configuration of the parts. Compliant motion control schemes can in principle take
advantage of this reduced uncertainty, so that a less accurate robot can be used for
assembly. Using compliant motion control, parts can be assembled even given clear-
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^ ^ ^ ^ d]l
Compliant motion control allows for contact between the parts. The peg is tilted, and
slid over the base into the hole. The contact constraints reduce the uncertainty in the
relative configuration of the objects.

FIGURE 1.3. Assembly of a peg-in-hole using compliant motion control.
ances that are smaller than the inherent position accuracy of the robot. Compliant
motion control requires less accurate and less expensive equipment than precision
position control.

1.2

Qualitative models for planning of compliant motions

One reason why compliant motions are hard to program is the highly variable contact
between the parts. If the parts contact in a qualitatively different way, the kinematic
constraints and hence the dynamics are different. In general, the desired compliant
behavior and nominal motion will be different for different kinematic constraints.
Figure 1.3 shows a sequence of compliant motions to assemble the classical pegin-hole problem. Such a sequence of compliant motions will be referred to as an
assembly strategy. Each step shows a qualitatively distinct state between the parts.
In this chapter, a qualitative state can refer to a qualitative description of the relative
configuration' of the objects or to a qualitative description of the contact between
the objects. Compliant motions bring the parts from one state to another.
The kinematics and dynamics of the system play an important role in planning
of compliant motions. The qualitative model should therefore reflect changes in kine' Configurations are qualitatively equiralent if features such as vertices and faces have the same
to-be-defined spatial relationships (interactions). For example, a vertex might lie in the positive or
negative half-space of a face; it might lie in the support plane of the face; it might contact the face.
Qualitative configurations encode information including but not limited to contact information.
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FIGURE 1.4. Example of a qualitative contact state adjacency (sub) graph.
matic constraints. A qualitative state must not represent more than one set of active
kinematic constraints. Therefore, different sets of active kinematic constraints should
be represented by different states. Hence, the dynamic behavior of the parts will
depend on the state.
The qualitative states and how they are connected can be modeled with an ad
jacency graph G = (F, T). Figure 1.4 shows an example of such a graph for two
simple objects. Each node

G F represents a qualitative contact or configuration

state of the objects to be assembled. The arcs T of the graph connect states that
are spatially adjacent. Two states are spatially adjacent if there exist continuous
motions transferring configurations from one state to configurations of the adjacent
state without going through other states. The graph thus defined shall be referred to
as a qualitative state adjacency graph or adjacency graph for short.
If a qualitative model is available, assembly strategies can be planned using graph
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FIGURE 1.5. Example of a augmented adjacency (sub) graph implementing assembly
strategies.
search techniques. Sequences of compliant motions (assembly strategies) can be rep
resented by assigning to each state

a pointer td € Td to the next desired state.

The result is a graph Ga = (T. T, Td). This graph will be referred to as the augmented
qualitative state adjacency graph or augmented adjacency graph for short. Figure 1.5
gives an example of such an augmented qualitative state adjacency graph. A trajec
tory from initial state .4 to goal state B is found by tracing the pointers till the goal
state has been reached.
Qualitative contact and configuration models have many applications. For ex
ample, recent research applies Discrete Event Control to assemble polyhedral parts
[70. 69]. Discrete event control uses a qualitative model of the contact space. The
number of different possible contacts increases rapidly with the number of vertices
and edges of the objects. The modeling of the contact state space is therefore tedious
and error prone [73]. Automatic generation of contact state space will greatly simplify
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this task.
Qualitative contact models are also useful for compliance programming. Peshkin
looks at the design of nominal velocities and accommodation matrices (inverse dampn
ing matrices) to guarantee force assembly of two parts [81]. In [81] Peshkin mentions
it as important but does not provide a method for the problem of extracting qualita
tively distinct contact configurations from geometric models.
Current research in compliant motion planning and control often assumes that a
qualitative contact model is available and does not address the generation of such
models. The research described in this dissertation is concerned with the problem
of generating these qualitative contact models from only the geometrical descriptions
of the parts. Constructing qualitative contact models automatically from the solid
models has several benefits over manual derivation of the models: (1) it is less error
prone: (2) development times are shorter, saving time and money; and (3) tasks
that are too complex to be done manually can be handled. Automatic generation of
qualitative contact models will simplify robot software development.

1.3

Discrete event control of robotic assembly

Robots are typically programmed in an ad hoc manner. The resulting software is
usually a simple, sequential program that is not robust to errors. In particular there
is no recovery from unwanted changes in contact state. McCarragher and Asada have
applied discrete event control methods to robotic assembly to design controllers that
can recover from errors [70, 71].
Figure 1.6 shows a discrete event controller interfaced to an underlying continuous
system by a process monitor and a continuous motion planner. The discrete event
controller is a high-level controller that reacts to discrete events and issues discrete
commands to the underlying continuous system. The discrete states are the qualita
tively distinct contact or configuration states. The discrete events are percei\-ed state
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discrete event controller
discrete
control
law

actual
contact state

qualitative
contact
model

desired contact
transition

actual contact
transition
continuous
motion
planner
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Compliant motion
parameters

compliant
motion
controller

•

commanded
velocity

robot

robot
configuration

assembly
piocess

mteraction
forces

plant/continuous system

FIGURE 1.6. Block diagram of discrete event control of robotic assembly
transitions.
The sj-stem works as follows. The underlying continuous system consists of a
compliant motion controlled robot performing the assembly task. A process monitor
detects state transitions (discrete events) by monitoring the assembly process. It uses
information about the configuration of the parts, interaction forces and the current
qualitative contact state. If the process monitor detects a state transition, it generates
a discrete event. The discrete event controller reacts to this event by updating the
current state and issuing the next desired contact transition (discrete command) to
the continuous motion planner. The continuous motion planner computes compliant
motion parameters and issues these to the compliant motion controlled robot. The
compliant motion controlled robot tries to achieve the desired state transition that was
specified by the discrete event controller. The process monitor oversees the process to
detect a contact transition, which due to errors might not be the desired transition.
The advantages of the discrete event control approach are: (1) it is simple and
intuitive. (2) it represents explicitly the important contact state transitions, when the
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constraints and dynamics change, and (3) it has the ability to recover from undesired
transitions (errors).
The key elements to implementing the discrete event control approach are:
1. A qualitative model and a discrete control law must be constructed.
2. .A. process monitor that recognizes contact state transitions must be designed.
3. .A. continuous motion planner must be designed to give commands to the lowlevel compliant motion controller to effect a desired state transition.
4. A low-level compliant motion controller must be designed.
The problem of automatic construction of qualitative models has not been ad
dressed in literature until recently. Typicalh* qualitative models are generated man
ually. However, constructing these models manually is ver\' tedious and error prone.
If a qualitative model is available, the discrete control law can be synthesized us
ing graph search techniques. The work presented in this dissertation is concerned
with developing methods for automatic construction of qualitative models and dis
crete control laws. Automatic construction of qualitative models and discrete event
controllers will be described in more detail in Section 1.4.
The problem of process monitoring is addressed in literature using several tech
niques. For example, McCarragher and Asada [68] proposed "qualitative template
matching" which is a dynamic, qualitative, model-based technique for recognizing
contact state transitions. Other techniques include the use of Hidden Markov Models
and combinations of force and position measurements [42. 41]. Hovland and McCar
ragher [40] address the problem of real-time dynamic selection of different discrete
event recognition techniques, which produce different confidence levels of the rec
ognized events. They describe an intelligent architecture that will utilize additional
event recognizers when event recognition becomes harder. Constructing process mon
itors is not addressed in this dissertation.
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The problem of translating a desired transition into a continuous motion is not
addressed in this dissertation. It is however addressed in [72, 70] using a velocity
control paradigm. The basic idea is to choose the velocitj'^ of the object (1) so that
the currently active desired active constraints remain active, (2) so that the currently
inactive desired inactive constraints remain inactive, and (3) so that either a single
currently inactive desired active constraint becomes active, or a single currently active
desired inactive constraint becomes inactive. This can be described mathematically.
The problem with the velocity control paradigm is that it assumes compatibility of the
specified motions with the inaccurately known constraints. It is for this reason that
we believe that compliant motion paradigms like hybrid force/position or impedance
control are more appropriate.
The desired state transitions are to be effected by a force-feedback based compliant
motion controller accounting for the inevitable uncertainties in the object forms and
configurations. Low-level control of the robot can be accomplished with compliant
motion paradigms like hybrid force/position [83, 61, 21] or impedance control [37, 25.
87]. These control paradigms are described in a number of papers [23, 24. 10, 94],

1.4

Automatic synthesis of discrete event controllers and
qualitative models

Once a qualitative model is available the discrete control law can be synthesized using
graph search techniques. This section will describe a general frame work that can be
used for automatic construction of qualitative models and discrete control laws.
.A. discrete event controller can in general be represented as a five-tuple (5. E, C.
a. 3). where S is a set of discrete states, £• is a set of discrete events, C is a set of
controller actions, a : S "k E

S \s a. state transition function, and /3 : 5

C is

a discrete event control law. In this work, states are distinct, qualitatively different
configuration or contact states, i.e., S = F. Events are generated by conditions of the
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continuous system consisting of the controlled robot and the objects to be assembled.
In particular, events are assumed to be perceived qualitative state transitions, i.e.,
E = T, which can be reported by a process monitor. Controller actions are desired
state transitions C = Td. They are discrete commands to the continuous motion
planner, which then plans compliant motions that are implemented by a real-time
compliant motion controller. The resulting discrete event controller is described by
the five-tuple (F, T, Tj, Q, iS). The state transfer function a() updates the controller
state based on the input event and the current controller state. This function is trivial
since the input events are qualitative state transitions:
tij represents a transition from

where

to

The control law / 3 ( ) is a map from qualitative states to controller actions. Con
structing 3() requires planning in the qualitative space to find suitable assembly
strategies. The control law implements trajectories of state transitions (assembly
strategies) that lead to the desired assembled configuration. The control law 3{) gives
bcised on the current state a transition that leads to the next desired state. Therefore
3{) can be represented by assigning to each state

G F a pointer

€ Tj to

the ne.xt desired state. Computationally the control law can be implemented by an
augmented adjacency graph Ga = (F, T. Td). A discrete event controller can thus be
synthesized by constructing t h e augmented adjacency g r a p h Ga = ( F . T . T d ) .
The augmented adjacency graph Ga = ( F , T , Td) can be constructed in two steps
which can be performed sequentially or in parallel. The first step is the construction
of the qualitative model in the form of an adjacency graph G = (F, T). This graph is
likely to be too enormous to construct entirely. However, the objective is to develop
methods for efficient synthesis of useful subgraphs. The second step is to synthesize
a discrete event controller by planning assembly strategies and assigning the desired
state transitions to the nodes of the graph. An advantage of using a qualitative model
is that the assembly strategies and hence the desired transitions Td can be found using
graph search techniques [101].
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Algorithm 1.1 effectively synthesizes the qualitative model and discrete event con
troller in parallel. It searches the adjacency graph (F, T) backwards to find assembly
strategies from the desired assembled configuration to the initial contact description
using a branch-and-bound search enhanced with dynamic programming [101]. Fur
thermore, the adjacency graph is made explicit — generated — while searching for
assembly strategies. In particular if a configuration state is to be expanded to connect
it to its spatially adjacent configuration states, hypotheses about spatially adjacent
states are generated and then tested for geometric fejisibility. Infeasible hypotheses
are subsequently rejected.
Algorithm 1.1. Synthesize-Discrete-Event-Controller
Input:

: Desired assembled configuration
• Initial configuration

Output:

Ga = (F,T, Td) • Augmented qualitative state adjacency (sub)graph

1. Create an augmented configuration state adjacency graph, Ga, which initially
consists only of the desired assembled configuration state, F =

T=

{}.Td = {}. Create an initially empty list OPEN of nodes that need to be
expanded. Place

^goai on OPEN.

2. Create an initially empty list called CLOSED of nodes that have been expanded.
3. While OPEN is not empty nor a path from '"^^^goai to the initial configuration
represents an acceptable assembly strategy is found perform the
following steps:
fa)

<- first {OPEN)
OPEN = OPEN - {
CLOSED = CLOSED -f-

(b) Expand qualitative configuration state

by generating all hypothetical

configuration descriptions that are possibly spatially adjacent. Denote the
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set of configuration descriptions that are already on OPEN or CLOSED
by Li- Denote with L-i the set of configuration descriptions that are not on
OPEN or CLOSED.
(c) While L2 is not empty perform the following.
I.

=first{L2); L2 = L 2 -

ii. Test if the hypothetical configuration description
feasible.

is geometrically

is geometrically infeasible, discard it and goto step 3c.

Otherwise, install

in graph Ga and add

to OPEN.

Hi. Test if the hypothetical configuration description
tially adjacent to

is indeed spa

is not spatially adjacent goto step Sc.

Otherwise, create an arc between

and

iv. Establish a pointer, td^^. representing a desired transition from
to state

Assign the cost-to-go to

(d) While L I is not empty perform the following.
i.

= first{Li): Li = Li -

ii. Test if the hypothetical configuration description
tially adjacent to
Hi. Create an arc between
iv. Check if "^^^- reaches
(desired transition) to

is indeed spa

If '^^^j is not spatially adjacent goto step 3d.
and
with a lower cost. If so redirect its pointer
and update the cost-to-go.

(e) Sort the list OPEN according to the cost-to-go.
4. Return the augmented configuration state adjacency graph Ga-

Algorithm 1.1 terminates the search in step 3 if an acceptable assembly strategyfrom the initial configuration "'^^start

assembly goal '^^^goai h?is been found.

The algorithm therefore generates a subgraph of the augmented adjacency graph.
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The resultant discrete event controller will specify desired state transitions for all
likely configuration events. If during execution the process monitor reports configu
ration states that are not accounted for by the discrete event controller, then it may
be necessary to augment the incomplete controller and the potentially incomplete
configuration state adjacency subgraph. By this way sensory information is used to
make the system more robust.
Before an algorithm like algorithm 1.1 can be implemented a number of key prob
lems have to be addressed:
1. Development of a suitable qualitative representation.
One needs to develop a suitable qualitative representation of the contacts between the
parts or of the relative configuration of the parts. As in many problems, developing a
representation that describes the problem well is very important. Desirable properties
that the representation should possess are: (i) the representation must be sufficient,
qualitatively distinct configurations should not map to the same state: (ii) the repre
sentation must contain all information about contacts between the objects and this
information must be explicit or easy to extract: (iii) there must be an efficient way to
verify spatial adjacency of configuration states: (iv) there must be a necessary' con
dition for spatial adjacency that can be used generating hypotheses about spatially
adjacent states: and (v) it must be relatively simple to plan continuous compliant
motions from one qualitative state to an adjacent qualitative state.
Two representations are considered in this dissertation: (i) sets of elementary con
tacts: and (ii) feature interaction matrices. Sets of elementarv* contacts are described
in Part II. In Chapter 6 it will be shown that this representation is ill-suited for
automatic construction of qualitative models because it is difficult to verify spatial
adjacency of two states. This motivated the development of the feature interaction
matrix representation which is described in Part III.
2. Develop complete and intelligent methods of hypothesis generation.
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In step 3b of Algorithm 1.1 a node is expanded by generating hypotheses about possi
bly adjacent configuration states. The generation of hypotheses should be complete so
that all adjacent states will be found. Additionally the generation should be informed
so as to limit the number of generated hypotheses. Chapter 9 gives (i) a complete,
uninformed and (ii) a more informed algorithm for generation of hypothetical feature
interaction matrices that are adjacent.
3. Develop efficient methods to verify spatial adjacency.
The hypotheses generated in step 3b will be generated using a necessary condition
for spatial adjacency. Therefore it is necessary to test in steps .3(c)iii and 3(d)ii if
a hypothetical state is indeed adjacent. One needs to develop an efficient way of
testing whether two qualitative states are spatially adjacent. Chapter 9 will provide
an efficient method to verify whether two feature interaction matrix descriptions are
spatially adjacent.
4. Develop efficient hypothesis verification methods.
In computational generation of hypotheses, not all sjTxtactically correct representa
tions are geometrically feasible. Therefore, one needs to verify hypotheses. Verifi
cation of hypotheses is complicated by the fact that a qualitative configuration can
correspond to an infinite set of relative configurations. Available collision detection
algorithms cannot be used. Chapters 4 and 5 present, for the planar and spatial case
respectively, an optimization based method for verification whether an arbitrary set
of elementary contacts is geometrically feasible. Chapter 8 describes similar methods
for verifying hypothetical feature interaction matrices.
5. Develop a metric and heuristic for assembly strategy planning.
.Algorithm 1.1 needs a metric (cost-to-go) to compare assembly strategies for planning
purposes (steps 3(c)iv and 3(d)iv). The choice of this metric does not affect the
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definition of the configuration state adjacency graph, although it does affect which
nodes will actually be generated in the ultimate subgraph. It has a great affect on
which transitions are added to the set of desired transitions, Td, and thus on the
discrete event control law, /?(). An important aspect in comparing trajectories is
the uncertainty in the relative configuration of the objects. Trajectories should be
generated such that the uncertainty is decreased by making use of contact between
the objects. Therefore metrics need to be developed so that configuration states with
more mechanical kinematic contact constraints are preferred over states with fewer
constraints. Chapter 10 provides a simple metric that uses contact information.
6. Develop methods to extract contact information.

The metric used to compare assembly strategies will favor states with more mechanical
kinematic contact constraints over states with fewer constraints. Therefore it needs
to have knowledge about the contacts that exist between the objects. One needs to
develop techniques to extract all contact information between the objects from the
qualitative representations, and the qualitative representation must be able to provide
information about all kinematic constraints. Chapter 10 describes how the contacts
that exist between the objects can be obtained by simple processing of the feature
interaction matrix.

1.5

Contributions

The research described in this dissertation contributes the following:
1. Computational methods have been developed to verify the geometrical feasi
bility of hypothetical contact and configuration descriptions that do not fully
constrain the relative configuration of the objects. These methods are based
on optimizing a penetration measure subject to artificial and/or mechanical
constraints. These methods have been developed to verify the feasibility of
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(a) Sets of elementary contacts for polygons (2D) allowing for vertex-face and
face-vertex contacts (Chapter 4);
(b) Sets of elementary contacts for polyhedra (3D) allowing for vertex-face,
face-vertex and edge-edge contacts (Chapter 5);
(c) Feature interaction matrices (3D) (Chapter 8).
There are no experimental results for the verification of feature interaction ma
trices but the equations and theory have been developed. However, since the
methods are almost identical one would expect experimental results similar to
the results that have been obtained for verifying hypothetical sets of elementary
contacts.
2. A novel qualitative configuration representation using so-called feature interac
tion matrices has been developed. This qualitative configuration model is more
general than a qualitative contact model. The configuration model does not
only encode contact information but also encodes information about the rela
tive configuration of the objects. This representation possesses many properties
that are desirable for planning compliant motions and synthesis of discrete event
controllers.
3. It has been proven that spatial adjacency of two qualitative configurations (a
global condition) can be verified by finding an infinitesimal motion between the
two configurations (a local condition). This condition is easy to verify using
polar cone techniques. The ability to verify spatial adjacency is necessary and
thus essential for compliant motion planning using qualitative models. The
ease of verifying spatial adjacency is a major and verj^- important advantage of
this representation over other representations currently used in other research.
Specifically, verifying spatially adjacency for sets of elementary contacts [73]
or contact formations [107] requires planning free paths, which is a problem in
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itself. The ease of verification of spatial adjacency motivated the development
of the feature interaction matrix representation.
4. Polar cone techniques have been applied to verify spatial adjacency. These
methods check the existence of infinitesimal motions that satisfy a set of linear
equalities and linear strict inequalities. The existence of such a solution is a
necessary' and sufficient condition for spatial adjacency of two states.
5. Algorithms have been developed and implemented for extracting contact infor
mation (in terms of sets of elementary vertex-face, face-vertex and edge-edge
contacts) from feature interaction matrices. Contact information can be used
by metrics and heuristics for searching the qualitative configuration space for
acceptable assembly strategies. A simple metric that uses this information is
described.
The methods for testing hypothetical feature interaction matrices and the methods
for verifying spatial adjacency enable in principle the automatic synthesis of quali
tative configuration (contact) models and discrete event controllers. However, the
hypothesis generation methods might in their current form not be practical. More in
formed hypotheses generation using spatial reasoning techniques might be necessary.
To the best of the author's knowledge, a qualitative representation and a complete set
of associated processing techniques that enable in principle the automatic synthesis
of qualitative models and discrete event controllers for the general spatial case has
not been reported before.

1.6

Overview of dissertation

The dissertation is organized in four parts. The first part gives an introduction (this
chapter) and an overview of previous work (Chapter 2).
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Part II is concerned with the use of sets of elementary contacts as a qualitative
contact representation. Chapter 3 introduces this representation. Chapters 4 and 5
present, for the planar and spatial case respectively, an optimization based method for
verification whether an arbitrary set of elementary contacts is geometrically feasible.
In Chapter 6 the use of sets of elementarj^ contacts as a qualitative representation
will be discussed. It will be shown that spatial adjacency is hard to verify for sets
of elementary contacts. Also there is not a suitable necessary- condition for adja
cency for hypothesis generation. The problems with verifying spatial adjacency make
the representation ill-suited for automatic construction of qualitative models. This
motivated the development of the feature interaction matrix representation.
Part III describes the feature interaction matrix representation and associated
processing techniques. Chapter 7 introduces the feature interaction matrix repre
sentation. A feature interaction matrix describes besides the contact information
also the relative configuration of the objects. Chapter 8 describes an optimization
based method for verifying whether a hypothetical feature interaction matrix is geo
metrically feasible. Methods for falsifying hypotheses using penetration information
contained in the feature interaction matrices are also presented in this chapter. Chap
ter 9 discusses verification of spatial adjacency and hypothesis generation. It will be
shown that one efficiently can verify if two states are spatially adjacent by solving a
set of linear equalities and strict inequalities. Furthermore, an uninformed hypothe
sis generation algorithm will be presented that uses a necessary condition for spatial
adjacency. A more informed method using methods from Chapter 8 will also be pre
sented. Chapter 10 will describe how feature interaction matrices can be processed
in a simple way to extract the contacts that exist between the objects. A metric
for planning that uses this contact information is given in the same chapter. Chap
ter 11 describes how the methods for hypothesis generation, hypothesis testing and
extracting contact information could be integrated into one algorithm for synthesizing
discrete event controllers by constructing a qualitative configuration model. Finally,
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Chapter 12 summarizes and gives the advantages of the feature interaction matrices
over sets of elementary contacts.
Part IV gives a general summarj' and conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY
Robotic assembly is interesting for several rezisons. Assembly is fundamental to the
manufacturing of many products and thus economically important. Robots are not
often used in assembly because programming the robots is too time consuming and
expensive. But increasing the flexibility and programmability of assembly will allow
for smaller volumes of products and more rapid change over between products. More
systematic approaches to analysis, design and programming of assembly systems will
make implementation more cost-effective and enhance the performance of assembly
processes. The assembly process is also scientifically interesting as an example of in
telligent robotic manipulation. For automatic assembly, integration of sensing, motor
control and representations of the geometry of the parts involved and the relationships
between those parts are required. Humans perform the assembly tcisk very easily but
the assembly task proves to be ver>' hard to solve using robotics or other automa
tion. Research in assembly systems raises fundamental issues in robotics, controls
and artificial intelligence.
The automatic planning and execution of robotic assembly tasks can be divided
hierarchically [34, 88]. (1) Assembly sequence planners [35, 99. 88, 38, 56, 53, 84, 74]
determine a feasible sequence of abstract, non-robot-specific assembly operations that
result in the desired end configuration of the parts.

(2) Task planners map the

sequence of assembly operations to robot-specific operations. Particular planners
specify the details of different classes of operations: (2a) Sensory operations planners
[97, 15] plan visual and other sensing operations to locate an object or a feature of
an object. (2b) Grasp planners [66] find a geometrically feasible, mechanically stable
grasp. (2c) Gross motion planners plan collision-free paths to move the robot to a
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desired configuration. Motion control errors and obstacle location uncertainties are
smaller than the clearances between the robot and the obstacles. (2d) Fine motion
planners plan motions given possible contact of the robot and manipulated object

with the environment. (3) A hierarchy of real-time controllers must be implemented
to execute the different plans. The highest level controllers make abstract decisions.
The lowest level controllers compute in real-time the torques, velocities, etc., needed
to obtain the desired (compliant) motion behavior.
The area of gross and fine-motion planning is particularly relevant to our work
and is reviewed in the sequel. Discrete event control can be used as a high level,
abstract decision maker for robotic assembly. This is also reviewed in the sequel.

2.1

Motion planning

The general motion planning problem can be formulated as follows: given the descrip
tion of the robot and environment, find a path for the robot from some initial to some
final location such that the robot avoids collisions with the various obstacles in the
environment. There are many variants on this motion planning problem, like moving
obstacles, dy namic information gathering about obstacles and multiple robots. An
extensive overview is given in [43]. Only the most bfisic form of the motion planning
will be considered — only one robot, the obstacles are fixed and all information about
the obstacles is known a priori.
2.1.1

Configuration space approach

Many researchers have tried to plan motions using the configuration space (C-space)
approach [63]. The robot (or mobile object) is treated as a point in an appropriate
space, the configuration space of the robot. Objects in world space are mapped
into configuration space obstacles (C-obstacles).

The configuration space can be

divided into two regions: free space and blocked space. The free space consists of
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configurations for which there is no contact between the robot and obstacles. The
blocked space consists of configurations for which there is an overlap between the robot
and the obstacles. The boundary between free space and blocked space (boundaries of
the C-obstacles) is exactly the set of configurations for which the robot and obstacle
are in contact.
Since the robot corresponds to a point in configuration space the motion planning
problem reduces to finding a path outside of obstacles from the initial to the goal
configuration. To plan a motion in the configuration space one needs to (i) compute
the representation of obstacles in configuration space and, (ii) search for a path from
the initial configuration to the goal configuration outside the obstacles. The basic idea
is simple but computation of a representation of the configuration space obstacles is
very difficult. Furthermore planning is hard due to the high dimensionality of the
configuration space.
Many researchers have tried to synthesize contact models using the configuration
space representation[63]. In general, it is hard to compute C-obstacles of high di
mension. There are good methods for computing C-obstacles of lower dimension.
Sack and Joskowicz [85, 54, 55, 86] for example, use the configuration space repre
sentation to automatically model and simulate the kinematics of mechanisms with
changing contacts. However, their methods are limited to mechanisms with a two
dimensional configuration space. Computing the exact boundaries of C-obstacles of
higher dimension still remains a very much unsolved problem.
Lozano-Perez [63] and Donald [20] (see also [60]) represented C-obstacles of poly
hedral objects using C-constraints. Each C-constraint corresponds to a point contact
(vertex-face, face-vertex, edge-edge) and consists of (1) an applicability condition and
(2) a C-surface condition. The C-surface condition ensures that the two contacting
topological elements are on the same supporting line (or plane). The applicability con
dition ensures that the two objects do not penetrate in a neighborhood of the contact
point. Computation of the boundaries of the C-obstacles using these constraints is
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difficult. Computationally expensive algorithms exist for the 2D case [4, 7]. However
no previous work generates exact C-obstacle boundaries for objects which can both
rotate and translate in the 3D world [60]. Approximations of C-obstacle boundaries
[43] can be used for free motion planning, however they cannot be used for contact
modeling.
As pointed out by [108], the C-constraints do not represent all contact constraints.
Bounding (overlap) constraints are not included and the applicability conditions only
require non-penetration locally. To characterize a contact, global non-penetration
and bounding (overlap) conditions should be considered. These conditions are much
stronger than the C-constraints.
For free motion planning, approximations of C-obstacles can be used. Free motion
planning refers to planning of motion such that contact is avoided between the robot
and the obstacles. Many researchers developed methods for computing approxima
tions of configuration space obstacles or parts of the free space. Examples include
the Xeedle method [64], the Template method [5], the Sweep volume method and
Jacobian based methods [60]. See [43] for an overview. However approximations of
C-obstacles cannot be used for compliant motion planning since the objects are in
contact with other. For fine motion planning a representation of the exact boundaries
of the C-obstacles is necessary.
.After the configuration space obstacles or approximations of them are computed,
one can plan an unobstructed path between the initial and goal configuration. Nu
merous approaches for finding a path in configuration space have been reported. In
the skeleton approach the free space is mapped onto a network of one-dimensional
lines. Examples of the skeleton approach are visibility graphs [2], Voronoi diagrams
[3]. and silhouette projections [11, 12]. In the Cell decomposition approach [91. 92]
the free space is decomposed into a set of cells and the adjacency relationships be
tween the cells is computed. Typically the free space is decomposed in an object
independent fashion using a grid, quad- or oct-tree. In the potential field approach
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[58, 37, 76, 75] a scalar potential field is created with high values at the obstacles and
a low value at the goal configuration. The goal can be reached by applying a negative
gradient following strategy. See [60] or [43] for a more complete overview.
2.1.2

Qualitative approaches to motion planning

Motion planning in configuration space is hard because (i) computation of representa
tions of C-obstacles is complex and. (ii) the configuration space is of high-dimension
in general. Researchers try to avoid the computational burden of configuration space
by using qualitative reasoning approaches. The basic idea behind these qualitative
approaches is to first obtain a qualitative route and second to form a quantitative
path from the qualitative route. Modeling the environment qualitatively and reason
ing qualitatively about movements is less computationally involved than searching
the large configuration space.
In [62] a polygonal 2D environment is considered. The 2D free space is partitioned
in m-closure regions. An m-closure region is formed by edges between objects and
the boundaries of the polygonally shaped obstacles. The qualitative location of an
object or robot is the set of adjacent m-closure regions with which the object or robot
overlaps. The m-edge partition of the 2D space can be represented in a graph in an
adjacency graph. Graph search techniques can be applied to find a qualitative route.
.lacak [45] models the kinematics of a planar robot as a finite automaton. The
models are limited to rotar\', redundant manipulators in which all links lie in the
same plane. The states of the finite state machine are the positions of the links in
Cartesian space: the inputs are incremental changes of the joint angles. The model
calculates successive configurations directly in Cartesian space without evaluation of
trigonometric functions. For this model, searching collision-free trajectories reduces
to a search of an appropriate path in the state-transition graph of the automaton.
A similar discrete kinematic model is described in [44]. This discrete kinematic
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model is also limited to rotary, redundant manipulators in which all links lie in the
same plane. This model also determines positions of joints of the manipulator in
Cartesian space at time A: + 1 based on the positions of the joints at time k but
takes as input the desired displacement of the manipulator's end-effector instead
of incremental changes of joint angles. Synthesis of the new configuration (set of
Cartesian positions of the links) is realized by generate-and-test. Two user selectable
parameters determine which links are moved to produce the desired displacement of
the end-effector. Using these models, trajectory planning of robots can be approached
as a graph-searching problem [46]

2.2

Fine motion planning

In a practical setting there is alway uncertainty in the location of the objects and the
robot due to control errors and sensing uncertainties. These uncertainties can usually
be ignored in free motion planning if the distance between objects is larger than the
uncertainty in their location. However in fine motion planning the clearances between
objects is considered small relative to the uncertainties. When the clearances between
parts is relatively small to the uncertainties, contact or collisions between the robot
and other objects may occur. Contact between the objects can be beneficial since
the contact constraints will reduce the uncertainty in the relative configuration of
the parts. Motions with sensory- (force and torque) feedback and compliant control
schemes are typically used for such motions.
The problem of moving objects while maintaining contact with a stationary object
is examined in [39]. Hopcroft and Wilfong [39] proved the important result that if
two objects in contact can be moved to another contact configuration, then there is a
way to move the objects from the first configuration to the second configuration such
that the objects remain in contact throughout the motion. However, in general there
does not always exist a motion to bring the objects from one contact configuration
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to another contact configuration.
2.2.1

LMT approach

Many researchers tried to plan compliant motions using the configuration space ap
proach. Lozano-Perez, Mason and Taylor [65] proposed a rigorous method for com
puting motion strategies given bounded uncertainty using pre-images in configuration
space (C-space). This well-knowTi method has become known as the LMT method.
The pre-irnage of a goal is the region in C-space from which the robot is guaranteed
to reach the goal for all commanded velocities in a specified range. This assumes
the use of a generalized damper model [100] to control the manipulator. Pre-images
are computed recursively until the starting region is contained in one of the preimages. The LMT method is of limited utility for two reasons. First it needs an
explicit representation of the boundaries of the configuration space obstacles which
is hard to obtain. Second the LMT-method has double-exponential computational
complexity [13]. Erdman[22] used back-projections to approximate pre-images and
improve computability. Till today, the LMT-method has been implemented only for
very restricted domains.
S.J. Buckley [9] developed a method to plan compliant motions in a finite state
space for 3D translation without rotation.

He partitions the configuration space

environment into atoms which are contiguous configurations that share a common
set of reaction forces. Any face, edge or vertex from the configuration space objects
is an atom; free space is also an atom. The state of the robot is then defined as
a collection of atoms where the robot might be located. The states are connected
by reliable compliant motions. A best first search is used to synthesize compliant
motion strategies. However, his methods are limited to 3D with only translation and
no rotation.
The methods described above suffer from two complications. First, computation of
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the configuration space obstacles is very hard. Second, planning in the 6 dimensional
configuration space is computationally expensive.
2.2.2

Two phase approach

.A. number of researchers have tried to decrease the computational burden by using
a two phase approach. First a nominal trajectory in free space is computed without
considering uncertainty. Uncertainties are taken into account in the second phase.
For example, in the second phase, a fixed compliance with correcting alignment
properties can be programmed. Schimmels and Peshkin [81, 89, 90] look at the de
sign of nominal velocities and accomodation matrices (inverse damping matrices) to
guarantee force assembly. This assumes a robot admittance control specifying a lin
ear relation between the end effector velocities (twists) and forces (wrenches). They
assume a fixture consisting of ideal "fixels", which are point constraints. The workpiece can be considered to be an arbitrarj^ polygon. Each fixel contacts at most one
face of the workpiece. They derive a set of linear and nonlinear conditions on the
nominal velocity and accomodation matrix that guarantee (1) boundedness of inter
action wrenches and (2) error reduction given infinitesimal but otherwise arbitrary
initial positional errors. They then define a design procedure for selecting a nominal
velocity and accomodation matrix.
.•\nother method is to let a deviation from the nominal trajectory- trigger an error
recovery strategy- or patch plan. Xiao and V'olz [107, 104, 105] use this replanning
approach. A nominal motion is generated without considering uncertainties or er
rors. When a deviation of the nominal motion plan is detected an on-line replanner
is invoked. The replanner generates a patch-plan to guide the manipulated object
back to its nominal motion trajectory. Crucial to this approach is automatic con
tact recognition. Compliant recovery motions can be planned based on the contact
information.
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Researchers have addressed contact recognition in the presence of uncertainties
[19. 102. 93]. Almost all their methods are based on the generate-and-test approach.
Xiao and Zhang [103, 109] described methods for generating hypothetical contact
formations which possibly exist between two objects based on the sensed location of
the contacting objects and the uncertainties in these locations. A contact verifier is
necessary to extract the actual contact formation from the hypotheses.
Contact constraints can be analyzed to reject some contact hypotheses. Previous
work [108] presented methods for analyzing the contact constraints of contact hy
potheses for the 2D case. For each combination of two and three principal contacts.
inter-PC constraints are derived. If the contact hypothesis fully constrains the relative
configuration of the objects, these inter-PC constraints are necessarv- and sufficient
conditions for contact and can be used to rule out some invalid, geometrically infeasible contact hypotheses. However, if the relative configuration is not fully constrained
by the contact hypothesis, the inter-PC constraints are not suflBcient and cannot be
used to rule out infeasible contact hypotheses. In this case relative configurations
that might satisfy the contact constraints can lie anywhere in a region containing the
sensed configuration and bounded by the kinematic constraints and the sensing un
certainty. In [108] it is suggested to verify the contact constraints for a select number
of arbitrary sample configurations in this region.
.Although these methods are useful for the 2D case, in the spatial case, the relative
configuration of the objects will be under-constrained for most contact hypotheses.
Furthermore, sensed locations are not available for contact space construction. Hence
the region in which a feasible relative configuration can lie is not bounded by sensing
and can be quite large or even unbounded. This further complicates the use of the
methods described in [108] for contact space generation.
Dakin and Popplestone [16, 17] try to avoid the problems associated with comput
ing the configuration obstacles by linearizing the configuration space around critical
points. First a nominal motion is planned ignoring uncertainty. Critical points (con
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figurations) are identified where collision and jamming are likely. Second, fine-motions
are planned near the critical points using the linearized configuration space [18]. This
method has two drawbacks. First, linearizing the configuration space is only useful
for small deviations from the critical configuration. Second, the nominal plan is not
considering contact between the parts and therefore not likely to take advantage of
compliant motions.

2.3

Qualitative approaches to motion planning and control

Because planning compliant motions is computationally complex, recently researchers
try more qualitative approaches. The basic idea behind these qualitative approaches
is to first plan a sequence of transitions between qualitative contacts states. Second,
each contact transition is translated into a continuous motion. Planning in finite
qualitative contact space is less computationally involved than searching the large
configuration space.
2.3.1

Discrete event control

Discrete event control and hybrid models have recently become popular for motion
control [6]. Discrete event control methods have been applied to assemble polyhedral
parts[69, 70, 72]. Discrete states are the qualitatively distinct contact states. The
state changes when an event occurs. Events are perceived contact state transitions
reported b\- a process monitor. The discrete event controller issues commands, de
pending on the current contact state, to the underlying continuous controller in order
to achieve particular contact state transitions that will lead to the desired assembled
configuration. The discrete event controller can be considered to be a high level, in
telligent decision-maker that reacts to discrete events and issues discrete commands
to the continuous dynamical sj'stem.
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McCarragher [72] and McCarragher and Asada [69] assume the existence of qual
itative contact state models. Manual contact model generation and discrete event
controller synthesis is time consuming, tedious, expensive, and error prone. In [73]
McCarragher mentions it as important but does not address the problem of automatic
generation of qualitative contact models from geometric models of components.
Discrete event control requires a process monitor for detecting contact state transi
tions. Several process monitoring or event recognition techniques have been proposed.
For example. McCarragher and Asada [68] proposed "qualitative template matching",
which is a dynamic, qualitative, model-based technique for recognizing contact state
transitions. Other techniques include the use of Hidden Markov Models and combina
tions of force and position measurements [42, 41]. Hovland and McCarragher address
in [40] the problem of real-time dynamic selection of different discrete event recog
nition techniques, which produce different confidence levels of the recognized events.
They describe an intelligent architecture that will utilize additional event recognizers
when event recognition becomes harder.
Discrete event controllers implement motion plans as sequences of contact tran
sitions leading to the assembled configuration. The remaining problem of mapping
contact transitions into continuous compliant motions is more manageable than plan
ning the complete motion in configuration space. Especially, Peshkin and Schimmels
[81. 89. 90] have (partially) addressed that problem.
2.3.2

Contact Formations

Contact Formations were first used to represent contact states in the context of the
replanning approach [19, 107, 104, 105]. In recent work researchers try to use this
representation as a basis for a qualitative contact model [47, 106]. A principal contact
(PC) denotes the contact between a pair of surface elements (i.e. faces, edges or
vertices) which are not the boundary elements of other contacting surface elements.
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The boundary elements of a face are the edges and vertices bounding it, and the
boundary elements of an edge are the vertices bounding the edge. The principal
contacts for three dimensions are face-face (f-f), face-edge (f-e), face-vertex (f-v).
edges crossed (e-cross), edge-vertex (e-v), vertex-vertex (v-v) or touching edges (etouch). A contact between two objects can be characterized as the set of principal
contacts formed which is called the contact formation.
The contact formations partition the configuration space. However, the contact
configurations belonging to a particular contact formation do not necessarily form a
single connected region in configuration space [47, 52]. If the region of contact configu
rations is not connected, it might be necessary to go through other contact formations
to go from one contact configuration to another in the same contact formation. This
complicates planning using this representation.
The contact space can be represented by a contact formation graph [47, 106] if
only contact formations are considered which describe a single connected region of
contact configurations. Nodes of the graph are the feasible contact formations and
each arc connects two neighboring contact formations. Two contact formations are
neighboring if there exists a compliant motion that brings the objects from one of
the contact formations to the other without traversing any other contact formation
(including no contact).
In [47] and in [106] methods were proposed for generating contact formation graphs
semi-automaticall}'. The contact formation graph is formed by merging several goalcontact relaxation (GCR) graphs. A GCR graph is generated starting from a seed
contact formation. The GCR graph is grown by repeatedly relaxing contact con
straints to obtain less-constrained neighboring contact formations until there are no
new ones to add. The neighboring contact formations are hypothesized by removing a
principal contact or replacing a principal contact with a less-constrained neighboring
principal contact.
The methods proposed in [106] are limited in three ways. First, there seems to be
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no good way to generated more-constrained neighboring contact formations. There
fore subgraphs need to be merged and one needs to have seed contact formations.
Secondly, in [106] the goal contact formations are assumed to be given. However,
no methods for generation of the goal contact formations, which is not trivial, are
presented or proposed. Third, to verify if contact formations are indeed spatialh' ad
jacent one needs to find a compliant motion from one to the other. In [106] random
searches are proposed to find such compliant motions. However generating random
samples that satisfy the contact constraints is a very much unsolved problem. Pre
liminary results presented in [49, 48] show that generating random samples for two
principal contacts can easily take up to 60s. Generating of random samples seems
cumbersome and computationally expensive.
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Part II
Sets of Elementary Contacts
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CHAPTER 3

A QUALITATIVE CONTACT MODEL: SETS OF
ELEMENTARY CONTACTS
3.1

Describing contact between two polygons

A contact between two polygonal objects can qualitatively be described in terms of
the contacting topological surface elements (e.g. faces and vertices). For the planar
case, face-vertex elementary contacts are sufficient to describe a contact state [63. 73].
.An example is given in Figure 3.1. This leads to the following definition.
Definition 3.1. Denote a face in general by f and a vertex by u. A contact de

scription is a set

of possible elementary face-vertex contacts

7.-1,8 = {•••, fi — Vj,...} €

(31)

The set of all possible contact descriptions is denoted by r.4.sr.-i.s is 2^"'^

\ where

The cardinality of

are the number of vertices and m-j, mf are

the number of faces of .4 and B respectively.

Xot every contact description is geometrically feasible. The contact constraints
imposed by the set of elementary contacts can be inconsistent. Or the contact con
straints cannot be satisfied without the objects penetrating each other. Chapter 4
describes methods for verifying whether an arbitrary set of elementarj- contacts is
geometrically feasible. Each geometrically feasible contact description corresponds to
a qualitative contact state and vice versa.
Definition 3.2. A qualitative contact state, "/ X B '

contact state for short,

is a geometrically feasible contact description "(A,B- The set of all contact states is
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fi

J10
Contact between polygons can be described qualitatively by a set of vertex-face con
tacts. The contact between the polygons in the figure is characterized by two vertex-face
contacts
^ = {f-'i - fw^^'2 " ff)

FIGURE 3.1. Example of a feasible contact state description for polygons
denoted by

The cardinality of

g C

is determined by the geometry of

the objects.

3.2

Describing contact between two polyhedra

Contact between two polyhedra is considered in this chapter. Without loss of gen
erality. one object is assumed to be fixed while the other is mobile. The mobile
polyhedron is denoted by object ^4 while the fixed one is denoted by object B. A
contact between object .4 and object B can qualitatively be described in terms of the
contacting topological surface elements (i.e. faces, edges and vertices). Three types of
elementary contacts [63. 73] are distinguished: (i) vertex-face contacts

face-vertex contacts

— ff. (ii)

— vf and (iii) edge-edge contacts e-^ — ef. X contact between

two polyhedra .4 and B is qualitativeh" described by a set of elementary contacts. .A.n
example is given in Figure 3.2.
Definition 3.3. Denote a face in general by f and a vertex by v. A contact de

scription is a set

7 .4,^

of elementary face-vertex, vertex-face and edge-edge contacts

(3.2)
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Contact between two polyhedra can be described qualitatively fay a set of vertex-face,
face-vertex Jind edge-edge contacts. The contact between the polyhedra in the figure
i s c h a r a c t e r i z e d b y a v e r t e x - f a c e a n d a n e d g e - e d g e c o n t a c t 7 4 ^ = { VQ — / ® , e o — e f } .

FIGURE 3.2. Example of a feasible contact state description for two polyhedra
The set of all syntactically correct contact descriptions is denoted by VA ,B - The car
dinality of ra,b is

where m-^, m® are the number of vertices,

m-j. mj are the number of faces and m^, mf are the number of edges of A and B
respectively.

Similar to the planar case, not every contact description is geometrically feasible.
Each geometrically feasible contact description corresponds to a qualitative contact
state and vice versa.
Definition 3.4. A qualitative contact state, or contact state for short, is a
geometrically feasible contact description 7 .4,g. The set of all contact states is denoted
by

G C R.4,5. The cardinality

g is determined by the geometry of the objects.

In the next chapter methods will be presented for verifying whether an arbitrary
set of elementary- contacts between two polygons is geometrically feasible. Similar
methods will be presented in Chapter 5 for the spatial case.
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CHAPTER 4

VERIFICATION OF CONTACT HYPOTHESES FOR
POLYGONS
This chapter presents the material that was presented in [31, 29]. The focus and
contribution of this chapter is to develop computational methods to verify whether a
hypothetical contact description between two polygonal parts is geometrically feasible.
As described in Chapter 3, a contact between two polygonal objects can qualitatively
be described in terms of vertex-face and face-vertex elementary contacts [63, 73]. Not
every contact description is geometrically feasible. Figure 4.1 shows two examples
of infeasible contact descriptions.

Each geometrically feasible contact description

corresponds to a qualitative contact state and vice versa. The problem addressed
in this chapter is to verify whether an arbitrarv* contact description

7.4,b

€ r . 4 . B (or

contact hypothesis) corresponds to a qualitative contact state, 7^ ^ G

Of special interest is verifying the geometric feasibility of contact descriptions
that do not fully constrain the relative configuration of the two objects. To be more
specific, each elementary contact in 7.4,b represents a kinematic constraint that con
strains the relative configuration of the objects. If there are sufficient independent
constraints, the relative configuration will be fully constrained and can in theory be
solved for symbolically [1, 108]. This configuration can then be used to check if the
objects penetrate each other [28]. However, matters are more complicated if the con
tact description does not fully constrain the relative configuration. In particular, the
relative configuration of the objects cannot be solved for. At best, the relative con
figuration is bounded to some region but not known. Obviously, it is much harder to
verify the geometric feasibility of these contact descriptions.
Qualitative contact states that do not fully constrain the relative configuration are
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/fo
(a)

(b)

Infeasible contact state descriptions (a) Contact state description 7.4. e = {I'l* —
/lO' /i* ~
~
is infeasible because the constraints are inconsistent, (b) Con
tact state description 7.4,3 = {ui* —
— fh)
infeasible because the objects
penetrate.

FIGURE 4.1. Example of infeasible contact descriptions for polygons.
extremely important for compliant motion planning. These are exactly the contact
states that allow the objects to move compliantly with respect to each other. Hence
they are used in assembly strategies. They are the contact states that are traversed
to bring the objects from their initial configuration to their assembled configuration.
Testing contact hypotheses that do not fully constrain the relative configuration is
useful for assembly planning.
The focus of this chapter is on testing contact hypotheses that do not fully con
strain the relative configuration of the objects. The problem addressed in this chapter
can be formulated as follows:
Problem statement 4.1. Given an arbitrary set of elementary contacts ~ A.B G
r.4.e that do not fully constrain the relative configuration of the objects, determine
whether this contact description is geometrically feasible, that is, whether it corre
sponds to a qualitative contact state 7AM ^

There are two basic criteria which a contact description must satisfy in order to
be geometrically feasible: (i) the kinematic equality and bounding constraints aissociated with each elementary contact and (ii) the global noninterpenetration condition.
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Figure 4.1 illustrates those criteria.
These geometric feasibility criteria depend in general on the relative configuration
of the objects. The set of elementary contacts does not in general fully constrain
the relative configuration of the objects.

In that case, the relative configuration

is unknown and can vary infinitely. Verifying the geometrical feasibility criteria is
therefore not trivial. Commercially available geometric engines, like ACIS, cannot be
used as those engines require the configuration of the objects to be specified. However,
geometric feasibility of a contact description can be proven by finding one relative
configuration for which all criteria are satisfied. The question of whether a contact
description is geometrically feasible can be formulated as:
Problem statement 4.2. Given a contact description, does there exist a configura
tion of the objects for which (i) the kinematic constraints imposed by the elementary
contacts are satisfied and (ii) the parts do not penetrate?

An optimization-based method will be presented in this chapter to find such a
configuration. The violation of the geometrical constraints is used as a positivedefinite cost function. This cost function is minimized. If the global minimum is zero,
the constraints are satisfied and the contact description is geometrically feasible. If
the minimum is larger than zero, the contact description is not fecisible. The search
for the configuration is guided by the gradient of the cost function.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 describes mathemat
ically the necessary and sufficient conditions for geometric feasibility of a contact
description. These conditions are used in Section 4.2 to pose an optimization prob
lem. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 describe how the cost function and its gradient can be
computed. Section 4.5 gives the results of some cases used to test the algorithms.
The chapter is concluded in Section 4.6.
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(a)

(b)

Panel (a) shows the kinematics of a vertex-face contact. A vertex of the object A
contacts a face of base B. Panel (b) show the kinematics of a face-vertex contact. A
face of object .4 contacts a vertex of base B

FIGURE 4.2. Kinematics of vertex-face and face-vertex contacts for polygons

4.1

Criteria for geometrical feasibility

This section will formulate the geometric feasibility criteria mathematically. These
mathematical formulations will be used in Section 4.2 to form the cost function.
The kinematic constraints imposed by the elementary contacts will be explored first,
object penetration is discussed in Section 4.1.2.
4.1.1

Kinematic constraints and bounds

In the following, kinematic constraints will be derived for the vertex-face and faceverte.x contacts. Without loss of generality, assume in the rest of this chapter that
object B. the base, is stationarj^ while object .4 is mobile.
Vertex-face contact: Panel (a) of Fig. 4.2 shows the kinematics of a vertex-face con

tact. Two frames are shown in the figure: an inertial frame denoted by superscript 0
and a body-fi.xed frame denoted by superscript 1. The vector to the vertex is denoted
by r|.. The contact face is characterized bv a unit normal, n%, and bv a vector to
t
"
' JJ '
"
an arbitrary point on the face, r°s- This point can conveniently be chosen to be a
•'j
vertex. In order for the vertex to be in contact with the face, the distance between
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The constrciint
= 0 can be satisfied without physical contact between the
vertex and the face. For both cases
v;^) =0 but for the second case there is no
contact between the vertex and the face. Additional bounding constraints are required
to ensure that the vertex is in contact with the bounded contact face.

FIGURE 4.3. Additional bounding constraints are necessary
the vertex and the face has to remain zero. In particular,
(4.1)
where

is the signed Euclidean distance between vertex v f and face f f .

The signed Euclidean distance for the vertex-face contact is computed as
d f i f f . v f ) = (r? +

where
frame and

(4.2)

- rj.)'njs.
-'j

is the transformation matrix from the body-fixed frame to the inertial
is the location of the origin of the body-fixed frame. Distance df is a

signed distance. It is positive (negative) when vertex v-^ is in the positive (negative)
half-space of face ff. This property will be utilized in the sequel.
Figure 4.3 shows two cases for which

. v^) = 0. However, for the second case

there is no contact between the vertex and face. Satisfying equality constraint (4.1)
guarantees that v^ertex vf is on the supporting plane' of face
guarantee that the vertex is on the bounded face

However, it does not

Additional bounding constraints

need to be added to ensure that the vertex is on the face.
' .A face is a flat surface that is bounded by vertices. .A plane is a flat surface that is unbounded.
The supporting plane of a face is the plane that embeds the face.
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The contact face

is bounded by the half-spaces of adjacent bounding faces —

faces that share an edge with the contact face. Each bounding face can be connected
convexly or concavely with the contacting face. To be precise the concept of convex
and concave edges is introduced.
Definition 4.1. A convex edge connects two faces convexly. That is, the angle
between the two faces as measured through the material is less than 180^.

This is

equivalent to requiring that all vertices of one face lie in the negative half-space (in
cluding the supporting plane) of the other face. A concave edge is an edge that is
not convex.

Using this definition the bounding constraints can be stated as follows. The vertex
has to lie in the negative half-space of all bounding faces that share a convex edge
and in the positive half-space of all bounding faces that share a concave edge with
the contact face. The vertex lies in the positive (negative) half-space if the value of
the signed Euclidean distance df between the bounding face and vertex is positive
(negative).
V/8€adj(//)

(4.3)

where a.d^[f^) is the set of faces adjacent to f^ and <^iffrfk) is defined as
( f B /-B) = / ^

^

1~^

and // share a convex edge
fk
ff share a concave edge

Condition (4.3) can be written as a sum of terms
S

Mff:h")dfUkvf))=0

(4.5)

where /i : 5R —> 3? is a continuously differentiable function such that
fo
/^(^) = \ 2
\x^

if X < 0
-c ^ n
if x > 0

,

Conditions (4.1) and (4.5) are necessary and sufficient conditions for vertex vf and
face fB to be in contact.
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Face-vertex contact: Panel (b) of Fig. 4.2 shows the kinematics of a face-vertex con

tact. The face-vertex contact is identical to the vertex-face contact except for the
computation of the Euclidean distance between the vertex and the face. The Eu
clidean distance for the face-vertex contact is computed as
//) = [(R?)'(r°_fl - r?) Necessary and sufficient conditions for contact between vertex

(4.7)
and face

are
(4.8)
(4.9)

fkeadiiff)

where adj(/j"^) is the set of faces adjacent to

function

f^) is defined by (4.4)

and /z : 0? —> 5R is defined by (4.6).
4.1.2

Nonpenetration condition

In robot path planning, Euclidean separation distance measures have been used for
quite some time [27]. Fast algorithms exist to compute the distance between objects
[28. 78]. In contrast with separation measures, a penetration measure is a measure
for the penetration of object models. Constraining the penetration measure to be
zero will ensure that the objects do not penetrate.
Penetration measures are conceptual as objects do not penetrate each other in the
real world. Object models, however, can penetrate. \ natural penetration measure
is the Euclidean norm of the minimum relative translation that will separate the two
objects. This penetration distance is, however, very expensive to compute [8]. This
section describes another measure of penetration that is computed efficiently and that
can be used to verify whether two objects penetrate.
Recently. Ong and Gilbert [77] introduced growth distances and applied them to
robot path planning [79]. This measure is not a Euclidean distance, it is a measure for
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how much each object must be grown or shrunk so that they just touch. One of the
desirable properties of this measure is that its derivatives with respect to configuration
variables exist almost everywhere. The derivatives can be used to construct motions
which separate the objects. Both the penetration growth distance and its derivatives
can be computed efficiently for two- and three-dimensional polytopes. This section
for completeness will review the penetration growth distance [77].
The growth distance can be introduced in three steps. First the growth model of
an object is introduced that depends on a scaling parameter a. The object model
grows with increasing values of a. becomes the object for <T = 1, and shrinks to a point
when (7 = 0. Second, the growth function between two objects is defined. The value
of the growth function is the minimum value of cr such that the two growth models
still touch. In the third and last step the appropriate penetration growth distance is
obtained by scaling the growth function according to the size of the objects. Each
step will be described in more detail in the sequel.
The growth model .4(cr) of a compact convex set .4 is defined as:
=

where a G

{Pm} ®

is the scaling parameter, ,4

(-i-10)

.4 © {P4} and, p .j G int(,4) is the seed

point. The choice of the seed point is not critical but the centroid of the object is a

reasonable choice. Symbols © and © denote Minkowski set operations. The original
object is obtained for a = 1: for a < 1 (cr > 1) the object contracts (expands) about
the seed point.
The second step is to define the growth function between two compact, convex
sets 4 and B. Denote the collection of convex, compact sets in 3?" which have a
nonempty interior by O. Then the growth function ^ : O x O —> 3?"^ is the minimum
value of the scaling parameter

<7

such that the growth models .4(cr) and B{(t) just
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touch:
^(-4, B) = miner
subject to

-4(<t) n B { a ) ^ 0,
a e 3?+.

(4.11)

If the objects .4 and B penetrate, the growth models must contract so that .4 and B
do not overlap but just touch and ^(.4, B) < 1. Similarly, if ^(.4. B) > 1 the objects
arc separated.
In the third and last step the penetration growth distance is obtained by scaling
according to the size of ,4 and B, leading to the following definition:
Definition 4.2. The penetration growth distance dp : O x O ^ S?"*" between two
convex, compact objects A and B is
g{A,B) < 1
g{A.B) > 1
where

(4.12)

and pg are the radii of circumscribing spheres for respectively the sets .4 and

B and the growth function g{A, B) is the solution of minimization problem (4.11).

The growth function and penetration growth distance depend on the configura
tion of the objects .4 and B. Ong and Gilbert [77] showed that the gradient of the
growth function with respect to the configuration variables of the objects exists al
most everywhere. They also discuss the cases in which the gradient does not exist.
The gradient of the penetration growth distance can be used to construct motions
that separate two penetrating objects. Both the penetration growth distance and its
gradient can be computed efficiently when .4 and B are polytopes.
In the previous discussion it is assumed that objects .4 and B are convex. That
restriction can be relaxed by decomposing the objects into convex subsets and con
sidering the sum of the penetration growth distances between those subsets:
Definition 4.3. Let .4 and B be compact, concave polytopes with convex decompo
sitions c'u(.4) and cv{B). Then the combined penetration growth distance measure
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between .4 and B is:

(''•13)

d^(A,B)=

.•i,ecv(A) ^ B j e c v { B )
where dp[ A i , B j ) for convex subsets .4, and B j is defined by (4.12)

A necessary and sufficient condition to ensure that objects .4 and B do not pen
etrate each other is
<(-4,5)=0

(4.14)

This condition ensures that objects A and B do not penetrate. This additional
constraint is used in the next section to state the geometric feasibility criteria.
4.1.3

Summary of feasibility criteria

A set of elementary contacts, 7,4, b, corresponds to a geometrically feasible contact if
and only if there exists a configuration such that:
1. objects .4 and B do not penetrate each other, that is, condition (4.14) is satisfied,
2. the kinematic constraints are satisfied for all elementary contacts in 7.4,0r that
is, conditions (4.1) and (4.5) are satisfied for all vertex-face contacts and con
ditions (4.8) and (4.9) are satisfied for all face-vertex contacts in

7 .4, s.

Both the kinematic constraints and the penetration growth distance are a function
of the configuration of object .4. The problem of finding a configuration for which
the constraints are satisfied is addressed in the next section.

4.2

Optimization problem

The problem of finding a configuration (Ri(q), r?(q)) of object .4 that satisfies the
feasibility criteria can be formulated as an optimization problem in generalized coor
dinates q. In particular, consider minimizing the penetration growth distance subject
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to the kinematic constraints imposed by the elementary contacts in the contact de
scription:
minimize (j(q) = d p { A { q ) , B )
subject to
v ( . ; ^- / « ) €

(

4

.

1

0

)

If there exists a q* such that G(q*) = 0 then, (i) the parts do not penetrate and
(ii) the kinematic equality and bounding constraints are satisfied. In that case the
contact description represents a geometrically fezisible qualitative contact state. If
the global minimum is not equal to zero, that is

> 0. the kinematic constraints

are inconsistent or the kinematic constraints cannot be satisfied without penetration
of the object and the base. In that case, the set of elementary* contacts does not
correspond to a geometrically feasible contact state.
Unconstrained optimization problems are numerically easier to solve than con
strained ones [26]. The optimization problem (4.15) can be transformed into an
unconstrained problem using penalty functions for constraint violation. In particu
lar:

<^(q) = [d';)- +

+ Wi ^
vf-ff

vf-ff

+we^

+ wi

(4.16)

ff-vB

where we and wi are positive weighting factors.
The penalty function approach has been implemented using a trajectory following
method (See Section 4.5). This method needs to evaluate the cost function and its
gradient. The evaluation of these functions is not trivial and is discussed in detail in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
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4.3

Computation of the cost function

Computation of cost function (4.16) is not trivial. The second and third terms are
kinematic equality and bounding constraints. These terms can be computed straight
forwardly using equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.5), (4.8), (4.7), (4.9). (4.6) and (4.4). How
ever. computing the first term, the penetration growth distance, is not trivial. In
particular, it requires solving the minimization problem (4.11). This section describes
how the penetration growth distance can be computed. In particular, the minimiza
tion problem (4.11) for finding the growth function will be written as a standard
linear programming (LP) problem that can be solved using a standard LP-solver in
linear time.
Ong and Gilbert [77] describe how minimization problem (4.11) can be written as
a standard linear programming problem. The derivation is reproduced here for three
reasons: (1) to be complete, (2) because a different notation is used in this chapter,
and (3) most importantly, the equations are necessar>- to derive the equations for
computing the gradient in Section 4.4.
4.3.1

Computation of the penetration growth distance

The first step in formulating the minimization problem (4.11) as an LP-problem is
to rewrite the condition .4,(cr) n Bj{a) ^ 0. The intersection of the growth models is
not empty if there exists a point x° that is contained in both objects:
^(.4,, B j ) = miner
subject to

x" G -4,(cr)
x° G Bjia)
a e 3?"^.

(4.17)

The next step is to rewrite the conditions x° € •4i(cr) and x° e B j { a ) as sets of
inequalities using the half-space defined by the faces of the objects .4^ and Bj. Figure
4.4 shows the growth model of a convex polygon. Although the figure shows the 2D
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r*;

ay

P.4.

FIGURE 4.4. Growth model of convex polytope
case, the following derivation is valid for the general m-dimensional case. Three frames
are shown, (i) an inertial frame denoted by superscript 0, (ii) a body-fixed frame
attached to the polygon denoted by superscript 1, and (iii) an intermediate frame,
denoted by superscript 2. placed at the seed point of the object with an orientation
equal to that of body-fixed frame 1. The configuration of object A and hence that
of .4, 6 cv(.4) is represented by {ri,R°}. where R" denotes the transformation from
frame 1 to inertial frame 0. An arbitrary^ point x° in space can be written as:
x° = r? +

+ R?cry'-

(4-18)

Note that the superscript 2 denotes the intermediate frame and not the square of y
(which is not defined for vectors). Since .4,(a) = {r° -1- R^p^, } © aR°.4i^. point x°
belongs to .4,(CT) if and only if

€ .4,^. Point y^ belongs to .4,^ if and only if it lies

in the negative half space of all faces of .4^:
(nji )V <

^ AI

^ AF

, k=

^

(4.19)
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where

is the number of faces of Ai, n,* is the outward normal of face
and
'^i
T fk is an arbitrary point on face
This point can conveniently be chosen as a
JA,
vertex of
. Or. since the orientation of frame 2 and 1 are the same. n^,. = n
^
IA,
and rj, = r}, ^ -p.l,,:
(»7U)y<l: k = l , . . . , m f
Jk

where 77

Jk

(4.20)

•'

is a scaled version of the normal vector:
*

v\A, = I 1 . . . j
ri
A
. )nrU-P.4.)
Jk
Jk

Note that

fk

is independent of the configuration of object .4. Eliminate

from the

*

inequalities (4.20) using (4.18). Rearranging terms and using (R°)'R° = I2 yields:
-a<

(4.22)

. k=

w•here

Jk

= R?77^.

(4.23)

Jk

+P.4.)

Jk

(-l-S-l)

Summarizing, x° € ^i(c) if and only if all inequalities of (4.22) are satisfied.
Similarly. x° € Bj{a) if and only if the following inequalities are satisfied.

fk

®J

, k = \,...,mf

(4.25)

where

"?•' =

-v%,)

(^-27)
The minimization problem (4.17) can thus be formulated as the a standard LPproblem. The value of the growth function g : O x O

5?"*" for two convex, compact
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polytopes A i e O and B j 6 O is the solution a ' of the following standard linear
programming problem:
B j ) = min a

s.t.

k=l.,...,mf
-<7 <
h

where rf

fk'

(4.28)

l=

J

and

•q^B and ^ri

can be computed from equations (4.23), (4.24) and (4.21). and
'*•
can be computed from equations (4.26) and (4.27).

Once the growth function is known, the penetration growth distance is computed
easily from equations (4.13) and (4.12).

4.4

Computation of the gradient of the cost function

The gradient of cost function (4.16) is very useful for minimization of that function.
Computing the gradient is however not trivial and will therefore be described in this
section. The configuration of the objects is a function of generalized coordinates
q = (Fp 6). where T° is the position of object .4 and 9 is the angle between the .\-axis
of inertial frame 0 and the x-axis of body-fixed frame 1. From (4.16) follows that the
derivative of the cost function has five terms

It®*"' =

E

E

K-fj

",-fj

--f)

Each term will be computed in the sequel.
4.4.1

Gradient of the penetration growth distance

The derivative of the first term of the cost function (4.16) is the derivative of the
penetration growth distance. Ong and Gilbert outline in [77] how this derivative can
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be computed. However, the final equations depend on the kinematics of the problem
at hand. These equations will therefore be derived in this subsection.
Ong and Gilbert [77] show that the gradient of the growth function with respect to
the configuration variables of the objects exists almost every^ivhere. They also discuss
cases in which the gradient does not exist. Assume that the objects are in a generic
configuration, a configuration for which the gradient exists.
The derivative of the first term of the cost function (4.16) follows from equation
(4.1.3)
(4.30)
^

.4,ecv(.-l) "-BjecvCB)

From equation (4.12) it follows that for convex .4t and convex Bj

The growth function g { A i , B j ) is found as the solution of LP-problem (4.28). To
compute the derivative one needs to compute how this solution changes when the
configuration of .4 changes.
The solution of the LP-problem (4.28) is uniquely determined and found as the
intersection of at least 3 active inequality constraints given by (4.22) or (4.25). These
inequality constraints hold as equality constraints at the solution of (4.28). Each
of these active constraints can be identified by the face that imposes the constraint.
Hence a set of 3 independent constraints can be picked among the active constraints
and be represented by a set
belong either to

of three faces. Each of these faces can

or to B j . The selected three active constraints form a nonsingular

linear system of equations [79]:
S.j(q)z(q) = t(q)

(4.32)
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where
Su =

•«)' -1
-1 .z =
.i < y -1.

X"

t=

(4.33)

Differentiating (4.32) with respect to the generalized coordinate qk and rearranging
terms gives:
= S-1

X"

(4.34)

dqk

The matrix

is available from the linear programming algorithm [77]. The deriva

tives in the right hand side can be computed symbolically. This will be done for the
2D case. Solving (4.34) for ever\' generalized coordinate, qk, will give all the elements
of the sought gradient -^g{Ai, Bj).
The derivatives in the right hand side of (4.34) will now be computed symbolically
for the 2D case. The configuration of object .4 and hence that of .4^ is represented
by q = (r?. G). where r° is the location of the origin of the body-fixed frame and 9 is
the angle between the x-axis of the body-fixed and inertial frames. Furthermore, the
configuration of object Bj is fixed and does not change with time. Of interest are the
derivatives of g{A,, Bj) with respect to the configuration variables of .4.
Consider the derivatives in the right hand side of (4.34) for the 2D case:
d
dqk^

dqk^ '^'^~dqk

^02

_^03.

dqk

-1]
« ) ' -1

\i<Y

s<y

x"i
Z2

(4.35)

I = 1-3

(4.36)

-K

Each row can be written in the form:
= Ac
dqk^""

dqk

If the row corresponds to an active inequality constraint due to a face of Bj. both
and 77°,^ do not depend on the configuration variables of object .4. Hence, the
derivatives are zero in that case
= 0, if Tpt € faces (B j )

(4.37)
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where faces(Bj) is the set of all faces of Bj
If the row corresponds to an active inequality constraint due to a face of object .4^,
the derivatives in general will not be zero. In the latter case, substitution of equations
(4.23) and (4.24) give:
(4.38)
where the transformation, R°, from body-fixed to inertial coordinates is computed as
R? =
Rearranging terms and using that

cos{9)

sin(0)

— sin(0)
cos(0)

(4.39)

does not depend on the configuration q yields:

= «)'^(R!)'(r? - x") + «)'(R;)'^r;

(4.40)

Equation (4.40) can be computed for all configuration variables. In particular.
rd

d
de

de
"

d

d

.3(r?)^

^(r?)x

•

d

t

^

d{v\)y

=

— sin(0)
— cos(0)

cos(0)
(r? - x°)
— sin(0)

(4.41a)

(So>

= (*/^,)xCOs(0) - { T t l ^ ) y S i n { e )

(4.41b)

{Sij)z

= (»74,)xsin(0) + {Tjl^)yCos{e)

(4.41c)

Summarizing, from (4.34) it follows that the derivative of the penetration growth
function with respect to
d
dqk

is
g{A,B,) =

d
dqk

^ /o \
dqk

(4.42)

-1 which is available from the LP-solver. Each
where [S~ Js,. denotes the third row of S~
row of the derivatives in the right hand side of (4.42) can be computed as follows. If
row Z corresponds to an active constraint due to a face of Bj, XIJI € faces(B_,). then
the derivatives are zero (equation (4.37)). If row I corresponds to an active constraint
due to a face of .4^,

€ faces(.4,), then the derivatives are computed using either

(4.41a), (4.41b) or (4.41c) depending on which variable is being varied.
The gradient of the penetration growth distance follows now from equations (4.30),
(4.31) and (4.42).
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4.4.2

Gradient of the kinematic constraints

The second term of the derivative of the cost function (4.16) is
^

(4.43)

It follows from (4.2) that the gradient of the Euclidean distance is computed as

d

— sin(0)
— cos(0)

ds'
d

,p, ,n

cos(0)
— sin(0)

•'j

J. _ , 0
= ("/•)..

(4.44)
H-13)

j^dfU^,vt) = (n%),

(4.46)

Summarizing, the second term of (4.29) is computed from (4.43). The derivatives in
the right hand side of (4.43) are computed using (4.44), (4.45), and (4.46).
The third term of the gradient (4.29) of the cost function is
dqk

^

^

^

dok

The gradient of ji is easily computed from (4.6)

{'
where it is used that

(4.48)
fk)Y = 1- The derivatives in the right hand side of (4.48)

have been computed before and are given in (4.44), (4.45), and (4.46).
Summarizing, the derivative of the third term of cost function (4.16) is given
by (4.47) and (4.48). The derivatives in the right hand side of (4.48) are computed
using (4.44), (4.45), and (4.46).
The fourth term of the derivative of cost function (4.16) is
H

//)]^ =2w£ ^

(4.49)
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It follows from (4.8) and (4.7) that
^ UI(„B fA\
^ eqy i 1 J j /
de

_ /-O

\

_0\t
1 /

— sin{0)
cos{d)

— cos{9)
— sin(0)

(4.50)

^^^0)

= [-cos(g) sin{d)]n\A

(4.51)

di%

= [-sin(g) -cos(^)] nj.,4

(4.52)

Summariziag, the fourth term of (4.29) is computed from (4.49). The derivatives in
the right hand side of (4.49) are computed using (4.50), (4.51), and (4.52).
The fifth term of the gradient (4.29) of the cost function is
"-V

^/i6"(uf,//) = u;/XI

m

•^MffJk)df{vFJk))

(4.53)

The gradient of n is easily computed from (4.6)
d

fo

if <;(//,

/t*) <0

(4.54)

where it is used that (<r(//, f k ) ) ' — 1- The derivatives in the right hand side of (4.54)
have been computed before and are given in (4.50), (4.51), and (4.52).
Summarizing, the derivative of the fifth term of cost function (4.16) is given
by (4.53) and (4.54). The derivatives in the right hand side of (4.54) are computed
using (4.50), (4.51), and (4.52).

4.5

Implementation and experiments

Optimization problem (4.15) can be solved with a variety of numerical methods [26].
.A. trajectory following method has been implemented to solve optimization prob
lem (4.16) and it is discussed in this section. A variable step fifth-order Cash-Karp
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Runge-Kutta method [82] is used to integrate the negative gradient of the cost func
tion (4.16). The penetration growth distance is computed using a two-phase simplex
method.
The numerical results for the testing of some contact hypotheses are summarized
in Tab. 4.1. Column G lists the returned minimum, column Uok lists the number of
integration steps needed to reach the minimum. If for a certain integration step the
truncation error is larger than lO""* then the step is retaken with a smaller step size.
Column TLbad lists the number of steps that had to be retaken. The sixth column
lists the CPU-time that was needed to find the solution using a desktop PC with a
Pentium III 450MHz processor running Redhat Linux 6.0. Although the numerical
routines are not optimized for speed and precision, the algorithm is fast. Profilers
showed that most time is consumed with computing the penetration growth distance.
This is due to the use of a standard two-phase simplex method for solving the linear
programming problem. Using incremental algorithms [77] instead of the two-phase
method is expected to increase the speed significantly.
Testing of the first three contact hypotheses of Tab. 4.1 are shown in Fig. 4.5.
Panel (a) shows the results of testing contact h\^pothesis 7.4,s =

— /i®, V2 —

which is geometrically feasible. The routine terminated with a feasible configuration
for object A and returned Gmin < 10~® which is considered to be zero. Panel (b) shows
the results of testing contact hypothesis

7 .4, s

=

, f(^ — uf }, which is

geometrically infeasible (see also Fig. 4.La). The kinematic constraints are violated
and the parts penetrate each other. The returned value of the cost function is greater
than zero. Gmin > 0. Panel (c) shows testing of contact hypothesis 7 .4,b

=

}•

which is geometrically feasible. The computation returned Gmin < 10~® which is
considered to be zero.
Penalty functions are commonly used to turn constrained minimization problems
into unconstrained minimization problems [98].

A well known problem with this

method is that the solution q* will not satisfy the constraints exactly as a small
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(b)

/fo
(c)
Results of testing three different contact hypotheses. Panel (a) shows the testing of
contact hypothesis JA.B = {fi* - FIO,
—/g^}, which is geometrically feasible (see also
Fig. 3.1). Panel (b) shows the testing of contact hypothesis 7.4.b = { v f —
~
v ^ - f ^ — v f ] , which is geometrically infeasible (see also Fig. 4.La). Panel (c) shows
testing of contact hypothesis "M.B =
~
which is geometrically feasible.

FIGURE 4.5. Testing of three contact hypotheses for the planar case.
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^ok

IT'bad

/lO' ^2

3.85 • IQ-^
8.10

12
30

5.56 • lO"'
8.38 • 10-"
3.96 • 10"'
8.26 • lO"'^
1.32
1.56
1.89 - 10-'

34
37
16
14
32
35
7
13

/i" -

-

-vf}
If}
i f i ' - j ,B JfAI -^5^}
ifi' - uf, V2 - I f }
uf - t'2 - f f }
,.B ,..4
-fi)
ifi'-/n
i f i ' - vi)
-

'

-

/fo-

-/fo}

o
1

G

to
o

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

-

lA,B

fB ..A

bo

run
1
2

5
9

CPU-time [s]
0.01
0.06

result
feasible
infeasible

12
15
9
4
10
22
2
1

0.11
0.13
0.06
0.02
0.07
0.09
0.01
0.01

feasible
feasible
feasible
feasible
infeasible
infeasible
feasible
feasible

TABLE 4.1. Experimental results for the peg and block pair using weighting factors
We = wi — o.

constraint violation is "traded" for a decrezise in the objective function — adding
the penalties will create new minima. Usually the weighting factors we and W[ are
chosen high to keep the constraint violation small. But high weighting factors result
in stiff sets of differential equations and numerical integration problems. Fortunately,
this is

not

a problem for the cost function (4.16). This is true because, if the global

minimum of G is zero, the constraints will be satisfied at the global minimum. Hence
there is no trade-off between constraint violation and decrease of the penalty function.
.A. potential problem with the trajectory' following is that local minima instead of
global minima can be returned. The experiments and initial investigation of sample
geometries did not indicate that local minima would cause any problems. However,
a thorough study of whether local minima cause problems and classifying when they
cause problems is appropriate. If local minima cause problems one can resort to
optimization methods that do find global minima, like genetic algorithms [33] or
flooding techniques.

a

4.6

Summary and discussion

This chapter describes computational methods to verify whether a contact hypoth
esis between two arbitrary' polygons is geometrically feasible. These computational
methods enable us to implement a predicate for contact feasibility. The predicate can
be useful for automatic generation of a qualitative contact state space of two objects
using a generate-and-test paradigm. Qualitative contact models are useful for robotic
assembly and compliant motion planning.
A contact hypothesis or contact description is geometrically feasible if there exists
a relative configuration such that (i) the kinematic equality and bounding constraints
are satisfied for all elementary contacts in the contact description and, (ii) the objects
do not interpenetrate. An optimization-based approach was proposed for finding
such a configuration. The penetration growth distance is minimized subject to the
kinematic equality and bounding constraints. The contact hypothesis is geometrically
feasible if the global minimum is zero.
The optimization based method has been implemented using trajectory' following.
Penalty functions have been used to turn the constrained optimization problem into an
unconstrained one. The unconstrained problem is solved numerically using trajectory
following. Several contact hypotheses were tested using this method.
-A potential problem with trajectory- following is that local minima may be found
instead of global minima. Experiments and initial investigation of sample geometries
did not indicate that local minima would cause problems. However, when local min
ima are a problem one can resort to optimization methods that do find global minima,
like genetic algorithms or flooding techniques.
The methods presented in this chapter have been used for the planar case. These
methods will be extended to the spatial case in the next chapter.
-A distinction of this work is that it focuses on identification of under constrained
contact states. Contact hypotheses that do not fully constrain the relative configu
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ration of the contacting objects are of particular importance for compliant motion
planning. They correspond to qualitative contact states that allow the objects to
move compliantly with respect to each other. However, because the relative config
uration of the objects is not fully constrained, one can neither solve for the relative
configuration symbolically nor numerically. If the contact hypotheses are generated
computationally, one cannot assume that a sensed configuration of the objects is
available. There is therefore no a priori information available about the relative con
figuration. Verification of geometrically feasibility of this class of contact hypotheses
is therefore in general hard. However, the methods presented in this chapter do verify
contact hypotheses that do not fully constrain the relative configuration. For methods
of identifying fully constrained contact states see for example [108].
The methods presented in this chapter differ in several ways from configuration
space methods. The contact representation that is used in this chapter is qualitative.
This is different than computing configuration space obstacles [63, 4, 7, 60]. From the
configuration point of view, each qualitative contact state corresponds to a contact
region in configuration space. We are specifically not trying to compute a represen
tation for such a region but want to determine whether a particular region exists or
not, i.e., whether a contact description is geometrically feasible or not. Furthermore,
it is pointed out in [108] that the analyses in [63, 20, 4, 7] do not consider all contact
constraints. In this chapter all contact constraints are considered: kinematic equality
constraints, bounding (overlap) constraints, and global interpenetration conditions.
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CHAPTER 5

VERIFYING OF CONTACT HYPOTHESES FOR
POLYHEDRA
This chapter presents the material that was presented in [32, 30]. The focus and
contribution of this chapter is to develop computational methods to verify whether
an arbitrary hypothetical contact description 7'** ® e r.4,0 (or contact hypothesis)
between two spatial, non-convex, polyhedral parts is geometrically feasible and thus
corresponds to a qualitative contact state, 7'^'® €

g. The methods presented in

this chapter for contact hypothesis verification are a generalization of the 2D methods
presented in the previous chapter. This chapter addresses the general three dimen
sional. spatial problem.
Each elementary contact in 7"^'^ represents a kinematic constraint on the relative
configuration of the objects. As explained in Chapter 4, methods for testing contact
hypotheses that do not fully constrain the relative configuration are of special interest.
The problem addressed in this chapter is
Problem statement 5.1. Given an arbitrary contact description

G

that

may not fully constrain the relative configuration of two spatial, non-convex polyhedra,
determine whether this contact description is geometrically feasible, that is, whether
it corresponds to a possible qualitative contact state between objects A and B.

There are two baisic criteria that a contact description must satisfy in order to be
geometrically feasible: (i) the kinematic equality and bounding constraints associated
with each elementary contact must be satisfied and (ii) the objects must not penetrate.
These are global criteria. Figure 5.1 illustrates those criteria. Geometric feasibility of
a contact description can be proven by finding one relative configuration for which all
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a)

Infeasible contact state descriptions (a) Contact state
— /®t Cq — eg .VQ —
f^} is infeasible because the constraints are inconsistent, (b) Contact state
=
{l'o' —
— e^} is infeasible because the objects must penetrate to satisfy the
kinematic constraints.

FIGURE 5.1. Example of infeasible contact state descriptions for polyhedra
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criteria are satisfied. The question of whether a contact description is geometrically
feasible can be formulated as
Problem statement 5.2. Given a hypothetical contact description, does there ex
ist a configuration of the objects for which (i) the kinematic equality and bounding
constraints imposed by the elementary contacts are satisfied and (ii) the parts do not
penetrate?

This chapter presents an optimization-based method to find such a configuration
similar to the method presented in Chapter 4.

A measure of penetration of the

objects is minimized subject to the kinematic equality and bounding constraints. If
the global minimum is zero, the constraints are satisfied and the contact description
is geometrically feasible. If the minimum is larger than zero, the contact description
is not feasible.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes a set of
criteria that a given set of elementary contacts must satisfy in order to be geomet
rically feasible. An equivalent optimization problem is formulated in Section 5.2.
Sections 5.3 and 5.4 describe how the cost function and the differential of this func
tion can be computed. Section 5.5 describes how this problem is solved numerically
by simulating a viscoelastic system. The chapter is concluded in Section 5.6.

5.1

Criteria for geometric feasibility

The criteria for geometric feasibility will be formulated mathematically in this section.
These mathematical formulations will be used in Section 5.2 to describe a method for
finding a configuration that satisfies the criteria. The kinematic constraints imposed
by the elementary contacts are first considered. Object penetration is discussed in
Section 5.1.2.
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Kinematics of the vertex-face elementarj' contact. .A. vertex of mobile object .-1 contacts
a face of stationary object B.

FIGURE 5.2. Kinematics of the vertex-face elementar\' contact
5.1.1

Kinematic constraints and bounds

Vertex-face contact First consider the vertex-face elementarv* contact.

Figure 5.2

shows the kinematics of this contact. Two frames are shown in the figure: an inertial
frame (frame 0) and a body-fixed frame attached to object .4 (frame 1). The vector
to the vertex is denoted by r^.^. The contact face is characterized by a unit normal
vector, n°s: and a vector to an arbitrary point on the face. r%. This point can
h
'
JJ
conveniently be chosen as a vertex. The superscripts denote the frame to which the
vectors are referred to.
If the vertex is in contact with the face then the distance between the vertex and
the face is zero. In particular,
(5.1)
where df (ff. v^) is the signed Euclidean distance between vertex uf and face ff.
The Euclidean distance for the vertex-face contact is computed as
dfUf, vf) = (r? +

- rj«)'nj.

(5.2)
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where r? is the position of the body fixed frame and R" is the transformation matrix
from frame 1 to frame 0. Distance df is a signed distance. It is positive (negative)
when vertex vf is in the positive (negative) half-space of face f^. This property will
be utilized in the sequel.
Satisfying condition (5.1) guarantees that the vertex vf is on the supporting plane^
of face ff. However, it does not guarantee that the vertex is on the bounded face
. Let s be the projection of vertex

on the supporting plane pf of face

. The

second condition to be satisfied is that s be on the bounded face:
s e //

(5.3)

Satisfying conditions (5.1) and (5.3) guarantees that there is contact between the
vertex and the bounded face. In the following a computable form for condition (5.3)
will be derived. We will first look at the case that object B is convex and then at the
general non-convex case.
.•\ssume temporarily that object B is a convex polyhedron. In that case any face
of object B is convex and can be modeled as the intersection of its supporting plane
and the negative half-spaces of a set of bounding planes. Let bp(/®) be the set of
bounding planes. Let each bounding plane pjf e bp(/j®) be defined by a normal vector
n PKB and an arbitrarv
^ point rPKa on the plane. Then face ffJ is given bv
' the intersection
of its supporting plane and the negative half-spaces of the bounding planes

// = pf n {x° I (x° - vlsYnls

< 0 Vpf G bp(//)}

(5.4)

.A.S s is the projection of vf on pf, condition (5.3) is equivalent to requiring that s
lies in the negative half-space of all bounding planes
(s" -

< 0 Vpf € bp(//)

(5.5)

'.A. face is a flat surface that, in general, is bounded by edges. A plane is a flat surface that is
unbounded. The supporting plane of a face is the plane that embeds the face.
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During contact, equation (5.1) is satisfied and the projection s is equal to the vector
Using (5.2) we obtain
<0 ^Pk ^ bp(//)

(5.6)

Conditions (5.1) and (5.6) are sufficient and necessary conditions for contact between
vertex

and face

if object B is a convex polyhedron.

If object B is non-convex the shape of the faces are in general non-convex. For the
convex case we could assure that the vertex is on the bounded face

by requiring

that it lie in the negative half-spaces of the bounding planes. However, this breaks
down for non-convex shapes. This problem is overcome by decomposing

into a

set of convex faces and then requiring that condition (5.6) is satisfied for at least one
face of the convex decomposition:
[3/» e cv(//)] [Vpf e bp(/f)] [df (pf. vf) < 0]
where

c v { f f ) denotes the set of convex

(5.7)

faces forming a convex decomposition of

ff.

This condition can be written as the product of sum terms
=0

(5.8)

.pfebp(//)
where the function ^£ : 5? ^ 5? is defined as
"<•^1 = { 0

X>0

<5.9)

Conditions (5.1) and (5.8) are sufficient and necessarj* conditions for vertex
and face ff to be in contact.
Face-vertex contact Figure 5.3 shows the kinematics of the face-vertex contact. This

type of contact is identical to the vertex-face contact except for the computation of the
distance between the vertex and the face. The Euclidean distance for the face-vertex
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(0)

Kinematics of the face-vertex elementciry contact. A face of mobile object .4 contacts
a vertex of stationary object B.

FIGURE 5.3. Kinematics of the face-vertex elementary contact.
contact is computed as
dfivfjf) = [(R?)'(r°B - r?) - r}."

(5.10)

•'j

Xecessar>- and sufficient conditions for contact between vertex vf and face

are
(5.11)

and

/c-'ecvC/;')

5^

= 0

(5.12)

.Pit ebp{/^)

The function /i(-) is defined by (5.9) and the Euclidean distance df is computed
using (5.10).
Edge-edge contact Figure 5.4 shows the kinematics for an edge-edge elementary con

tact. Each edge is characterized b\' a vector r^. to one of its vertices and a unit vector
Up aligned with the edge. The shortest line segment connecting the edges is perpen
dicular to both edges. When the edges are not parallel this defines two points Sq
and Sb-
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(1)

FIGURE 5.4. Kinematics of the edge - edge elementary contact.
If the edges are in contact, the distance between them is zero. The unit vector
perpendicular to both edges is

where ||-|| denotes the Euclidean norm and in general, w denotes the cross-product
matrix of vector w, the skew-symmetric 3x3 matrix such that wv = w x v for

any vector v. The (signed) distance is the projection of the vector from vertex

to

vertex vj} onto the unit vector perpendicular to both edges
= 0.
where the vector from vertex

to verte.x

(5.14)

is

= r? + R^r;,^ - r^a •

(5.15)

If the edges are in contact, this distance is zero.
Condition (5.14) is necessary but not sufficient. Satisfying condition (5.14) guar
antees that the two supporting lines^ of edges ef and ef intersect in some point
-.•\n edge is a line segment that is bounded by two vertices. The supporting line of an edge is the
unbounded line that embeds the edge.
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s. However, for physical contact the intersection point s has to lie between the end
points of both (bounded) edges

s€{e,'^nef}

(5.16)

Satisfying conditions (5.14) and (5.16) guarantees that there is contact between the
two edges. In the sequel, condition (5.16) will be brought in a computable form.
The line segment from

to Sq is the shortest line segment connecting the two

edges. If condition (5.14) is satisfied, these two points coincide at the intersection
point of the supporting lines of the edges: s = Sq = s^. Therefore requiring that
Sa E

and

6 ef guarantees that if condition (5.14) is satisfied the intersection

point s will lie on both edges.
The vector to point Sb can be written as the sum of the vector to

and a scalar

times the unit vector u «
s? =
The scalar

A is the signed Euclidean distance between Sb and

(5.17)
along the edge.

Point Sb lies on edge ef if this distance is positive and smaller than the length of the
edge
0 < 0!^BgA < lef

(5.18)

where I^B is the length of edge e®. Similarly, the vector to Sq can be written as
s° = r? +R°(ri^
and Sa lies on edge

if

(5.19)
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Conditions (5.18) and (5.20) can be combined as a sum
h'bdief..e f )
J

+ n{leB - afa^A) +
J
J t

J *

t

»

=0

(5-21)

where the function ^(•) is defined by (5.9). Conditions (5.14) and (5.21) are necessary
and sufficient conditions for contact between edge ef and ef. The rest of this section
is concerned with computing the values of
The points S q and

^ and a\ ^.

are separated by a distance
s„ = Sft + hi'/n°A^B
« J

(5.22)

Substitution of (5.17) and (5.19) and rewriting as a linear set of equations yields
rv®B A
^
i"'

— ^l^.vB + ^'eq'^efef

(5.23)

This is a linear system of three equations in the two unknowns in the form of Ax = b.
A unique solution exists when the edges are not aligned: The least squares fit^ is
computed as x = (A'A)~'b. Carrying out these computations and writing the result
as two separate equations yields

J *

=

1i —' C;J2 Ft A ["eS
^ "
efef

=

fZ-^2

I

k ^

[Cefer^^ef " R"I1'«

(5-25)

efef

where C^B^A denotes the dot product between the two unit vectors along the edges
CgB^A
= (u°s)'R?UgM
-J
• e"' ^ ep = '(U°B)'U°^

(5.26)

Furthermore, conditions (5.14) and (5.21) are necessary- and sufficient conditions
for contact between edge ef and ef. Further, if the edges are not aligned then given
an object configuration, (5.24) and (5.25) can be used to compute the unique values
of afs . and a\.AJ «
J >
^Because a solution exists, the least square fit will yield the sought solution.
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5.1.2

Nonpenetration condition

In Section 4.1.2 penetration growth distances [77, 79] were described in detail. Pen
etration growth distance is not a Euclidean distance but a measure of how much
both objects must be grown or shrunk so that they just touch. Both the penetra
tion growth distance,

and its derivatives can be computed efficiently for three

dimensional polytopes.
The penetration growth distance between two convex polyhedra is defined as
7G/' I

D\

_ [j{(A4
PA +

Ps

)(l —

-S))

g{A,B)<l

g{A.B) > 1

10

where p .\ and pB are the radii of arbitrary circumscribing spheres for respectively the
sets .4 = .4 © {p ^} and B = B © {p^}, and p^ and Pg are the seed points of .4
and B. The growth function g{A, B) is the solution of the following minimization
problem:
^(-4, B) = miner
subject to

.4(£T) fl B{(T) ^ 0,
a e 3?+.

(o._8)

where o € 0?"^ is the scaling parameter, and A { a ) and B { a ) are the growth models
of .4 and B respectively as defined by equation (4.10). If objects .4 and B are nonconvex. the penetration growth distance is computed as the sum of the penetration
growth distances between the convex subsets from the convex decomposition of .4
and B\
4(A,B)=

Y.

Y.

.4fc6cv(.4)

Biecv{B)

(5.29)

where c v { A ) and cv(J5) are convex decompositions of .4 and B respectively and
dp{Ai, Bj) for convex subsets Ai and Bj is defined by (5.27)

A necessary and sufficient condition for no penetration between object .4 and B
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is that the penetration growth distance,

between them is zero:

d^(.4, B) = 0

(5.30)

This condition ensures that objects .4 and B do not penetrate and is used in the next
section to state the feasibility criteria.
5.1.3

Summary of feasibility criteria

The feasibility criteria for a contact description can be summarized as follows.
Denote the mobile object by .4 and the stationary object by B. Let the configura
tion of .4 be denoted by (R", r"). A set of elementary contacts 7^^'^ between .4 and B
correspond to a geometrically feasible contact if and only if there exist a configuration
such that:
1. objects .4 and B do not penetrate, that is, condition (5.30) is satisfied, and
2. the kinematic constraints are satisfied for all elementary' contacts in

. that

is, conditions (5.1) and (5.8) are satisfied for all vertex-face contacts, condi
tions (5.11) and (5.12) are satisfied for all face-vertex contacts, and condi
tions (5.14) and (5.21) are satisfied for all edge-edge contacts in
Both the kinematic constraints and the penetration growth distance are a function
of the configuration of mobile object .4. The next section addresses the problem of
finding a configuration of .4 for which the feasibility criteria are satisfied.

5.2

Optimization problem

The problem of finding a configuration (Ri*,ri*) of object .4 that satisfies the feasi
bility criteria can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem. In particular.
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consider minimizing the penetration growth distance subject to the kinematic con
straints imposed by the elementary contacts in the contact description:
minimize G = d p { A , B )
subject to;
V(^.

/,)€/

XhUff^vt) = Q

(5.31)
Y(

- V^\ G

V(e.

ejG7

I

~ ^

i h[!(vf.f/) = 0

{ HD^(EF,EF) = 0

If there exists a configuration (Ri*,r°*) such that G = 0, then (i) the objects do not
penetrate and (ii) the kinematic equality and bounding constraints are satisfied. In
that case the set of elementary contacts represents a geometrically feasible contact
state. If the global minimum is not equal to zero, that is,

> 0, then the kinematic

constraints cannot be satisfied without penetration of the objects. In that case, the
contact description does not correspond to a geometrically feasible contact state.
Unconstrained optimization problems are numerically easier to solve than con
strained ones [26]. The constrained optimization problem (5.31) can be transformed
into an unconstrained problem using penalty functions for constraint violations. In
particular:
G=

+

+

E

E

E

E ^67(ef.e;^)

(5-32)

{ef-ef)

Penalty functions are commonly used to turn constrained minimization problems
into unconstrained minimization problems. A well known problem with this method is
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that the solutions will not satisfy the constraints exactly as small constraint violations
are "traded" for decreases in the objective function — adding the penalties will change
the minima and/or will create new minima. Usually very high weighting factors are
used to keep the constraint violations small. But high weighting factors result in
stiff sets of differential equations and the associated numerical integration problems.
Fortunately, this is not a problem for cost function (5.32). This is true because if
the global minimum of G is zero, then the constraints will be satisfied at the global
minimum. Hence there is no trade-off between constraint violation and decrecise of
penalty functions.
The optimization problem can be solved numerically by simulating a viscoelastic
dynamic system. The resulting algorithm is similar to gradient descent algorithms.
The state variable is (Rj, rl), the configuration of the mobile object. The cost function
G is a function of rigid body configuration (Ri,r°) and thus can be used to define
an elastic potential energj' function. The associated elastic wrench wc = [fc; tg]
is determined by the differential of G. •* Let u;? be the angular velocity of the mobile
object in inertial coordinates. Let v° be the linear velocity of the mobile object in
inertial coordinates. Then R" = WiR? and r, = v^. As a dynamic state equation
choose

K1
0

= -B-'

fc

where B is a 6 x 6, positive definite, symmetric, viscous damping matrix. The basic
idea is simple and intuitive. It is similar to the so-called gradient descent algorithms.^
These algorithms are typically formulated using generalized coordinates. Generalized
^Formally, the configuration manifold is S E ( 3 ) , the special Euclidean group. Function G maps
SE(3) to the set of non-negative real numbers, R"*". The differential of G is a section of the co-tangent
bundle. dG : SE(3)
T-SE(3), such that (R?,r°)
({R?,r?), (TG, fc))^Strictly speziking the gradient of a potential function on a manifold is defined only given a metric
tensor on the manifold. The gradient of a potential function is the direction for which the function
changes most per unit distance. Typically an ad-hoc metric is implicitly chosen that depends on
the choice of generalized coordinates. In our approach one is forced to choose a viscous damping
matrix, B. This is similar to choosing a metric tensor.
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coordinates are ill-suited for representing rigid body configurations. They are com
putationally cumbersome and have analytic singularities.
The viscoelastic simulation approach has been implemented. The values of the
cost function and the elastic wrench need to be computed for different object config
urations. The derivation of expressions for evaluation of these functions is not trivial
and is discussed in detail in the following two sections. The numerical results are
discussed in Section 5.5.

5.3

Computation of the cost function

Computation of the cost function G of (5.32) is not straightforward. The kinematic
constraints are in closed form and can ezisily be computed from (5.1), (5.8), (5.11),
(5.12), (5.14) and (5.21). However, computing the penetration growth distance (5.29)
requires solving minimization problem (5.28). In the following we describe how to
compute the penetration growth distance.
5.3.1

Computation of the penetration growth distance

The penetration growth distance of two concave objects is given by (5.29). It is defined
as the sum of the penetration growth distances between the convex decompositions of
the two objects. The penetration growth distance between two convex polytopes .4^
and Bi, belonging to the convex decompositions, can be computed using (5.27) and
solving minimization problem (5.28). For polyhedra, minimization problem (5.28) for
finding the growth function can be written as a standard linear programming (LP)
problem. LP-problems can be solved efficiently with standard LP-solvers in linear
time. Rewriting the minimization problem (5.28) as an LP-problem enables us to
compute the penetration growth distances.
The first step in formulating the minimization problem (5.28) as an LP-problem
is to rewrite the condition .4fc(cr) n Bi{a) ^ 0. The intersection of the growth models
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is not empty if there exist a point x° that is an element of both models:
g{Ak,Bi) = mina
subject to

x° G Ak{cr)

(5.34)

x° 6 Bi{a)
a G 3?+.

The next step is to rewrite the conditions x° € .4fc(cr) and x° e Bi{a) as sets
of inequalities using the half-spaces defined by the faces of the objects Ak and B/.
Define the following three frames, (i) an inertial frame denoted by superscript 0, (ii)
a body-fixed frame attached to the polytope denoted by a superscript 1, and (iii) an
intermediate frame, denoted by superscript 2, placed at the seed point of the object
with the same orientation as the body-fixed frame. The configuration of object .4
and thus .4^ is represented by {ri,Ri}. With these definitions an arbitrar\- point x°
in space can be written as:
x° = r? -t- R.?P.4^ + R?cry2.

(5.35)

Xote that superscript 2 denotes the frame to which y is referred to and not the square
of y (which is not defined for vectors). Since .4/fc((7) = {r° +

© crAk, point x°

belongs to .4;t(<7) if and only if y € .4^. Point y belongs to Ak if and only if it lies in
the negative half space of all faces of Ak'i = L 2,... , ttij"
where m'j'' is the number of faces of .4*;. n

^1

(5.36)

is the outward normal of face i of

object .4fc and r

is an arbitrary point on that face which can be chosen to be a
/,
vertex belonging to the face. Since the orientation of frame 2 and 1 are the same,
and
i = 1 , 2 , . . . .TTij"

(5.37)
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where

is a scaled version of the normal vector:

Note that 77^^ is independent of the configuration of object .4;^ Using (5.35) to
/,
eliminate
from the inequalities (5.37) yields
(»,U)'I(R;)'(x° - r? +R»p,',J < 1
Ji

(5.39)

<7

Rearranging terms and using (Ri)'Ri = I3:
(T,°

Jt

)'x°-cT<^ A, 1 = L2....
Jt

(5.40)

where
(5.41)

=(T7|,J'((R°)'r° + p!,J

(5.42)

Summarizing, x° G .4fc((j) if and only if all inequalities of (5.40) are satisfied.
Similarly, x° G B;(cr) if and only if

/,

i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,Tnf'.

Ji

(5.43)

where

JI

't

(5.45)
The minimization problem (5.34) can be formulated as the following standard
LP-problem.
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The value of the growth function g •. O y. O

3?"^ for two convex, compact

polytopes Ak € O and Bi E O is the solution cr* of the following standard linear
programming problem
g{Ak, Bi) = min cr
s.t.

- cr <

(o.46)

{rf ai )'x° - cr < ^ B,,
Ji

*'»

i=

where

can be computed from (5.41),(5.42) and (5.38). r/°s, and ^ BI can
A
*
A
*
be computed from (5.44) and (5.45). Solving LP-problem (5.46) yields the growth

function. Once the growth function is known, the penetration growth distance is
computed easily from (5.27) and (5.29).

5.4

Differential of the cost function

In order to simulate the viscoelastic system (5.33) one needs to compute the differ
ential of the cost function (5.32). In this section expressions will be derived that can
be used for computing the differential.
One way of computing the differential of a function is to do a perturbation analysis
of the function. Cost function G depends on the rigid body configuration (Rj-ri).
Given a particular configuration (R°,r?), let (R° -t-

, r? -t-c») be a virtual, per

turbed configuration. Cross-product matrix 60 is an infinitesimal rotation in inertial
coordinates. Vector Sr is an infinitesimal translation in inertial coordinates. The
virtual change of cost function G is then

SG = G(Rl + S0R°, r? + Sr) - G(R?, r°)
(5.47)
= (fc)'()> -h ( T c y S f f
\ ectors fc and TG define a wrench in inertial coordinates that determines the dif
ferential of G. We compute the various components of this wrench by performing a
perturbation analysis of each of t h e functional c o m p o n e n t s of G .
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5.4.1

Computation of differential of the penetration growth distance

From (5.29) it follows that the perturbed penetration growth distance between two
concave objects .4 and B is the sum of the perturbations of the penetration growth
distance between their convex decompositions
(5.48)
.4fcecv(,4) ^ Biecv{B)

This is the perturbation of the first term of cost function (5.32). From equations (5.27)
and (5.28) follows that for convex objects

and Bi the perturbation of the pene

tration growth distance is
g(Ak,Bi) < 1,

(5.49)

g{Ak,Bi) > 1

In section 5.3.1. the growth function g{Ak, Bi) was found as the solution of LPproblem (5.46). To compute the perturbation 6g{Ak,Bi) we need to compute how
the solution of the LP-problem changes as the configuration of object .4 changes.
This computation is not straightforward and will be performed in the sequel.
Ong and Gilbert [77] show that the differential of the growth function with respect
to the configuration variables of the objects exist almost everj-where.

They also

discuss cases in which the differential does not exist. In this section we assume that
the objects are in a so-called generic configuration, that is, the differential exists.
The solution of LP-problem (5.46) is found as the intersection of at least n -l1 active inequality constraints, where n is the dimension of x°. For the 3D case,
n equals 3. Obviously, these inequality constraints hold as equality constraints at
the solution of (5.46). The solution of (5.46) is uniquely determined and hence a
set

of 4 independent constraints can be picked among the active constraints to

form a nonsingular linear system. Identify a constraint by the face that causes the
constraint. Represent an active constraint by the symbol xpi € faces(.4fc) U faces(i5/),
where faces(.4fc) and faces(Bj) are the set of faces of object A and B. Then the set
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^kt of "1 independent active constraints
= {^1:

(5.50)

^4},

form a nonsingular linear system of equations [79];

Skiz = t

(5.51)

where
"«)' -1"
-l"!

I"?./;!'
II

~ —
SJT/

•

z=

X"

(5.52)

S<Y -1.
Note that the solution, z* = [x°*; ^(^4*;, B/)], of LP-problem (5.46) is the solution of
the linear sj'stem and that the matrices Ski and t depend on the configuration of the
objects.
We are interested in how the value of the growth function g{Ak, Bi) changes as the
configuration of object .4 is changed. Let (R® +

r" + 5r) be a virtual, perturbed

configuration of object .4. The virtual change in the solution of linear system (5.51)
is then

5z =

Sg{Ak.Bi)

= S^i'idt-{6Ski)z')

(5.53)

The z"' row of the perturbed term in the right hand side of (5.53) is computed as:

[St - {SSki)z'h =

- (tJO'x"'

(5.54)

If the row corresponds to an active inequalit}- constraint of object B, that is 7/;, 6
faces(B/). both 6^,1-^ and

are zero because object B is stationary. Hence, in

that case the row is zero. However, if the row corresponds to an active inequality
constraint of object .4, that is tpt 6 faces(.4Ar), the row will in general not be zero. In
the latter case, substitution of equations (5.41) and (5.42) yields

= «)'(-(R;)'^9r° + (R»)*ir) + (i,4,)'(R;)'iex»'
= (rji,)'(R;)Mr + (i,i,)'(R?)'(f?-x»-)i«

(5.55)
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Next we introduce two simplifying notations

\q

xbi

n faces(.4fc)
€ I'fcj n faces(Bj)

-(f? - x°* )R?»74.

a.
a<5flw. -

(5.56)

^

n faces(.4fc)
i)i G ^fc/ n faces(i3f)

(5.57)

so that (5.55) can be written succinctly as
<^^0. -

(5.58)

= (air^,.)'5r +

Using (5.54) and (5.58), the last row of (5.53) can be written as
4

6g{Ak. Bi) =

+ (a<50^,.)'50]

1=1
=

(5.59)

^ j=l
where

^

^ :=I

^

is element (z,j) of the matrix Sj/. This is the sought perturbation of the

growth function. The wrenches are now easily computed.
From (5.49) and (5.59) we find that for two convex objects .4fc and Bi. the wrench
which determines the differential of the penetration growth distance is
4

feu, — <

-{pAk

PBi)YL^kL^'-ki,

i=l

0
'^Glici

*

g{Ak,Bi) < 1

(5.60)

g{Ak,Bi)>l

-{pA, + PB,)12SkU.^0u,
t=I
^0

5(-4fc,B,) < 1

(5.61)

g{''^k, Bi) > 1

The wrench for the general case in which .4 and B can be concave follows from (5.48):

tc,=2d^(A,B)

52

E fe'.,

(5.62)

Aic&cv{ A ) '•B(€cv{B)

Ta,=2d^(A,B)

^ re.,
.4fc€cv(i4) '•B(6cv(B)

(5.63)
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where IC\KI

'''GU, are given by (5.60) and (5.61) respectively. The wrench [fci; TQI]

corresponds to the perturbation of the first term of cost function (5.32).
The procedure for computing the combined penetration growth distance and its
corresponding wrench can be summarized as follows:
Procedure 1. To compute the combined penetration growth distance dp{A,B) and
the corresponding wrench

perform the following steps:

1. For each combination of Ak € cv{A) and Bi 6 cv(B) do the following:
(a) Evaluate the coefficients of the linear inequality constraints of LP-problem

(5.46) for the current configuration of A using (5.38), (5.41), (5.42), (5.44)
a n d ( 5 . 4 5 ) . S o l v e t h e L P - p r o b l e m a n d s t o r e t h e s o l u t i o n z * = [x°,-^(.4fc, B i ) ] .
Select a set ^jt/ of 4 independent active constraints.
(b) Compute the penetration growth distance dp{Ak, Bi) using (5.27) and the
value of g{Ak, Bi) computed in the previous step. Store the result for later
retrieval.
(c) Form the matrix Ski of (5.52) using the independent active constraints
^ki selected in step (a).
inequalities,

Note that the coefficients of the active linear

,• have already been computed in step (a). Compute the

inverse of Ski- If the incremental code from Ong and Huang [80] is used,
the inverse is available as a by-product from the penetration growth distance
computation and no additional computations are necessary.
(d) Compute the wrenchici^, and TGI ^, using equations (5.60), (5.61), (5.56),
{b.bl) and (5.38). Store the result for later retrieval.
2. Compute the penetration growth distance d^{A,B) using (5.29) and the previ
ously stored values of dp{Ak., Bi).
3. Compute the wrench f^i and TQI using (5.62) and (5.63) and the previously
stored values of

and TGI^i •
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5.4.2

Differentials of the constraint functions

VeHex-face contact The perturbation of the second term of cost function (5.32) is

computed as
(0 .64)

E

From (5.1) and (5.2) follows that
v f ) = [ST + <50R^R^.)'N°B

= (n°B)'d'r + (f°in%)'50
'J

''i

''J

(5.65)

The wrench corresponding to the perturbation of the second term of cost func
tion (5.32) is
fc2=

^

tg2=

^

2hi^iff,vf)n'}s

(5.66)
(5.67)

From (5.8) follows that the perturbation of the third term of cost function (5.32)
IS

E Z
K''-//)/,®ecv(/S) L

Y1

sni-dfip^^vf))

(5.68)

pf€bp(/S)

where

''L(//\/,®,<-•.•') = n

E

(5.69)

/<?ecv(//) pf ebp(/B)
From (5.2) and (5.9) follows that
(pf. v t ) ) =
[0

f p i ' 0
df{pf,vf)<0

(5.70)
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where
(5.71)

Sdfip^,vf) = inlsYSr + {r^^jnlsyse

Define

r

_

TG3
"•

df{p^,vf)>0

( p f ,v f ) > 0

^ r2rff (pf. rff

lo

(5.72)

'

(5.73)

df(pf,z;:-^) <0

then it follows that the wrench corresponding to the perturbation of the third term
of cost function (5.32) is
fca =

^

^

hUff

^

(«'.''-//)/,®ecv(/S)

•^03=^

51

fG3u.

pf€bp(/S)

^Liff

^

( v f - i f ) f l e e c yi f f ) ^

(5-74)
•'

-Tcz,,.

(5-"5)

pfebp(/®)

Face-vertex contact The perturbation of the fourth term of cost function (5.32) is

computed as

E

//)!'= E

^ •IT)

(5.76)

From (5.10) and (5.11) follows that
= (n}.)' [(WR;)'(r;,, - r?) - (R;)'ir]
= -(nj^^)'5r - [(f°fl -

(5.77)

The wrench corresponding to the fourth term of the perturbed cost function is there
fore
fc4 =
TC4 = ~

(5.78)
H
(//-ff)

iVi

//) (f°B - r?)

(5.79)
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From (5.12) follows that the perturbation of the fifth term of cost function (5.32)
IS

(//-t'f)
(5.80)
Pi €bp(/,'*)
where

E

hidivf.. ff \ fi^) =

(5.81)

fc ecv(/j^) p]^6bp(/^)
From (5.9) and (5.10) follows that
dfi{-dfiuf,p-^)) =

f2df{Lf,p-^)ddf{vf,p-^))
10

dfivf.p-^) > 0
dfivP.p-^) < 0

(5.82)

where
^ d f { v f , p - ^ ) = - i n l ^ y S T - ((f°B - T ° ) n l ^ y s e

(3.83)

Define
J

^

(-'2df{vf,p-^))n°^

dfivf.p-^) > 0

lo

df^v!>,p^)<0

r-2<if(t;f ,p^))(f;, - f;)n;,
^C5kt,

(5.84)
,p^) > 0

(5.85)

dfivf.pt) < 0

then it follows that the wrench determined by the differential of the fifth term of cost
function (5.32) is
fco =

E
E
(//-ff)/,'*€cv(//)

"^^5=

E
E
(//-''f)/,''ecv(/;*)

Jf \ f!")

E fcoH.
Pi?ebp(/,'')

(5.86)

E
Pi^6bp(/,'M

(5.87)
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Edge-edge contact The perturbation of the sixth term of cost function (5.32) is com

puted as
5:

Y , Hi'{ef.et)6h[-'(ef.ef)
i't-'f)

(tr'-tf)

(5.88)

The perturbation of the edge-edge equality constraints follows from (5.13) and (5.14)

- r?)) (5.89)

+ II.-.0

IU^BU^^I

Algebraic manipulation yields
Sh'4'(ef.ef)=[§^h'4']'sr^[^ki',-]'se

(5.90)

where
hill —
dv

- f?)n°^^s -

(5.91)

<

[I3 -

(5-92)

The wrench corresponding to the perturbation of the sixth term of cost function (5.32)
IS

fc6=

E

(5.93)

(5.94)
(cr»-ef)

From (5.21) it follows that the perturbation of the seventh term of cost func
tion (5.32) is
'^AT(ef,ef)=
(ef'-e®)

^

+ Snil^B - A^B„A)

(.ef-ef)

(5.95)
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The individual terms will be computed in the sequel. From (5.9) it follows that
2a®

{0

<0

J »

A >0

(5.96)

From (5.24) it follows that
^OL^BgA
J

-2c ^Se^(u°B)'u°^50
J *
J
«
r 0
c2„
,)2
TT

0 1^0

*

—

1

+ YZ^
,B^A
+ :j

("ef

"2
[u°a - C
C.^B^A
D J
J

i

(5r - (f^ - f°)<50)
*

(5.97)

*

Algebraic manipulations yields
(5.98)
where
9
dr

B

9

B

1
1
1 -- C^B ^

(5.99)

2c_s„/t
J '

(1 _ ^
^ B A

de
+

1 — (?B
ej* epA

+

+c,B,AflA,Bn°A

-

- f?)(u°s - C^B^AXIIA)

(5.100)

It follows that the wrench determined by 5n{a%
0

fcr . j ,

^G7,I,JI

2OL%
A^OC^B A
efef
k
J ^ or efJ •

m

) is

afB^A > 0
O^^BgA < 0

(5.101)

J

0

OifagA ^ 0

OryB
3_nB
^"efef dO^efe^

4.; < 0

(5.102)
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Similarh", from (5.9) and (5.98) follows that the wrench corresponding to

—

is

^G7,' j 2

«j e. < ZgS
^B^A > /gS

OC%
^ ' dr
^B^A

-2(^ef

r>®
^B^A < l^B

=

rv®B A
^
efef ^ d0

Ot% A > IgB

(5.103)

(5.104)

efef

From (5.9) it follows that
2a\
e^ep;^5a\ A

OC^B^A
'\ A < 0

0

Ol \ ^ > 0

(5.105)

From (5.25) it follows that
.4

_

-2C^B^A{\xIBYVL1^66
-

[Cefer^UeS -

(1-C2„,)2

]—4^ R A [ - UEF^ (UEF^
i

+ -.

i

^2

^a A

^

~

*

(5.106)

Algebraic manipulation yields
(5.107)
where
d

^

d

.4

1
1
1 -- ^ B A 1

(5.108)

'IC^B^A

(1

+
+

-

r2gB^A
U°.U°a(r°. „)'u%
+ (f^ - f°)(c,B,^U°s - U°^)

(5.109)
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It follows that the wrench determined by 5a\ ^ is
Oc\ A >
^ 0

0
fcT.js = ^

O/y-^

ArV^

dr efef

a\

M

(5.110)

<0
>0

^efc^ -

(5.111)

a% ^ < 0

Similarly, from (5.9) and (5.107) it follows that the wrench corresponding to 5h{1^a —
Q'^S A ) is

for.,4 = ^

}

< l^A

-2{1^a - oc-^B^A)^a-^B^A

> l ^A

"efe;'

Tc-.,, =
- 2 { I ^ A - Oi^B^A)-^OL^B^A

(5.112)

< l^A

a-je^A >

(5.113)

The wrench corresponding to the differential of the seventh term of cost func
tion (5.32) is computed as the sum of the previously computed wrenches
^

[fcT.,, + fcT.ja + fcT.jj + fcT.jj]

(5.114)

(e^_eS)

TG7 =

5.4.3

^

+ TG7. J 2 + TC7.,3 +

(5.115)

Elastic wrench

The total elastic wrench determined by the differential of cost function (5.32) is the
sum of the wrenches corresponding to differential of each term
fc = ^ fci
i=l

(5.116)

7

=^ Tci

(5.117)

1=1
where the fci and Tci's are computed according to (5.62), (5.63), (5.66), (5.67) (5.74).
(5.75), (5.78), (5.79), (5.86), (5.87), (5.93), (5.94), (5.114), and (5.115).
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TABLE 5.1. Complexity of the objects in terms of topological elements.
TTlr r

dovetail
hollebol piece

5.5

base
block
base
block

16
16
43
30

24
24
67
45

10
10
28
19

2
3
12
6

Numerical results

The viscoelastic simulation approach which wzis described in Section 5.2 has been
implemented. A variable step fifth-order

Cash-Karp Runge-Kutta method [82] is

used to integrate the equations of motion (5.33). The penetration growth distance is
computed using an incremental version [80] of growth distance.
A potential problem with the simulation of the viscoelastic system is that local
minima instead of global minima can be returned. The experiments and initial in
vestigation of sample geometries did not indicate that local minima would cause any
problems for the algorithms developed here. However, a thorough study of whether
local minima cause problems and classifying when they cause problems is appropriate.
If local minima cause problems one can resort to optimization methods that do find
global minima, like genetic algorithms [33] or flooding techniques.
The penalty function approach has been used to test many contact hypotheses
for different objects. Figure 5.5 shows the testing of three contact hypotheses for a
dovetail assembly. The dovetail is an industrially relevant assembly studied in more
detail in [57. 95]. The number of topological elements of these parts can be found in
Table 5.1. In this table the number of vertices, edges and faces is denoted by m^. m^.
and mj respectively. The number of convex polyhedra in the convex decomposition
of each part is listed under column m^.

Panel (a) and Panel (b) of Figure 5.5

show testing of the same contact hypothesis 7-'^'® =

— Ji-CQ — e®} (identical

to Figure 3.2). This contact hypothesis is geometrically feasible. Panel (a) shows
the initial, final and intermediate configurations of the mobile part to emphasize
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yA,B

dovetail

hollebol
piece

1
2
3
1
2
3

4

0.0010
0.0012
3.8596
0.0002
0.0013
0.0006

'^ok
17
6
83
8
49
13

^bad
10
0
28
1
9
4

result
feasible
feasible
infeasible
feasible
feasible
feasible

CPU [s]
0.03
0.03
0.26
0.34
0.78
1.10

6.0511
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9

infeasible

0.22

G

^0 - f e ^ ^ O - ^ 9
fB pA
pB
Jr
'*^0 *-9
fB
pA
_
pB
Vo
Je ; ^=0
^10
— fB pA _ pB
Jo '
^30

fB pA pB pA pB
fit _ i,B
^8 : JfA
11 _ ..B
'^12' JfA
12 _
fA ,,B fA .,B ..A
-fl J13 >^10'/l4 ^9'%
fi
j.A _ fB ,,A _ fB j,A _
/22'
J23' *^7
fB A _ f B fA__
/24 • . . A _i25!^9
J26-Jo
^9,

TABLE 5.2. Experimental results for the dovetail assembly and the Hollebol piece.
that the verification is a dynamic process. Panel (b) shows only the initial and final
configurations for clarity. Panel (c) shows the testing of the geometrically feasible
contact hypothesis 7 "*'^ =

~ ff ^ ^'0 ~ ^9} (similar to but different than Panel (a)

of Figure 5.1). Note that the objects initially penetrate each other. Panel (d) shows
the testing of the contact hypothesis 7-^'® = {vg—ff, Cq —e^} (identical to Panel (b)
of Figure 5.1). This contact hypothesis is not geometrically feasible. The kinematic
constraints cannot be satisfied without penetration of the objects.
Figure 5.6 shows contact hypothesis verification for more complex parts. Testing of
the contact hypotheses for these parts is fairly complicated and cannot be performed
in 2D. The parts are not symmetric and cross-sections of the parts are not sufficient
to describe all contacts between the parts. The example is based on one of the pieces
of the "hollebol"®. The hollebol is a child's spatial puzzle used as a benchmark for
robotic assembly in [23]. The hollebol is quasi-spherical with chamfered holes of
different shapes. This shape is fairly complex. The baseplate includes a chamfered
hole and a protrusion. The model of the baseplate consists of 43 vertices, 67 edges,
and 28 faces. Its convex decomposition consists of 12 convex polyhedra. The model
of the block consists of 30 vertices, 45 edges, and 19 faces. Its convex decomposition
® "Holle bol" is Dutch for "hollow sphere".
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(c)

(d)

\'erification of several contact hypotheses. Panel (a) and (b) show the verification of
the geometrically feasible contact hypothesis
= {uq* —
— e®} (identical
to Figure 3.2). Panel (b) shows only the initial and final configuration while Panel
(a) shows also the intermediate configurations to emphasize that the verification is a
dynamic process. Panel (c) shows the verification of the geometricEilly feasible contact
hypothesis
®
— ff,eQ — e§} (similar to but different than Panel (a) of
Figure 5.1). Panel (d) shows the falsification of the geometrically infeasible contact
hypothesis
= {t;^ —
,e^ - e^} (refer to Panel (b) of Figure 5.1).

FIGURE 5.5. Verification of several contact hypotheses for the dovetail.

Ill

(C)

(d)

Verification of several contact hypotheses. For clarity, only the initial and final con
figuration are shown. Intermediate configurations are not depicted. Panel (a) shows
verification of hypothesis
,e^Q — e^} which is geometrically feasible.
Panel (b) shows the verification of the geometrically feasible contact h\-pothesis
=
{I'i* —/o®. efo
Panel (c) shows the verification of the geometrically feasi
ble contact hypothesis -f*® = {/{^ - i f . f i \ - vfo. /{X - ffi,fi\ . fi\ -ff}Panel (d) shows the falsification of the geometriccdly infeasible contact hv^pothesis

_ A.B —
_ (l^'SA _ ^22'^6
fB A _ J23'^7
fS , , . 4 _ fS ,,A _ J25''^9
cB ,,A _ J26'J0
fB fA _ ,^8
,B 1
/•

FIGURE 5.6. Verification of several contact hypotheses for the hollebol piece.
consists of 6 convex polyhedra.

Panels (a), (b), and (c) of Figure 5.6 show the

initial and final configurations for testing the geometrically feasible contact hypotheses
- ef„ ef, -

- eg},

{/io -

- ^10^ fu "

~ f23- ^7 ~

'^8 ~ /251 ^9 ~/26'

~

=

- f^}. respectively. Panel (d)

shows falsification of the geometrically infeasible contact hypothesis
f^ -

and

—

This contact hypothesis is infeasible

because the kinematic constraints are inconsistent.
The numerical results are summarized in Table 5.2. The final value of the cost
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function is listed under column G . The number of steps correctly taken by the inte
gration routine is listed under riok- If the integration step is too large the truncation
error will be larger than 10""* and the step will be retried with a smaller step size.
The column Ubad gives the number of steps that had to be retried.

5.6

Summary and discussion

This chapter described computational methods to determine whether a contact h\'pothesis between two arbitrary- spatial polyhedra is geometrically feasible. The com
putational methods described here enable us to implement a logical predicate for
contact feasibility.
.A. contact hypothesis has been described as a set of elementary face-vertex, vertexface and edge-edge contacts between the two objects. The problem of determining
the feasibility of a contact description is formulated as finding a relative configura
tion such that (i) the kinematic equality and bounding constraints are satisfied for all
elementary contacts in the contact description and, (ii) the objects do not interpen
etrate, if one exists. An optimization-based approach is proposed for finding such a
configuration. The penetration growth distance is minimized subject to the kinematic
equality and bounding constraints. The contact hypothesis is geometrically feasible
if the global minimum is zero.
The optimization based method has been implemented. Penalty functions have
been used to turn the constrained optimization problem into an equivalent uncon
strained one.

The unconstrained problem is solved numerically by simulating a

viscoelastic dynamical system. Several contact hypotheses were tested using this
method.
.An important distinction of this work is that contact between spatial, non-convex
polyhedral objects is considered. Other works are limited to the planar cjise. the
spatial case without rotation, or the case of convex polyhedra.
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Another distinction of this work is that it works well with identification of under
constrained contact states. Contact hypotheses that do not fully constrain the rela
tive configuration of the contacting objects are of particular importance for compliant
motion planning. They correspond to qualitative contact states that allow the ob
jects to move compliantly with respect to each other. However, because the relative
configuration of the objects is not fully constrained, one can solve for the relative
configuration neither symbolically nor numerically. For generation of qualitative con
tact models, the contact hypotheses are generated computationally and one cannot
assume that a sensed configuration of the objects is available. There is therefore
no a priori information about the relative configuration. Verification of geometric
feasibility of this class of contact hypotheses is in general difficult. The methods
presented in this chapter do verify contact hypotheses that do not fully constrain the
relative configuration. For methods of identifying fully constrained contact states see
for example [108].
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CHAPTER 6

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF REPRESENTING
CONTACT USING SETS OF ELEMENTARY CONTACTS
This chapter will evaluate the use of sets of elementary contacts as a representation
for qualitative contact modeling. A major disadvantage of using sets of elementary
contacts as a representation is the lack of efficient methods for verifying spatial ad
jacency of two states. This motivates the use of a novel representation that will
be introduced in the next chapter. This chapter will point out the major problems
associated with using sets of elementary' contacts as a representation.

6.1

Unconnectedness of regions in configuration space

A set of elementary contacts can correspond to unconnected regions in the config
uration space. In Figure 6.1 a block is shown in three different contact configura
tions. Configurations (a) and (b) have the same qualitative contact representation
, .i.B _

_ ySj.

However object .4 cannot be moved from configuration (a) to

configuration (b) without going through other contact states. The contact represen
tation corresponds to two regions in configuration space which are not connected.
This complicates compliant motion planning. For example, configuration (c) is spa
tially adjacent to configuration (b) but is not spatially adjacent to configuration (a).
Hence, qualitative contact states can be spatially adjacent for configurations from
some region in configuration space, represented by that state, while they might not
be spatially adjacent for configurations from other regions, represented by the same
state. In general, it is desirable that a qualitative description correspond to a con
nected region in the configuration space.
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The set of configurations corresponding to a particular set of eleraentarj- contacts is
not necessarily path-connected. Configurations (a) Eind (b) have the same contact rep
resentation
— ff}. However object .4 cannot be moved from configuration
(a) to configuration (b) without going through other contact states. The contact rep
resentation corresponds to two regions in configuration space which are not connected.
Furthermore, configuration (c), described by
— /®}» differs by one ele
mentary contact from the contact description of configurations (a) and (b). However,
configuration (c) is only spatially adjacent to (b) and not to (a).

FIGURE 6.1. The set of configurations corresponding to a particular set of elementary
contacts is not necessarily path-connected.

6.2

On spatial adjacency of sets of elementary contacts

In [70] it is assumed that states are spatially adjacent when they are syntactically ad
jacent, that is, if the contact states differ by exactly one elementary contact. However,
differing by one elementary' contact is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition
for two contact descriptions to be spatially adjacent.
Figure 6.2 shows four contact configurations between two polygons. Configura
tion (a) is represented by 7^'^ = {uf —
is represented by
{t 'l' ~ f\ •: ^2 — fi •. v'z — Ji ,

— /®}, configuration (b)

configuration (c) is represented by
— /2®}: and configuration (d) is represented by

=
=

— f^.V2 — fx)- Configurations (a) and (b) are spatially adjacent but differ by
two elementary contacts. Configurations (a) and (d) are not spatially adjacent since
there does not exist a continuous motion from (a) to (d) such that no other states
are visited. However (a) and (d) differ by exactly one elementary contact. Hence,
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(c)

/f

The condition that contact states differ by only one elementary contact is neither a
necessarj- nor a sufficient condition for spatial adjacency. Configurations (a) and (b)
differ by more than one elementary contact but are spatially adjacent. Hence the
condition is not necessary. Configurations (a) and (d) differ by only one elementarjcontact but are not spatially adjacent. Hence the condition is not sufficient.

FIGURE 6.2. Differing by exactly one elemental^' contact is not a sufficient nor a
necessary' condition for spatial adjacency.
the condition that contact states differ by only one elementary condition is neither
necessary nor sufficient for spatial adjacency. A spatial example is given in Figure 6.3.
It is not easy at all to check spatial adjacency of two sets of elementary contacts.
The lack of efficient methods to verify spatial adjacency is a major disadvantage
of using sets of elementary' contacts as a contact representation. To verify whether
two states are spatially adjacent one needs to find a compliant motion from one state
to the other such that no other states are visited. This is a planning problem in itself.
Furthermore, the fact that differing by one elementary contact is not a necessary
condition for spatial adjacency complicates generation of hypotheses about adjacent
states. Without a necessary condition one needs to check all syntactically possible
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 6.3. Spatial example of contact changes consisting of more than one elemen
tary- contact change.
descriptions for spatial adjacency. This is of course not practical. The lack of efficient
methods for checking spatial adjacency motivated our search for a representation for
which adjacency can be verified easily. In Chapter 7 a novel representation using fea
ture interaction matrices will be introduced. Spatial adjacency for feature interaction
matrices can be \-erified efficiently.
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Part III
Feature Interaction Matrices
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CHAPTER 7

A NOVEL QUALITATIVE CONFIGURATION
REPRESENTATION
Feature interaction matrices were used in [50, 51] to represent the interaction of
features of one object. This section will describe how similar matrices can be used to
describe the interaction of features of two objects. The interaction of features describe
the relative configuration of the objects qualitatively. In Chapter 10 it will be shown
that the actual contacts that exist between two objects can be extracted from the
feature interaction matrices. Feature interaction matrices contain more information
and are more genered than the qualitative contact models described before. We start
with defining the feature interaction matrices.

7.1

Feature Interactions and interaction matrices

Polyhedra consist of three kinds of topological features: vertices, edges and faces. The
relative configuration of two polyhedra can be described qualitatively by describing
the configuration of the topological features with respect to each other. Three types
of feature interactions are considered: vertex-face, face-vertex and edge-edge inter
actions. In Chapter 10 it will be shown that these three feature interactions are
sufficient to represent all possible contacts between two polyhedra.
7.1.1

Vertex-Face Interaction

Consider the kinematics of a contact between vertex vf and face ff as shown in
Figure 7.1. Two frames are shown in the figure: an inertial frame (frame 0) and a
body-fixed frame attached to object A (frame 1). The vector to the vertex is denoted
by r|,,i. Face ff is characterized by a unit normal vector, n°sr and a vector to an
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(ly

(0)
Vertex
of mobile object A contacts face ff of stationary object B. Two frames are
shown: an inertial frame (0) and a body-fixed frame (1). The vector to the vertex is
denoted by
. Face ff is characterized by a unit normal vector, n°B, and a vector
to £in arbitrary- point on the face, r°B. The superscripts denote the frame to which the
'J

vectors are referred to.

FIGURE 7.1. Kinematics of a vertex-face interaction.
arbitrary point on the face, r%- This point can conveniently be chosen to be a vertex.
'j

The superscripts denote the frame to which the vectors are referred to.
Consider the signed Euclidean distance df between vertex vf and the supporting
plane of face ff:
-'"hi; (R°, r?) = dfuf. v;') = (r° + R°ri,. - rj.j'njs

(T.L)

where r° is the position of the body-fixed frame and R® is the transformation matrix
from the body-fixed frame (1) to the inertial frame (0). The function
to as the constraint function of vertex-face interaction

is referred

. Vertex-face interaction

qualitatively describes the position of vertex vf of object .4 with respect to the
supporting plane of face

of object B using the sign of constraint function
''®«r/=sign(«/!r/(R!,r;))

If vertex

lies in the supporting plane of face

is zero. If vertex

(7.2)

the vertex-face interaction

lies in the positive (negative) half-space of face ff the vertex-face
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interaction

is +1 (—1). The symbols —,0 and + wall be used to represent the

values — L 0 and +1 more compactly.
The interactions between all vertices of .4 and all faces of B is given by a vertexface interaction matrix
fB

fB

/2

Jl
,,.4

ABif^vf _ (ABivf-i _

^

=l

^ij\—

,,.4

2

AB^vJ

<?>l,2

<Pl,l

AB^vf

<?'2,2

AB^vf
m^,l

Jmf
ABxtry

•••

AB^uf

^2,1

fB

•-•

^l,mf

AB^vf

---

AB^vf

^m^,2 ' ' '

^2,mf

AB^vf

There is a row for each vertex of -4 and a column for each face of B. Each element
in the matrix

can take on the integer value —1,0 or +1 corresponding

to the sign of the corresponding constraint function
7.1.2

.

Face-Vertex Interaction

Similar to a vertex-face interaction, a face-vertex interaction describes qualitatively
the position of a vertex of object B with respect to the supporting plane of a face
of object -4. Consider the kinematics of a contact between face
shown in Figure 7.2. The face-vertex interaction
Euclidean distance of vertex

and vertex uf as

corresponds to the sign of the

to face
•^''«>/° = sign(''»/if"(R°,r;))

where constraint function

(7.4)

equals the Euclidean distance given by
= d f ( v f , f f ) = [(R!)'(r°a - r?) -

The face-vertex interaction matrix

(7.5)

describes the interaction of all vertices
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(1)

(0)

Face
of mobile object .4 contacts vertex u® of stationary object B. The vector to
the vertex is denoted by r°B. Face
is characterized by a unit normal vector,
,
and a vector to an arbitrary point on the face, r'^. The superscripts denote the frame
to which the vectors are referred to.

FIGURE 7.2. Kinematics of a face-vertex interaction.
of B with all faces of .4
,B

/i'

AB

=

A
fi

^ m'j

V'1,1
AB^f^

^2,1

,1

"abT^T

^1,2
02 2

AB^fv

VTn°
^B

B
AB^fv
-•2,TnB

AB^fv
^mf,2

(7.6)

niy ,m^

There is a column for each vertex of B and a row for each face of .4. Each ele
ment

in the matrix

can take on one of the integer values —1,0 or -1-1

corresponding to the sign of the corresponding constraint function
7.1.3

.

Edge-Edge Interaction

An edge-edge interaction describes qualitatively the configuration of an edge of ob
ject .4 with respect to an edge of object B. Consider the kinematics of a contact
between edge

and edge ef as shown in Figure 7.3. Define the edge-edge interac-
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(0)

Edge
of mobile object .4 contacts edge ef of stationarj- object B. Each edge is
characterized by a vector r^. to one of its vertices and a unit vector
aligned with
the edge. The shortest line segment connecting the edges is perpendicular to both
edges. When the edges are not parallel this defines two points Sa and Sf,. The normal
vector
B is aligned with this line segment. The length df of the line segment is
the Euclidean distance between the edges.

FIGURE 7.3. Kinematics of an edge-edge interaction.
tion constraint function

as
= (u°.u°p)^(r° +

This is the projection of the vector from vertex

- r°.)
to vertex

which is perpendicular to both edges. The constraint function

(7.7)

onto vector U°^U° b ,
is zero if and

only if the supporting lines of edges ej^ and ef intersect or if the edges are parallel.
Edge-edge interaction

corresponds to the sign of constraint function
''®9S=sign('"'/.S(R!,r?))

The edge-edge interaction matrix

(7.8)

describes the interaction of all edges of A
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with all edges of B
ef
ef

ABjr.ee

=

p®

^2
^1,2

•^B^ee

^l,mfB
AB^ee
'2,mf

^2

(7.9)

AB^ee

,1

•

B

There is a row for each edge of .4 and a column for each edge of B. Each element
of

can take on one of the integer values —1.0, +1 corresponding to the sign of

constraint function (7.7).
7.1.4

Feature Interaction Matrix

-Assume temporarily that object ,4 and object B are convex. The vertex-face, facevertex and edge-edge interaction matrices can be grouped into one large matrix
'AB^vf

Q

Q

AB^Jv

0

0

=

This is a (m^ +

0
0
AB^ee

(7.10)

+ m^) x (mf + mf + mf) matrix.

The requirement that objects .4 and B need to be convex can be relaxed by
considering the feature interaction matrices between the convex decompositions of
.4 and B. Let cv(,4) = {.4i,.42,

be a convex decomposition of ,4 and

c v { B ) = { B i , B 2 : • . • , BmB,} be a convex decomposition of B. The feature interaction

matrix is then given by

AB^ =

AiBi ^

B R^
MB^B ,
(7.11)
A B ^cv
Q<

where the sub-matrices for the convex objects are defined by (7.10).
A particular feature interaction matrix

describes the relative configuration

of .4 with respect to B qualitatively. Therefore, we will also refer to feature inter
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action matrix

as qualitative configuration

The set of all possible feature

interaction matrices is referred to as the qualitative configuration space F.
In Chapter 10 it will be shown that a feature interaction matrix determines
uniquely the set of elementary contacts between the objects. Therefore all configura
tions represented by a particular feature interaction matrix share the same mechanical
kinematic contact constraints.

7.2

Uniqueness: many-to-one mapping

It is important to be able to compute the feature interaction matrix representation
for a particular configuration q = (R j .T i ). The following mapping will compute for
a configuration q G C of .4 the corresponding feature interaction matrix

G T.

Definition 7.1. Let C denote the configuration space of A and let T denote the set
of all feature interaction matrices F =

The mapping g : C

T is defined as

(7.12)
where each element '^^Oki — 9ki{^}
(q)

computed as
corresponds to a vertex-face interaction

if '^^0^.1 corresponds to a face-vertex interaction
^0|f(q)
0
where

if '^^<i>ki corresponds to an edge-edge interaction
otherwise

, and

are defined by (7.2), (7.4), and (7.8) respectively.

Lemma 7.1. The mapping ^ : C —> F from configurations to feature interaction
matrices as defined by (7.13) is a many-to-one mapping. Hence for each configuration

q G C there is exactly one (image) feature interaction matrix representation
Proof. The elements Qki are defined by equation (7.13). From equations (7.2), (7.1),
(7.4), (7.5), (7.8) and (7.7) it is clear that all elements Pfc/(q) are many-to-one map
ping. Hence mapping p is a many-to-one mapping.

•
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Lemma 7.1 shows that the representation is unique. Each configuration has only
one qualitative representation.

7.3

Differentials of the constraint functions

In the sequel the differentials of the constraint functions are needed for several proofs
and computations. Therefore these differentials will be derived in this section.
Let (Rj + 50'R.°,T° + ST) be a virtual, perturbed configuration of object .4. The
virtual change of the vertex-face interaction constraint function (7.1) due to the per
turbation of the configuration is
•'WJ(R?,r?) = i[(r; + R;r;,. - r'.j'nja]
= (5r + WR;rL)'n°.
*
'J

(7.14)
(7.15)

It follows that
ST
S9
where the wrench

(7.16)

corresponding to the constraint function is given by
AB^vf

_

"w —

(7.17)

Ro-i n°
*

-

Similarly it can be shown that the virtual change of the face-vertex interaction
constraint function (7.5) due a perturbation of the configuration is
ST

AB

where the wrench

(7.18)

se

corresponding to the constraint function is given by
AB^fv _
^kl —
L

-(f°3 - f°)R°n),
*

''j J

(7.19)
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The virtual change of the edge-edge interaction constraint function (7.7) due to a
perturbation of the configuration is
(7.20)
where the wrench

corresponding to the constraint function is given by

(ro -h

7.4

- rO.) +

(7.21)

Partitioning of configuration space

Each feature interaction matrix corresponds to a set of configurations in the configu
ration space. These regions form a partitioning of the configuration space. This is an
important concept that will be used throughout this dissertation. In this section it
will be shown that the feature interaction matrices partition the configuration space
of .4.
First define the set of configurations that is represented qualitatively by a par
ticular feature interaction matrix as the pre-image of that feature interaction matrix
under mapping (7.13).
Definition 7.2. C(^®^ ) is the set of configurations that have feature interaction
matrix

as qualitative representation

C(-^«#) = {q6C|^(q) = -^«$}
where g : C

(7.22)

Y is defined by (7.13).

Lemma 7.1 states that ^ is a many-to-one mapping. Every configuration has only
one feature interaction matrix representation. Hence two regions in configuration
space corresponding to different feature interaction matrices have to be disjoint.
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(b)

(a)

Configurations (a) and (b) have the same feature interaction matrix representa
tion
The triangle cannot be moved from (a) to (b) without going through other
qualitative configuration descriptions. Hence, there is no path in
between (a)
and (b). The regions in configuration space corresponding to this particular qualitative
description are not path-connected.

FIGURE 7.4.
Theorem 7.2. Let C(

be the set of configurations mapped to feature interaction

matrix representation

then

^

Proof. .A.ssume
^(q) =

is not necessarily path-connected.

n

==>

n

=0

(7.23)

^ 0. That implies that (3q)(5(q) =

A

which is in contradiction with Lemma 7.1 that states that g : C

F

•

is a many-to-one mapping.

From a compliant motion planning viewpoint, it is desirable that each qualitative
configuration description correspond to a single connected region in configuration
space. A feature interaction matrix description can correspond to disconnected re
gions. .An example is given in Figure 7.4.' A set of configurations

can be

partitioned into its disjoint path-connected components.
Definition 7.3.

is a path-connected component ofC{-^^^).

' N'ote for this situation the set of elementary contacts description [73] and the contact formations
description [107] also correspond to disconnected regions in configuration space.
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The set of configurations

is the union of its path-connected components
U PtC®*,)

{Vk ^ I)

n

(-.24)

=0

(7.25)

A cell decomposition of a compact topological space 5 is a finite collection K of
disjoint connected subsets c of C, called cells, whose union is S [67]. The collection
of sets Pi form a cell decomposition of the configuration space. Hence the feature
interaction matrices partition the configuration space.
Theorem 7.3. The collection of sets

where

connected component of the set of configurations

denotes the

path-

forms a cell decomposition

of the configuration space C.

Proof. The sets

are by definition path-connected and disjoint. Furthermore.

the union of the sets P,('"^®^) is the configuration space C. Hence the sets
form a cell decomposition of the configuration space C.

7.5

•

Spatial Adjacency of Feature Interaction Matrices

The feature interaction matrices will be used to plan sequences of configuration tran
sitions leading to the desired assembled state of the objects. To execute the plan
each transition has to be translated into a continuous compliant motion from one
qualitative configuration to the other. Therefore it is ver\' important to be able to
determine efficiently whether two qualitative configurations are spatially adjacent. Of
course spatial adjacency also plays an important role in generating hypotheses.
For the feature interaction matrix representation, verifying whether two quali
tative configurations are spatially adjacent can be reduced to finding a twist that
satisfies a set of linear equalities and strict inequalities. The formal proof will be
given in Section 9.1. Finding such a twist is a local, linear problem which can be
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solved efficiently using polar cone methods [36]. Ease of verifying spatial adjacency
is an important advantage of the feature interaction matrix representation over other
qualitative representations.
In general two qualitative configurations

and

are spatially adjacent if

there exists a continuous motion from a configuration qi €
qo €

to a configuration

such that no other qualitative configurations are visited. Let

more zero entries than

and let

and

have

both be path-connected.

Under these assumptions it will be shown in Section 9.1, that if

and

are

adjacent somewhere (local condition) then they are adjacent for all configurations
q €

(global condition). In other words C('^®#j) C cl(C('*®#j)). More

formally
Theorem 7.4. Let dim(C(-^®^J) < dim(C('^®^j)).

Let

and C(-^^$j)

both be path-connected. If C(''^®^,) and C('^®#j) are spatially adjacent for some
configuration qi 6 C(''^^#,) then

and

are adjacent at all configurations

q ofC{-^^^,):
(vq e C( •"'$.)) (ve > o)(3<(q) (pq|| < e and (q + iq) € CC®*,)}

(7.26)

This is an important result: spatial adjacency, a global condition, can be verified
locally, .\ssuming that

corresponds to a path-connected set of relative config

urations and that one configuration q* of this set is known, then to verify spatial
adjacency we need only verify that there exists a solution to a set of linear equalities
and strict inequalities. Verifying the existence of such a solution is a linear problem
and can be solved efficient!}' using polyhedral convex cone techniques [59, 36].
The efficient method for checking spatial adjacency is an important advantage of
feature interaction matrices over other qualitative representations. In particular, in
the next section it will be shown that the contact formation representation [47] used
by Xiao and the elementary contacts representation [73] used by McCarragher both
need path planning to verify spatial adjacency. Path planning is a problem in itself.
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7.6

Comparison with other representations

In this section the feature interaction matrix representation will be compared with
two alternative representations that have been used in previous work. The first rep
resentation is the sets of elementary contacts. This representation was described in
Chapter 3 and some of its properties were described in Chapter 6. Sets of elementary'
contacts have been used by several researchers [60, 69] to model contacts.
Contact formations is another representation with which we will compare feature
interaction matrices. A contact between two objects can be described by so-called
contact formations, which are sets of principal contacts [107, 108]. A principal contact
(PC) denotes the contact between a pair of surface elements (i.e. faces, edges or
vertices) that are not the boundary elements of other contacting surface elements. The
boundary elements of a face are the edges and vertices bounding it, and the boundar}*
elements of an edge are the vertices bounding the edge. The principal contacts for
three dimensions are face-face (f-f), face-edge (f-e), face-vertex (f-v), edges crossed
(e-cross), edge-vertex (e-v), vertex-vertex (v-v) or touching edges (e-touch). Some of
these are shown in Figure 7.5. A contact between two objects can be characterized
as the set of principal contacts formed which is called the contact formation. Contact
formations have been using in [47] as a qualitative contact representation.
7.6.1

Disconnectedness of regions in configuration space

In Section 6.1 an example was given for which a set of elementary contacts corre
sponded to a disconnected set of configurations. It was also explained that this can
complicate compliant motion planning. Furthermore, there are currently no methods
available to detect if a set of elementarj' contacts corresponds to an disconnected set
of configurations.
The contact formation representation has the same problem. The contact forma
tions partition the configuration space. However, the configurations belonging to a
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f-f

f-v, v-f

f-e, e-f

e-cross

FIGURE 7.5. Some principal contacts used in contact formations.

\ 3D square pocket and a square block are shown from the top for three different
configurations. Configurations (a) and (b) have the same contact representation con
sisting of a single face-face principal contact. However, the block cannot be moved
from (a) to (b) without going through other contact states. This qualitative contact
state corresponds to disconnected regions in the configuration space. Configuration (c)
is adjacent in the qualitative contact space to (b) as well as to (a). However, configu
ration (c) is only spatially adjacent to (b) but not to (a). Compliant motion planning
is complicated because the regions in configuration space are not connected.

FIGURE 7.6. A particular contact formation does not necessarily correspond to a
single connected region in configuration space.
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particular contact formation do not necessarily form a single connected region in con
figuration space [47]. Figure 7.6 shows a 3D square pocket and a square block from
the top for three different configurations. Configurations (a) and (b) have the same

contact representation consisting of a single face-face principal contact. However, the
block cannot be moved from (a) to (b) without going through other contact states.
This qualitative contact state corresponds to disconnected regions in the configuration
space. Configuration (c) is adjacent in the qualitative contact space to (b) as well as
to (a). However, configuration (c) is in fact only spatially adjacent to (b) but not to
(a). If the region of contact configurations is not connected it might be necessary to
go through other contact formations to go from one contact configuration to another
in the same contact formation. This complicates planning using this representation.
In [52] methods are proposed for detecting when a contact formation corresponds to
disconnected regions in configuration space. However, the methods presented in [52]
apply only to verj' restricted Ccises for 2D polygons.
In Section 7.4, it was shown that a particular feature interaction matrix can also
correspond to disconnected regions in configuration space. The feature interaction
matrix representation is a finer representation than sets of elementary contacts or
contact formations since it encodes also information about the relative configuration of
the objects besides information about contacts. Feature interaction matrices partition
the contact space (and the configuration space) in smaller cells than the other two

representations. One could argue that for that reason it is unlikely that a feature
interaction matrix will correspond to disconnected regions in configuration space. In
particular, the examples given for contact formations and sets of elementary contacts
do not result in disconnected regions for feature interaction matrices. However, a
formal study has not been done. Methods for detecting when a feature interaction
matrix corresponds to disconnected regions are subject for future research.
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7.6.2

Spatial adjacency

In Section 6.2 it was shown that verifying spatial adjacency of two sets of elementary
contacts is complicated. Basically it requires finding a path from one state to the
other without going through any other state. Path planning is complicated.
Path planning is also required to verify adjacency of two contact formations. A
necessary condition for spatial adjacency was given in [47] and [106]. A principal con
tact PCj is a lesser constrained neighbor (LCN) of principal contact PC, if and only
if PCj is obtained by changing one contacting element of PCi to one of its boundary
elements. Subsequently, contact formation CFj is an LCN of contact formation CFi
if and only if (1) CFj has no more principal contacts than CFu and (2) for everj^
principal contact in CFj, it either belongs to CF, or is an LCN of a unique principal
contact in CFi, and no two principal contacts in CFj are LCN's of the same principal
contact in CF,. Two contact formations can only be adjacent if one is an LCN of the
other [47]. This is a necessarv* but not a sufficient condition.
Figure 7.7 shows two configurations. The contact formation of configuration (b)
is an LCN of the contact formation of configuration (a). Although the contact for
mations of (a) and (b) satisfy the necessary condition, they are not spatially adjacent
because the path from (a) to (b) is obstructed by object B. In general one needs to
verify if there exists a free path from one contact formation to the other.
Finding compliant motions that bring the objects from one contact formation to
an adjacent contact formation (and therefore verifying spatial adjacency) is not easy.
In general, the motion will consist of a finite reconfiguration motion (within the same
contact formation) followed by an infinitesimal transition motion that changes the
contact formation [47]. An example is given in Figure 7.8. Especially finding the
finite reconfiguration motion is problematic. For 3D poh'hedra there are an infinite
number of reconfiguration motions [47] and path planning methods are required.
Spatial adjacency is not easily verified for this representation.
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The contact in configuration (a) is represented by a single
principle contact.The
contact in configuration (b) is represented by a single /{"* — ef principle contact. Al
though
—ef is an LCN of
— ff they are not spatially adjacent because the path
from (a) to (b) is obstructed by a part of object B. One needs to verifj- if there exists
a free path from one contact formation to the other.

FIGURE 7.7. Verification of spatial adjacency of contact formations requires compli
ant motion planning.

(a)

(b)

(c)

\erifying spatial adjacency is not trivial for contact formations. The contact formations
corresponding to configurations (a) and (c) are spatially adjacent. However, there does
not exist an infinitesimal motion that brings the objects from contact formation (a)
to (c). A reconfiguration motion from configuration (a) to (b) is required before the
infinitesimal trjinsition motion from (b) to (c). Planning of the reconfiguration is
complicated for non-convex polyhedra.

FIGURE 7.8. Checking for a free path from one contact formation to an adjacent
contact formation is not trivial for non-convex polyhedra.
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In Section 7.5 it was described that spatial adjacency of feature interaction ma
trices can be verified efficiently. The efficient method for checking spatial adjacency
is an important advantage of feature interaction matrices over other qualitative rep
resentations. In particular, the contact formation representation [47] used by Xiao
and the elementary contacts representation [73] used by McCarragher both need path
planning to verify spatial adjacency. Path planning is a problem in itself. In contrast,
to verify if two feature interaction matrices are adjacent one only needs to verify that
there exists an infinitesimal motion from the more constrained configuration to the
lesser constrained configuration. Verifying the existence of such an infinitesimal mo
tion Jq is a linear problem that can be solved efficiently using polyhedral convex cone
techniques [59, 36].

7.7

Future work: detection of disconnectedness

A feature interaction matrix can correspond to disconnected regions in configuration
space. Therefore, the existence of a continuous path from qi G
which is contained in
path exists for all configurations in

U

to qo €

does not imply that such a
Hence, feature interaction matrices

can be spatially adjacent for configurations from some region in configuration space
represented by that state while they might not be spatially adjacent for configurations
from other regions represented by the same state. This is undesirable from a compliant
motion planning point of view.
If a qualitative configuration

corresponds to n disjoint regions

in

configuration space, it should be broken down into n distinct qualitative configura
tions: <

>,<

>. In order

to do this one needs methods for detecting when a feature interaction matrLx corre
sponds to disconnected sets of configurations. The development of such methods is a
subject of further research.
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CHAPTER 8

FEASIBILITY VERIFICATION OF HYPOTHETICAL
FEATURE INTERACTION MATRICES
In Section 1.4 a generate-and-test method was proposed for constructing qualitative
models automatically. To expand a qualitative state one needs to generate hypotheses
about all possible spatially adjacent states. Not every generated hypothesis — feature
interaction matrix description — corresponds to a geometrically feasible configura
tion of the objects. Each geometrically feasible interaction matrix corresponds to a
qualitative configuration state and vice versa. The problem addressed in this chapter
is to develop methods for verification whether a given arbitrary feature interaction
matrix

is geometrically feasible and corresponds to a qualitative state.

Each element of a feature interaction matrix imposes a constraint on the relative
configuration of objects .4 and B. In general, a feature interaction matrix does not
fully constrain the relative configuration. In that case, the configuration of the objects
is unknown and can vary infinitely. This complicates verifying whether a feature
interaction matrix represents a geometrically feasible configuration. The question of
whether a feature interaction matrix is geometrically feasible can be formulated as
follows:
Problem statement 8.1. Given a hypothetical, arbitrary feature interaction matrix,
does there exist a configuration of the objects for which (i) the kinematic constraints
imposed by the elements of the feature interaction matrix are satisfied and (ii) the
parts do not penetrate?

Some hypothetical feature interaction matrices constrain the relative configura
tion of the objects such that the objects necessarily penetrate each other. Penetration
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VA

A

(b)
Three different types of penetration exist. In Pcinel (a) vertex
is inside object B . In
Panel (b) the objects penetrate each other while vertex
contacts face ff. Pcinel (c)
shows that the objects penetrate each other if an edge intersects with a face of the
other object.

FIGURE 8.1. Three types of penetration of polyhedral objects.
can often be discovered by simple processing of the feature interaction matrices. Sec
tion 8.1 will describe how penetration information can be extracted from feature in
teraction matrices. This information can be used to falsify hypotheses. In Section 8.2
an optimization based method is presented for verifying whether a feature interaction
matrix is geometrically feasible. This method is ver\- similar to the methods pre
sented in Chapters 4 and 5 for sets of elementary- contacts. The optimization based
method works in principle for any feature interaction matrix but is computationally
more expensive than the methods presented in Section 8.1.

8.1

Using penetration information to falsify hypotheses

Penetration can sometimes be discovered by simple processing of the feature interac
tion matrices. This section will describe how penetration information can be extracted
from feature interaction matrices and how this information can be used to rule out
some infeasible feature interaction matrix representations.
Three different types of penetration exist. Figure 8.1 shows these types. If a
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vertex of one object is inside the other object, the two polyhedra penetrate each
other. This is shown in Panel (a). How to detect this type of penetration is discussed
in Section 8.1.1. The objects can also penetrate each other if a vertex of one object
contacts the face of the other object. This is shown in Panel (b) of Figure 8.1.
Section 8.1.2 discusses how this type of penetration can be detected. Finally. Panel (c)
shows penetration of the object while no vertices of one object are inside the other.
Edges e-^ and

intersect face /j®. Section 8.1.3 describes how this type of penetration

can be detected. In Section 8.1.4 an algorithm for detecting penetration will be given.
8.1.1

Vertex inside object

In general a hypothetical feature interaction matrix is not geometrically feasible if
the objects penetrate each other. If a vertex of one object is inside the other object,
the objects penetrate each other. A vertex is inside a convex polyhedron if it lies in
the negative half-space of each face of that convex polyhedron. Hence, a sufficient
condition for penetration of two convex polyhedra is that a vertex of one polyhedron
lie in the negative half-space of each face of the other polyhedron. A vertex of Ai lies
in the negative half-space of each face of Bj if a row of the vertex-face interaction
matrix

contains only —1 entries. Similarly, a vertex of Bj lies in the negative

half-space of each face of ,4, if a column of

contains only —1 entries. This

leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1. Let cv(A) = {-4i, A2, • • •,

be a convex decomposition of A and

cv{B) = {5i, ^2,..., BmB^} be a convex decomposition of B. Objects A and B pene
trate each other if one of the vertex-face interaction matrices
with only

—1

contains a row

entries

(3i)(3j)(3fc)(Vi)(''''''tf = -1)

(8.1)

Furthermore, objects A and B also penetrate each other if one of the face-vertex
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interaction matrices

contains a column with only

—1

entries

(3i)(3y)(3;)(VT)C'®'4r = - 1 )
where

and

(8.2)

are the vertex-face and face-vertex interaction matrices

defined in (7.3) and (7.6) respectively.

For a particular feature interaction matrix
tion (8.1) or condition (8.2) is satisfied.

one can easily verify if condi

If one of the conditions is satisfied the

objects necessarily penetrate each other and the feature interaction matrix is geo
metrically not fecisible. Theorem 8.1 provides an efficient method to falsify certain
hypotheses. Theorem 8.1 will be used in Section 9.4 to make hypothesis generation
more informed.
8.1.2

Vertex contacting a face

Other hypotheses may be falsified by checking if the objects penetrate each other lo
cally. Conditions similar to the applicability conditions of the C-constraints described
in [60] will be derived. Consider a vertex-face contact between two convex polyhedra
B

•X

.4, and Bj as shown in Figure 8.2. Since face /, ' is convex, vertex v'f^' contacts

B

' if

it lies in the supporting plane of /, •' and in the negative half-space of each face that
is adjacent to

•' (see Section 10.2)
= 0 A (V/«^ E ADJ(/®^))('^"®^0^^ = -1)

B

where adj(/, •') is the set of faces that are adjacent to

(8.3)

B

^, that is, that share an edge

with fl^'.
Vertex v'^' bounds at least three edges. In Figure 8.2 vertex v'^' bounds edges
and

Let cobound (i;^') be the set of vertices that are connected to v'^'

by these edges. In Figure 8.2, cobound (u;^') =

Objects A and B

penetrate each other locally if one of the vectors from v^' to

G cobound(i;j^^') is
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FIGURE 8.2. A contact between vertex

4

and face

B
\

pointing into the material. This is true if one of the vertices in cobound(?;^') is in the
negative half-space of

^
i3v^' 6 cobound(ujf'))('^'®-'o)^{ = —1)

(8.4)

These observations lead to the following theorem.
Theorem 8.2. Let cv(.4) = {.4i, .42,.... -4^^ } be a convex decomposition of A and
cv{B) = {Bi, Bo, • • • r

be a convex decomposition of B. Objects .4 and B do

penetrate each other if there exist i, j, k, I such that the following three conditions
are satisfied

=Q
(V/«^ e adjU^'))

(8.5)
= -1)

(8-6)

(3<*' € cohound{v^')){-^'^^ol{ = -1)
where

(8.7)

is the vertex-face interaction matrix as defined in (7.3).
f

Conditions 8.5 and 8.6 require that Vf.' contacts face

Q

. Condition 8.7 is sat

isfied if a vector from v'^' to one of its cobounding vertices points into the material.
Similarly, for the case that a vertex of B contacts a face of ,4 one can derive along
the same lines the following theorem.
Theorem 8.3. Let cv{A) = {Ai,A2, . -.

be a convex decomposition of A and

cv{B) = {Bi, B2....., BmB^} be a convex decomposition of B. Objects A and B do
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penetrate each other if there exist i, j, k, I such that the following three conditions
are satisfied

=O
(V/^' G adjif^^))

(8.8)
= -1))

G cobound{v^^)){'^'^Joll^ = —1)

(8-9)
(8.10)

is the face-vertex interaction matrix as defined in (7.6).

where

B
4
Conditions 8.9 and 8.9 require that u, ^ contacts face fj^'. Condition 8.7 is satisfied
if a vector from u, ^ to one of its cobounding vertices points into the material.
Theorems 8.2 and 8.3 provide sufficient conditions for penetration. By simple
processing of the feature interaction matrices one can verify if these conditions are
satisfied.

If the objects necessarily penetrate each other the hypothetical feature

interaction matrix is geometrically infeasible. Therefore Theorems 8.2 and 8.3 provide
an efficient way to falsify a certain class of hypotheses.
8.1.3

Edge intersecting a face

The objects penetrate each other also if an edge of one object intersects a face of the
other object. In Panel (c) of Figure 8.1 edges ef and e-^ both intersect face /®.
Edge c'l is bounded by vertices

and v^- Both

and V2 He in the intersection

of the negative half-spaces of the adjacent faces of ff . Therefore edge ef intersects
face f^ if one of the bounding vertices lies in the negative half-space of /j® and the
other lies in the positive half-space, that is, the vertex-face interactions

and

have opposite sign. Or more generally:
Theorem 8.4. Let cv(,4) = {^i, A2, • • •,
cv{B) = {Bi, B2,....
by vertices v^^ and

} be a convex decomposition of .4 and

be a convex decomposition of B. Let edge e'^' be bounded
. Edge e^' intersects face f^' if the following two conditions
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are satisfied
^

= -1

(V/®' e ad}{f,"')) (-'•«'<„ =

(8.11)

= -1)

(8.12)

Condition (8.11) requires that the bounding vertices be on opposite sides of the
supporting plane oi

. Condition (8.12) require that the bounding vertices be in

the intersection of the negative half-spaces of the faces adjacent to /^ •'. The objects
penetrate each other also if an edge of B intersects a face of >1:
Theorem 8.5. Let cv{A) = {Ai, .42,. -.,

} be a convex decomposition of A and

cv{B) = {Bi: B2. .... Bmf^} be a convex decomposition of B. Let edge ef' be bounded
B
B
B'
A
by vertices
and Vi^^. Edge
intersects face ff.' if the following two conditions
are satisfied
= -1

•*•"'41 ^

(V/^' e ndjUi^'))

(8.13)
= -1)

(8.1-1)

Theorems 8.4 and 8.5 provide sufficient conditions for penetration. Therefore
these theorems provide an efficient way to falsify some hypotheses.
The intersection of edge e^ with face
that vertex

is not as easy to detect. The difference is

does not lie in the intersection of the negative half-spaces of the faces

adjacent to ff. It is not clear if or how this type of penetration can be detected by
processing of the feature interaction matrices.
8.1.4

Algorithm for detecting penetration

The following algorithm uses the theorems described in this section to detect if a
hypothesis implies that the objects penetrate each other. This algorithm cannot
falsify arbitrary hypotheses but can falsify some hypotheses.
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Algorithm 8.1. Do-Objects-Penetrate
Input:
Output;

ret

. Hypothetical feature interaction matrix
: Return value indicating if the objects penetrate each other.

1. Check if Theorem 8.1 applies to one of the vertices.
(a) Let Lva be a list of all vertices of object A
(b) While Lya is not empty do
i. Uf.

— <

first {Lva^y

— L ^a

}•

a. Check if condition 8.1 is satisfied, that is, (V/)(

= —1).

If this

condition is satisfied, return ret = TRUE.
(c) Let Lyf, be a list of all vertices of object B
(d) While Lyb is not empty do
i. vf'

first {Lyb); Lyb = Lyb - {vf')-

a. Check if condition 8.2 is satisfied, that is,

= — 1). If this

condition is satisfied, return ret = TRUE.
2. Check if Theorem 8.2 applies for some vertex-face interaction.
(a) Let Lyf be the list of vertex-face interactions for which
(bj While Lyf is not empty do
=<r- first ( L y f ) ; L y f = L ^ f -

i.

a. Check if condition 8.6 is satisfied, that is,

(yf^' e

= -!)•

If this condition is not satisfied goto step 2b.
Hi.

Check if condition 8.7 is satisfied, that is,

(3v^' G cobound{v^')){'^'^J= — 1)If this condition is not satisfied goto step 2b.

= 0.
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iv. The objects penetrate each other. Return ret = TRUE.
3. Check if Theorem 8.3 applies for some face-vertex interaction.
= 0.

(a) Let Lfy be the list of face-vertex interactions for which
(b) While Lfv is not empty do
i. first

{L[^)

i/. = i/. ii. Check if condition 8.9 is satisfied, that is,

e

= -1))

If this condition is not satisfied goto step 3b.
Hi. Check if condition 8.10 is satisfied, that is,
{3vn^ € c o b o u n d { v f ^ = —1)

If this condition is not satisfied goto step 3b.
iv. The objects penetrate each other. Return ret = TRUE.
4- Check if Theorem 8.4 applies for some edge of A.
(a) Let Le be a list of edges of A.
(b) While Le is not empty do
i. e^' •<— first (L^); Le = Le - {e^'}ii. Get the bounding vertices

and

of edge e'^'. Form a list Lj

of faces f^' for which Condition (8.11) is satisfied, that is,

= -1.
Hi. While Lf is not empty do
A.

<- first (L,); L, = L,-

B. Verify if Condition (8.12) is satisfied, that is,

(v/B' e

= -1).

x
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C. If the condition is satisfied, then the objects penetrate each other.
Return ret = TRUE.
5. Check if Theorem 8.5 applies for some edge of B.
(a) Let Le be a list of edges of B.
(b) While Le is not empty do
i.

<— first (Le): Le = Le — {ef^}.

a. Get the bounding vertices

B

B

B

and Uj,-" of edge e,\ Form a list Lf of

faces f^' for which Condition (8.13) is satisfied, that is,
= -1.

Hi. While Lf is not empty do
A. f^^' ^ first {Lf); Lf = LfB. Verify if Condition (8.14) is satisfied, that is,

(V/^' e

= -!)•

C. If the condition is satisfied, then the objects penetrate each other.
Return ret = TRUE.
6. The objects might or might not penetrate each other. Return ret = M AY BE.

This section described an efficient method for falsifying some hypotheses. The next
section will describe an optimization based method that can be used to verify/falsify
arbitrary hypotheses.

8.2

Optimization based method

To verify if an arbitrary feature interaction matrix is geometrically feasible one needs
to find a configuration for which (i) the constraints imposed by the elements of the
feature interaction matrix are satisfied and (ii) the parts do not penetrate each other
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(Problem 8.1). This section ^vill present an optimization based method similar to
the methods presented in Chapters 4 and 5 for finding such a configuration. In
this method, a measure of penetration of the objects is minimized subject to the
constraints imposed by the elements of the feature interaction matrix. If the minimum
is zero, the constraints are satisfied and the objects do not penetrate each other. The
feature interaction matrix is in that case geometrically feasible. If the minimum is
larger than zero, the feature interaction matrix is not feasible.
8.2.1

Feasibility criteria

Each element

of feature interaction matrix

imposes a constraint on the

relative configuration q = (R°,ri) of the objects. These constraints are of the form
= signC'-^^/i^CR?, r?))
where the constraint function

(8.15)

is defined either by (7.1), (7.5) or (7.7) depending

on the type of feature interaction that

represents.

From (8.15) it follows that an element

is only zero

= 0. Therefore

the zero elements impose the following set of equality constraints on the relative
configuration of the objects
••^®/i„(R?, r°) = 0

V(r, s) e ZEROS(-''®^)

(8.16)

where ZEROS('^®#) = {(r, s)|'^®0rj = 0} is the set of indices of elements that are
zero in

Similarly, an element

is only -1-1 if

> 0. Therefore the -f-1

elements impose the following set of strict inequalities on the relative configuration
of the objects
>0

V(r,5) G ONES(--^®$)

(8.17)

where ONES("^^^) = {(r, s)|'^®0r5 = +1} is the set of indices of -i-1 elements of
-In element '^^(t>rs is only —1 if

< 0. Therefore the —1 elements impose the
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following set of strict inequalities on the relative configuration of the objects
<0

V(r,s) € MINUS-ONES(8.18)

where MINUS-ONES= {(r,
are —1 in

= —1} is the set of indices of elements that

Constraints (8.16), (8.17) and (8.18) are the kinematic constraints

that the elements of the feature interaction matrix imposes on the relative configura
tion.
A feature interaction matrix is only feasible if the kinematic constraints can be
satisfied such that the objects do not penetrate each other. A penetration measure is a
non-negative measure of object model penetration. The penetration growth distance
introduced by Ong and Gilbert [77, 79], is not a Euclidean distance but a measure of
how much each object must be grown or shrunk so that they just touch. Section 5.1.2
describes this distance in more detail. Constraining the penetration growth distance
dp to be zero ensures that objects .4 and B do not penetrate each other.
d!;{A,B)=0

Summarizing, a feature interaction matrix

(8.19)
is geometrically feasible if and

only if there exists a configuration such that: (i) objects .4 and B do not penetrate,
that is. condition (8.19) is satisfied, and (ii) the kinematic constraints (8.16), (8.18)
and (8.17) imposed by the elements of

are satisfied. In the following an opti

mization problem will be used to find a configuration for which the feasibility criteria
are satisfied.
8.2.2

Constrained optimization problem

The problem of finding a configuration that satisfies the feasibility criteria can be
formulated as a constrained optimization problem. In particular, consider minimizing
the penetration growth distance subject to the kinematic constraints imposed by the
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elements of the feature interaction matrix:
minimize G =
subject to:

B)

r?) = 0 V(r, s) G Z E R O S .
> 0 V(r,5) G ONES(-^®#)
^ ^
< 0 V(r, 5) € MINUS-ONES(

If there exists a configuration q* = (R?*, r"*) such that G = 0. then (i) the objects
do not penetrate and (ii) the kinematic constraints are satisfied. In that case the
feature interaction matrix represents a geometrically feasible class of configurations.
Therefore by solving optimization problem (8.20) one can verify if a hypothetical
feature interaction matrix is geometrically feasible. This can be stated in the following
algorithm.
Algorithm 8.2. Is-Hypothesis-Feasible
Input:
Output:

• Hypothetical configuration state to be tested
Qinit G C -• Initial configuration to start optimization routine
q'
: Configuration for which (8.20) is minimum
ret
: Value indicating if the hypothesis if feasible or not.

1. Find an optimum q* by solving optimization problem (8.20) for

using

some numerical optimization method (See section 8.2.3 for a penalty function
approach). The supplied configuration qmit can be used to initialize the opti
mization routine.
2. Let q* be the configuration for which an optimum if found.
3. If for configuration q* the penetration growth distance is zero and the kinematic
constraints are satisfied, then mark
and ret = feasible. Else, mark

as geometrically feasible and return q'
as geometrically infeasible and return q'

and ret = infeasible.

Algorithm 8.2 requires solving optimization problem 8.20. This optimization prob
lem can be solved in a number of ways [26]. The following section will give a particular
method based on penalty functions.
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8.2.3

Unconstrained optimization problem

Unconstrained optimization problems are numerically easier to solve than constrained
ones [26]. Optimization problem (8.20) can be transformed into an unconstrained
problem using penalty functions for constraint violations.
To convert optimization problem (8.20) using penalty functions the strict inequal
ity constraints must be transformed into equality constraints. Constraint (8.17) is
equivalent to
/x(-^®/i„(R°, r?) - e) = 0

V(r, s) e ONES(-^®^)

(8.21)

where f i { x ) = x ~ i f x < 0 and f j . { x ) = 0 otherwise, and e is a small positive constant.
Similarly, constraint (8.18) is equivalent to
••^®/i„(R°, r?) - e) = 0

V(r, s) € MIMUS-ONES(-'^^#)

(8.22)

The violation of the kinematic constraints can now be added to the penetration growth
distance:

(r,s)6ZER0S(''®#)

(r,i)60NES('^®»)
+

Y.

(8.23)

(r,s)€MIHUS-OHES (^^*)

where /^(x) =

if x < 0 and ^(x) = 0 otherwise, and e is a small positive constant.

Currently, there is no systematic way to pick e. If e is too large, a consistent set
of equality and strict inequality constraints might be converted into an inconsistent
set of equalities. The dimensions of the features of the objects might be used as a
guide to select sufficiently small e.
Penalty functions are commonly used to turn constrained minimization problems
into unconstrained minimization problems. A well known problem with this method is
that the solutions will not satisfy the constraints exactly as small constraint violations
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are "traded" for decreases in the objective function — adding the penalties will change
the minima and/or will create new minima. Usually very high weighting factors are
used to keep the constraint violations small. But high weighting factors result in
stiff sets of differential equations and the associated numerical integration problems.
Fortunately, this is not a problem for cost function (8.23). This is true because if
the global minimum of G is zero, then the constraints will be satisfied at the global
minimum. Hence there is no trade-off between constraint violation and decrease of
penalty functions.
The optimization problem can be solved by simulating a viscoelastic dynamic sys
tem similar to the method presented in Section 5.2. The resulting algorithm is similar
to gradient descent algorithms. The cost function G is a function of rigid body con
figuration (R°, r°) and thus can be used to define an elastic potential energv* function.
The associated elastic wrench Wc = [fc;TQ] is determined by the differential of G.
Let Wj be the angular velocity of .4 in inertial coordinates. Let

be the linear

velocity of A in inertial coordinates. Then R" = WjR" and rj = v°. As a dynamic
state equation choose

[v?]

n =- B '

where B is a 6 x 6, positive definite, symmetric, viscous damping matrix.
The viscoelastic simulation approach has not been implemented for verifying hy
pothetical feature interaction matrices. However, since the method is very similar to
the method used in Chapter 5 similar experimental results are expected.

8.3

Future work: extracting penetration information from
feature interaction matrices

We conjecture that penetration might be determined from the feature interaction
matrices without computing penetration growth distances or using other collision de
tection algorithms. Such an efficient approach to compute this information would be
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a major benefit of feature interaction matrices over other qualitative representations.
In future work it should be investigated if algorithms can be developed for determin
ing penetration directly from feature interaction matrices. These algorithms would
likely be similar to the algorithms for extracting contact information presented in
Section 10.2.
Such penetration checks could be used to rule out feature interaction matrices that
are geometrically infeasible. If there is no penetration one only needs to verify that the
feature interaction matrix corresponds to a consistent set of kinematic constraints. In
future work, it should be investigated if spatial reasoning techniques can be developed
that use the geometrical information contained in the feature interaction matrices to
verify if a set of kinematic constraints is inconsistent.
In future work the viscoelastic simulation approach should also be implemented
and tested. Since the method is very similar to the method used in Chapter 5 similar
experimental results are expected.
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CHAPTER 9

SPATIAL ADJACENCY AND HYPOTHESIS GENERATION
The qualitative configuration model will be used to plan sequences of configuration
transitions leading to the desired assembled state of the objects. To execute the plan
each transition has to be translated into a continuous compliant motion from one
qualitative configuration to the other. Therefore it is of paramount importance to
be able to determine efficiently whether there exists a continuous compliant motion
from one qualitative configuration to the other without visiting other states.

In

other words, one wants to be able to determine efficiently whether two qualitative
configurations are spatially adjacent. Spatial adjacency of qualitative configuration
states is defined as follows.
Definition 9.1. Qualitative configuration states

are spatially ad

and

jacent if there exists a motion that brings A and B from

to

such that no

other qualitative configuration state is visited.

This is equivalent to stating that the regions

and

are adjacent

somewhere in the configuration space.
Definition 9.2. Qualitative configuration states

and

are spatially ad

jacent if and only if

{3K., I)

N

#0V

N

0)

(9.1)

where cl{) denotes the closure of a set in the topology of the configuration space C.
path-connected component of the region

in configura

tion space that corresponds to qualitative description

One can be more restrictive and specify a particular configuration q for which two
qualitative configuration states are adjacent.
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Definition 9.3. Qualitative configuration states

jacent at q G

and

are spatially ad

if and only if there exists an arbitrarily small displacement

(5q that transfers the state from

to

that is,

(Vf > 0)(3<Sq)(Pq|| < « and (q + Sq) €

(9.2)

where |icJq|| is some norm of Sq.

In this chapter necessary- and sufficient conditions for adjacency will be derived.
The necessary condition can be used to generate hypotheses about adjacent config
uration states. Furthermore it will be shown that for the feature interaction matrix
representation, verifying whether two qualitative configurations are spatially adjacent
can be reduced to finding an infinitesimal motion from one qualitative configuration
to the other. The formal proof will be given in this chapter. Finding an infinitesimal
motion from one configuration to the other is a local, linear problem which can be
solved efficiently using polar cone methods [36]. Ease of verifying spatial adjacency
is an important advantage of the feature interaction matrix representation over other
qualitative representations. Furthermore, in this chapter algorithms for complete and
informed hypothesis generation will be given.

9.1
9.1,1

Necessary and sufficient conditions for spatial adjacency
A necessary condition for adjacency

In this section a necessary condition for adjacency will be given. This condition can
be used for generation of hypotheses about adjacent configuration states. First the
concepts of more and less constrained states will be introduced.
Every zero entry in a feature interaction matrix corresponds to an artificial con
straint on the relative configuration of the objects. Feature interaction matrices with
more zero elements impose more (possibly dependent) artificial constraints on the
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configuration. Depending on the number of zeros in a feature interaction matrix one
can classify one configuration state as more or less constrained than another config
uration state.
Definition 9.4.
constrained then
if

and
and

then

is called more

and '^^^j is called less constrained then

Furthermore,

has more zero entries then

is a less constrained neighbor of

are spatially adjacent then

is a more constrained neighbor of'^^^j.

The elements of the feature interaction matrices are the signs of constraint func
tions which are continuous functions of the relative configuration of the objects. Since
a transition from one region to an adjacent region occurs for arbitrarily small mo
tions an element can only change from 0 to ±1 or visa versa during a configuration
state transition. The following theorem provides a necessary condition for spatial
adjacency.
Theorem 9.1. Let
tions and let matrix
zero in

and

be two spatially adjacent qualitative configura

be more constrained than

Only elements that are

can change during during a transition from

that are nonzero in

to

cannot change during the transition:

^ (l-"*,!,. = 0)
where

Elements

(9.3)

denotes element {k.l) of feature interaction matrix

Proof. Qualitative states

and

are spatially adjacent. Therefore there

must exist at least one configuration Qo at which
cent. Configuration qo may belong to
Qo belongs to the more constrained state: Q o G

or to

and

are spatially adja
Assume for now that

. By definition (9.3), for Q o

there exists an arbitrarily small displacement 5q such that the state transfers from
to
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Now consider how an element of the feature interaction matrix changes during the
arbitrarily small displacement. Each element ''^^<Prnn of ^ feature interaction matrix
is of the form

— sign('*^/i^„(q)) where the constraint function

is

given by either (7.1), (7.5) or (7.7) depending on the type of feature interaction. The
constraint functions are differentiabie functions of the configuration q. In Section 7.3
was shown that the differentials of the constraint functions can be written in the
form

Wrench

is different for each element and is a

differentiabie function of the configuration q. For displacement d'q an element '^^Omn
changes as
+ •Sq) = sign(''®h„„(q„) +
= sign(-^«/i„„(q.) +

(9.4)
+ H.O.T.)

(9.5)

The higher order terms are of order 0(||{5q||^). Three types of changes can be distin
guished: (i) a change from 0 to ±1, (ii) a change from ±1 to 0, or (iii) a change from
— 1 to 4-1 or visa versa.
For a change from 0 to -1-1 it follows from (9.5) that
+ H.O.T. >0
since

(9.6)

is zero for this transition. The first term of (9.6) will be positive

for a (5q in a suitable direction. The higher order terms might be negative. However,
since the higher order terms are 0(||(Jq(|^) they can be made arbitrarily small by
choosing ll<5q|l sufficiently small. Condition (9.6) can be satisfied for an arbitrarily
small displacement in a suitable direction. This type of transition is possible. A
similar argument holds for a change from 0 to —1.
From (9.5). it follows that for a transition from either —1 or -i-1 to a 0 yields
(-"'d^J'iq = -''^/i^jqj - H.O.T. # 0

(9.7)

Taking the absolute value of both sides:
[(""d^J'^ql = |"/i„„(q„) + H.O.T.I # 0

(9.8)
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Configuration states (a) £ind (b) differ by three elements which are zero in configura
tion (a). Element
is zero in (a) and +1 in (b), element
zero in (a) and
— 1 in (b), and element
is zero in (a) and +1 in (b). There does not exist an
arbitrarily small motion Jq from state (a) to state (b). In fact element
will first
change from 0 to +1 before configuration (b) can be reached (another configuration
state will be visited).

FIGURE 9.1. Example for which condition (9.3) is not sufficient.
Since |(-

<

• ||5q||, it follows that (5q cannot be arbitrarily small
IKnIi- |-'^/^mn(q.)+H.O.T.|

Condition (9.7) cannot be satisfied for arbitrarily small displacements ^q. Hence this
type of transition is not fezisible. Similar arguments hold for changes from —1 to +1
and visa versa.
We conclude that only elements of
transition to
than

that are zero can change during the

Indeed, feature interaction matrix

must be more constrained

Hence our assumption that Qo belongs to the more constrained state.

Qo € C( "^^^j), was correct.

•

Condition (9.3) is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for spatial adjacency.
Figure 9.1 shows an example for which the condition is not sufficient.
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Every zero entry in a feature interaction matrix corresponds to an artificial con
straint on the relative configuration. The number of independent artificial constraints
determines the dimension of the corresponding region in configuration space. Feature
interaction matrices with more zero elements correspond to regions of lower dimension
Therefore theorem 9.1 implies that a region
by regions

is bounded in its own topology-

of lower dimension.

Corollary 9.2. A region

in configuration space xvith a dimension greater

than zero is bounded in its own topology by regions

of lower dimension.

The following Lemma follows almost directly from the proof of Theorem 9.1 and
is needed in following sections. Therefore the Lemma is given here.
Lemma 9.3.
strained than

j) and

are spatially adjacent and

then there exists a configuration q in

is more con
for which there

exists an arbitrarily small displacement to

(3q e

(Ve > 0) (35q) (||(5q|| < e and (q + Sq) G

Proof. Theorem 9.1 states that only elements that are zero in
nonzero values in

(9.10)
can change to

From condition (9.6) it is clear that elements change from

zero to nonzero values for arbitrarily small perturbations (5q. Since P('^^^j) and
P(''^^^j) are spatially adjacent there exists a configuration q in P('^®^j) for which
there exists an arbitrarily small displacement to P('*^#j)

•

Theorem 9.1 provides a necessary condition for adjacency that can be used to
generate hypotheses about adjacent configuration states.

From the theorem it is

clear that during a transition from one qualitative configuration to an adjacent one
only elements that are zero in the more constrained configuration state can change.
One can generate hypotheses about less constrained neighbors of a configuration state
by changing one or more zero elements of

to ±1. Hypotheses about more
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constrained neighbors can be generated by changing one or more nonzero elements of
to 0. Section 9.3 will describe hypothesis generation.
9.1.2

Necessary and sufficient conditions for verifying spatial adjacency

Theorem 9.1 provides a necessary condition for spatial adjacency which is useful for
hypothesis generation. However for verification of spatial adjacency necessary and
sufficient conditions are required. In this section such conditions will be described.
Theorem 9.5 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for two qualitative configuration
states

and

to be spatially adjacent at a configuration q* (local condition).

These conditions can be verified efficiently. Then it will be shown that if
are adjacent at q* €

they are adjacent at some open neighborhood of

q* (Lemma 9.6). It will be shown that this implies that
for all q G

and

and

are adjacent

(Theorem 9.7). Hence adjacency can be verified by verifying a

local condition. The following lemma is used to prove Theorem 9.5.
Lemma 9.4. Let Si, S2, and Sz be sets of indices of feature interaction matrix ele
ments. Assume there here exists a twist t^ = [viiWi] for some configuration q* such
that (9.11) - (9.13) are satisfied.

mn

= ['^^d^n(q)]'tl = 0

V(m, u) G 5i

(9.11)

= [••^^d^n(q)]'tl > 0

V(m, Tl) G 52

(9-12)

<0

V(m, n) G 53

(9.13)

Then there exist an e E S?"*" such that for every configuration q G Bf(q*) = {q G

C'lp(q, q*) < e}, where p is some distance function, there exists a twist tx that satisfies
conditions (9.11), (9.12) and (9.13).

Proof. .A. wrench '^^d^n is given by (7.17), (7.19) or (7.21) depending on the type
of interaction. A wrench

is continuously differentiable with respect to the
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configuration q. Hence for an arbitrary q in the neighborhood of q' one can write
(9.14)
Furthermore

can be made arbitrarily small by choosing p(q, q*) sufficiently

small.
For a particular configuration, condition (9.11) represents a (possibly dependent)
set of linear equalities. This set can be reduced to a linearly independent set and
represented b\' the matrix equation
[-^^D(q)]'t, = [••^®D(q-) + S-'^DYU = 0

(9.15)

where the columns of matrix •^®D(q) = ["^^d] are the wrenches corresponding to
the independent linear equalities. Matrix

is a 6 x A: matrix, where 0 < k <

6 is the number of independent linear equalities, Matrix

has full rank and

[(•'^®D)'(''®D)]~^ exists and is well defined [96]. In the following it will be shown
that for an arbitrary* configuration q, the twist
t, = He - -"'D(q)t(''®D{q))""'D(q)l-'(i''®D)'lt:

(9.16)

satisfies conditions (9.11), (9.12) and (9.13) if p(q, q*) is sufficiently small.
It will be shown now that for an arbitrary- configuration q twist (9.16) satisfies con
dition (9.15) which is equivalent to condition (9.11). For an arbitrary configuration q
and twist (9.16) the left hand side of equation (9.15) can be written as
[••'^D(q)]'t, =[-^®D(q*)
[le -

(9.17)

=[-^®D(q-)]'t* +
- [(^®D(q))'(-»«D(q))][(-^^D(q))'(-^«D(q))]-H<J-^^D)'tI
=[-^®D(q*)]'tt +

(9.18)
(9-19)
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From (9.11) is follows that the first term of (9.19) is zero. Hence
['^^D(q)]'ti =[5-*®D]'ti -

=0

(9.20)

We conclude that for an arbitrary configuration q twist (9.16) satisfies condition (9.15)
and thus (9.11).
Now it will be shown that for an arbitrary configuration q twist (9.16) satisfies
each inequality of condition (9.12) if /3(q, q*) is sufficiently small. For an arbitrary
configuration q and twist (9.16) the left hand side of each inequality of condition (9.12)
can be written as
=(''®d„„(q))'[l6 - •'«D(q)[('"'D(q))""'D(q)|-'(<)--'®D)']t: (9.21)

- (-"'d„„(q))'''®D(q)((''»D(q))'-"'D(q)]-'(i"®D)']t: (9.22)
From (9.12) it follows that the first term of (9.22) is strictly positive if (m.n) 6 S2.
Since the wrenches

are smooth functions of the configuration q, the absolute

value of the sum of the second and third term will be smaller than the first term
if /9(q, q*) is sufficiently small. Choose €p > 0 such that for all configurations q G
^cp(ci') = {q G C|p(q, q*) < Cp} the absolute value of the sum of second and third
term is smaller than the first term for all inequalities of condition (9.12). Then for an
arbitrary configuration q € ^^^(q*) twist (9.16) satisfies condition (9.12). Similarly,
it can be shown that for an arbitrary configuration q 6 Bc„(q') twist (9.16) satisfies
condition (9.13) if €„ > 0 is chosen sufficiently small. Let e equal the smaller value
of €p and Cn- Then for an arbitrary configuration q 6 Be(q*) twist (9.16) satisfies
conditions (9.12) and (9.13). Since the configuration q was chosen arbitrarily, the
conditions (9.11), (9.12) and (9.13) are satisfied in an open region ^((q*) of q*.

•

Lemma 9.4 can be used to prove Theorem 9.5 which gives necessary and sufficient
conditions for two qualitative configuration states
adjacent at a configuration q* (local condition).

and

to be spatially
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Theorem 9.5. Let

^ be more constrained than

and let

isfy necessary condition (9.3). Qualitative configurations
at q' G

and

sat

and '^^^j are adjacent

if and only if there exists a twist ti such that

=0

V(m,n) e

=0}

(9.23)

(•^^d^J'ti > 0

V(m,n) G {(m, n)|[^®#,U = 0 A

= +1}

(9-24)

(••^^d^J'ti < 0

V(m,n) € {(m, n)|[-^^$,U = 0 A

= -1}

(9.25)

where wrench

corresponding to constraint function

is given by equa

tion (7.17), (7.19) or (7.21) depending on the type of interaction element '^^(pmn
represents.

Proof. (<=) Assume that for q* there exists a ti that satisfies (9.23), (9.24) and (9.25).
Lemma 9.4 states that for every configuration q in some open neighborhood Bf(q*)
of q' there exists a twist ti that satisfies (9.23), (9.24) and (9.25). Hence we can
construct a potentially very small but finite motion inside JBt(q*) using twists that
satisfy (9.23), (9.24) and (9.25).
Xow consider how the elements change during this motion. First consider the
elements of

that are zero. The elements for which "^^h^n =

= 0

will stay zero during the motion because ^^h^„ stays zero. From (9.23) it is clear that
elements that are zero in both
which

and

satisfy this condition. Elements for

= (•'^^d^„)'ti > 0 and '^®/i^„(q*) = 0 will transfer from 0 to +1 during

the motion. From (9.24) it is clear that this condition is satisfied for elements that are
zero in

and are +1 in

Elements for which

= (•^^d^„)'ti < 0 and

•^®/i^„(q*) = 0 will transfer from 0 to —1 during the motion. From (9.25) it is clear
that this condition is satisfied for elements that are zero in

and are —1 in

Since the motion is arbitrarily small, the motion can be chosen sufficiently small
such that the elements that are nonzero in

do not change. The constructed

motion transfers the qualitative state from

to

and the motion can be
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made arbitrarily small. By definition 9.3,

and

are spatially adjacent at

q*
(=>) Let qualitative configurations

and

be spatially adjacent at q*.

.Assume that there does not exist a twist ti for q* such that conditions (9.23), (9.24)
and (9.25) are satisfied simult£meously. Assume for example that condition (9.24) is
not satisfied. That implies that there does not exist an arbitrarily small displacement
Jq for which all elements that are zero in
to a +1. Hence

and

and are +I in

change from a 0

cannot be spatially adjacent at q*. Our assumption

must be false. Similar arguments hold if either (9.23) or (9.25) is not satisfied. We
conclude that qualitative configurations

and

are spatialh-^ adjacent at q*

only if there exists a twist ti for q* 6 Pfc('^®^) such that conditions (9.23), (9.24)
and (9.25) are satisfied.

•

Theorem 9.5 states that

and

are adjacent at q* 6

if the set

of linear equalities and strict inequalities given by equations (9.23), (9.24) and (9.25)
has a solution (Jq. Using polar cone methods [14] it is easy and efficient to verify
whether such a set of linear equalities and inequalities has a solution (see Section 9.2).
Theorem 9.5 provides therefore an efficient way to verify whether two qualitative
states are adjacent at a particular configuration.
The following Lemma states that if
figuration q* 6

and

are adjacent at some con

then they are adjacent at some open neighborhood of q*.

Lemma 9.6 is needed to prove Theorem 9.7 which states that

and

are

adjacent for all q E P/t("^®#i) if they are adjacent at a configuration q* e P/t('*®#i).
Lemma 9.6. Let Pfc('^®$,) and P/(-'^®#j) be adjacent in q* 6 Pfc('^®#j), then
and

are adjacent for some open region (open in the topology of P<:('^®#,)^

B,(q') = {qeP(-^«^,)|p(q, q*) < e} where p is some distance function and e E
Proof. Qualitative configurations

and

are spatially adjacent at q*. From

Theorem 9.5 it follows that there exists a tj such that adjacency conditions (9.23),
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(9.24) and (9.25) are satisfied:
[•<®d„„(q-)|'t:=0

V(m,n)€{(m,r.)|['»®*,U=0}

(9.26)

l''®d^„(q-)l't: > 0

V(m, 71) € {(m, rt)|l''»*|l„„

=0A

= +1} (9.27)

[-<®d^„(q-)|'t: < 0

V(m,r,) € {(m. n)|[^»*,)„„ = 0 A

= -1} (9.28)

This implies that for every configuration q in some neighborhood Bj(q*) = {q 6
P( -is^ )(p (q

q-) < f

j. there will exist a ti that satisfies adjacency conditions (9.23),

(9.24) and (9.25) if c is chosen sufficiently small (Lemma 9.4). From Theorem 9.5 it
follows that

and

are adjacent for region Bt(q*).

•

Lemma 9.6 is used to derive the following Theorem. Theorem 9.7 states that
if Pfc(''^^t) and

are adjacent for some configuration q 6 Pk{"^^^i) (local

condition) then they are adjacent for all configurations Vq G P*:( '^®$,) (global con
dition). Hence to verify if

and

are adjacent it suffices to verify if the

necessary and sufficient conditions of Theorem 9.5 are satisfied for any one configu
ration q € PA:( '^®^,).
Theorem 9.7. Let

be more constrained than

If

are spatially adjacent for a configuration qi € P/t('^®^,) then

and P/( '*®#j)
and

are

adjacent at all configurations q o/Pfc('''®^,);

(Vq G P,.(-^®#.)) (Ve > o) (35q) (\\Sci\\ < e and (q + Jq) €

(9-29)

Proof. There exists an adjacent configuration qi in P/t('^^^,), that is, there exist
arbitrarily small perturbations from qi to configurations in Pi( "^®$j) (Lemma 9.3).
.•\ssume that Theorem 9.7 is false, that is, Pjfc('^®$,) and Pf('^^#j) are not everj'where
adjacent and there exists a configuration q2 € Pfc(
perturbations to
Set Pfc(

J such that no arbitrarily small

exists.
is connected, so there exists a continuous path q(5) between qi and

q2, so that q(0) = qi and q(l) = q2, where s G [0,1] is some path parameter. Let
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/3(q, Pi) be the distance between point q and set P/, which is a continuous function.
Distance p(qi,Pi) = 0 and distance p(q2- Pi) > 0. Since p is a continuous function
of the configuration there exists some q* = q(s*) on the curve such that

/3 (q (s))

=0

for s < s' and p(q(s)) > 0 for s > s* (in some finite, potentially small region of s').
Configuration q* G

is a limit point of and adjacent to Pj. Points q(.s) for s > s'

are not adjacent to Pi (at least in some finite region).
If q € Pk(-'^^^i) is adjacent to Pi{'^^^j). then there exists some open neighbor
hood

of q in Pki'^^^i) of points that are adjacent to P/('*^#y) (Lemma 9.6).

.\'o%v. q' is a point in Pfc('^®#,) that is adjacent to Pii'^^^j), so there is a neigh
borhood of q' that is adjacent to Pi{^^^j). The curve q(s) necessarily intersects
this neighborhood. So all points on the curve in the neighborhood of q* are adjacent
to Pi{-^^^j). This is a contradiction, because we showed that points q(s) are not
adjacent to P/( '^®$j) for s > s' (because p{ci{s), Pki''^^^i)) > 0 for s > s* in some
region).
Our only gratuitous assumption was that configuration state Pfc('^^#J and state
P/("^^#j) were not everjnvhere adjacent, so that there existed a configuration qz
in P/t('^^^,) that was not adjacent to P('*®$j). This assumption must be false.
Therefore all points in Pfc( '^®#,) are adjacent to P/( '^®^_y).

•

Theorem 9.7 states that if Pfc('^^^,) and P;(''^®#j) are adjacent somewhere (lo
cal condition) then they are adjacent for all configurations q e P<;(''^#J (global
condition). Hence the following corollary follows directly.
Corollary 9.8. Let Pt('^®^,) and P/('^®#j) be spatially adjacent and let
more constrained than

be

then

Pki-'^^i) C cl(P,(-^®#^))

(9.30)

Theorem 9.7 is an important result. The Theorem states that if Pt('*®#,) and
P/("*®^_^) are adjacent somewhere (local condition) then they are adjacent for all
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configurations q 6
and

(global condition). Hence adjacency of two states

can be verified (or falsified) by checking if the necessary and sufficient

conditions of Theorem 9.5 are satisfied for any configuration q G
Remark 9.9. Let

be more constrained then

Furthermore let C( "*®^t)

be a connected region in configuration space and let q € C( '^^^i). Qualitative config
urations

and '^^^j are spatially adjacent if and only if conditions (9.23) , (9.24)

and (9.25) are satisfied at q for some ti- Such a ti exists if there exists a solution
to the set of linear equalities and linear inequalities given by equations (9.23), (9.24)
and (9.25). The existence of such a solution can be verified efficiently using polar
cone methods.

Things are more complicated if C(''®#,) is not connected but consists of n pathconnected components Pjfc("^®#,). In that case one needs to check if the conditions
given b\- Theorem 9.5 are satisfied for n configurations, one configuration of each pathconnected component Pfc( "^^#,). If a qualitative configuration

corresponds to n

disjoint regions Pfc( "*^^j) in configuration space, it is desirable to represent the qual
itative configuration by n distinct qualitative configurations: <
<

Pi( '^®^,) >,

>. This requires methods for detecting

when a feature interaction matrix corresponds to an unconnected set of configura
tions. The development of such methods is subject of further research.
The efficient method for checking spatial adjacency is an important advantage
of feature interaction matrices over other qualitative representations. In particular,
the contact formation representation [47] used by Xiao and the elementary contacts
representation [73] used by McCarragher both need path planning to verify spatial
adjacency. Path planning is a problem in itself. In contrast, spatial adjacency of
feature interaction matrices can be verified efficiently by finding a solution to a set of
linear equalities and linear inequalities.
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9.2

Verification of spatial adjacency using polar cones

Remark 9.9 describes how one can verify spatial adjacency of two qualitative con
figurations by verifying if the set of linear equalities and linear inequalities (equa
tions (9.23), (9.24) and (9.25)) has a solution ti- This section will describe an efficient
way to check if such a solution exists using polar cones [14].
First the set of linear equations and strict inequalities will be brought into a
standard form. The set of linear equalities and linear inequalities given by equa
tions (9.23). (9.24) and (9.25) can be written in the following matrix form
=0

(9.31)

0

(9.32)

Bati > 0

(9.33)

^2^1

The rows of Bi are the transposes of the wrenches

corresponding to those

feature interactions that stay zero during the transition:

Bi =

V

^mn /

= 0}

{m,n) e {{m,n)\[

Matrix Bi is a ng, x 6 matrix, where

(9.34)

is the number of zero elements of

The rows of B2 are the transposes of the wrenches

corresponding to those

feature interactions that change from 0 to —1 during the transition:

B2 =

f-*^d
V *-*mn /)'

(m, n) € {(m, n)|[-'^^#,]^n = 0 V

Matrix B2 is a UB^ X 6 matrix, where

= -1}

is the number of zero elements in

change to —1. The rows of B3 are the transposes of the wrenches

(9-35)

that

corresponding
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to those feature interactions that change from 0 to +1 during the transition:

Ba =

\

*^mn/

Matrix B3 is a

(m,n) G {(m,n)l[

=0V[

=+1}

(9.36)

x 6 matrix, where UB^ is the number of zero elements in

that change to +1.
Using a vector

of strictly positive slack variables^ the set of equalities and

inequalities given by equations 9.31. 9.32 and (9.33) can be written as
" 0
Bi"
B2 ti 40"
B3

0
0

"
x,^ = Bti + Dxj^ = 0

(9.37)

>0
This is in the standard form of Equation 8.10 in [14], Bxp + Cx^ + Dx,,^ = a. setting
Xp = ti, C = 0 and a = 0. Theorem 8.2 in [14] provides a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of a solution of this type of linear system. Before this
condition will be given polyhedral convex cones and their polar cones will be defined.
Definition 9.5 (Polyhedral convex cone). Let A = [ai,..., a^]. The set
A- = {x € 3?"lx = "lai + ... ~m^m with tt, > 0;

z = 1,..., m}

(9.38)

of all nonnegative linear combinations of vectors of A is known as a polyhedral convex
cone or simply a cone. The vectors ai,...,

are the cone generators.

In general, A;r denotes the set of all nonnegative linear combinations of the
columns of matrix A. Similarly, Ap denotes the set of all linear combinations of
the columns of matrix A and A<j denotes the set of all strictly positive linear combi
nations of the columns of A.
'In optimization problems, strict inequcilities are commonly converted to equalities bj- introducing
additional strictly positive variables. These variables are called slack variables. For example, y* > 0
can be written as y- —
= 0,
> 0. In this case the newly introduced variable Xa^ is the slack
variable.
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Definition 9.6 (General form of a cone). If we have a cone

we can classify its

generators A = [ai,..., a^] into two groups:
1. The generators whose opposite vectors belong to the cone, that is,

B = {ai|-a,eA,}

(9.39)

2. The generators whose opposite vectors do not belong to the cone, that is,

C = {a.|-a,^ A.}.

(9.40)

Thus, we can express the cone in the following form:

A, = [B : -B : C], = B^ + C,,

(9.41)

which is known as the general form of a cone.

Definition 9.7 (polar cone). Let A;r be a cone in 3?" with generators ai,....a^.
The polar cone f>(An-) of A.-^ is defined as the set

Q(A^) = { u e 3?"|A'u < 0 } = { u € 3?"|a^u < 0: z = 1 . . . . , m}

(9.42)

The polar cone r2(A^) of a cone A^ can be computed efficiently using the Fprocess. The F-process is described in detail in Chapter 6 of [14].
Now Theorem 8.2 of [14] can be used to obtain necessarj' and sufficient conditions
for the existence of a solution of the linear system (9.37). Theorem 8.2 of [14] states
that the system
Bxp + Cx^ + Dx<y — a
(9.43)

> 0,

>0

has a solution if and only if
(U'a < 0) and (W(a) C W(di))

(9.44)
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where A = [B : -B : C : D],

= U = Vp +

and W(a) and W(d.) are the

subsets of W orthogonal to a and dj, respectively. For s}'stem (9.37), Xo- = ti. C = 0
and a = 0. Since a = 0 the first term of the conjunction (9.44) is always satisfied.
The second term of this conjunction becomes W(0) C W(dt)- Since every vector is
orthogonal to 0 this condition implies that the columns of W must be orthogonal
to the columns of D, that is, (W)'D = 0. Furthermore. Theorem 8.3 of [14] states
that if there is a solution ti it is nonunique (and thus nontrivial) since D ^ 0. The
following theorem follows now directly.
Theorem 9.10, Consider system (9.37). Let A = [B : —B : D] and Q(A-) =
Vp + W_. System (9.37) has a nontrivial solution ti if and only if
(W)'D = 0

(9.45)

Theorem 9.10 provides an efficient way to verify if two qualitative configuration
states are spatially adjacent in some particular configuration. Giv-en the two feature
interaction matrices

and

where

is more constrained than

and a particular configuration q e C( '^®#,) of the more constrained state, one can
compute the B and D matrix. Given these two matrices the polar cone Vp + W- can
be computed using the F-process (see Chapter 6 of [14]). Condition (9.45) can then
simply be verified. This process is described in more detail in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 9.1. Are-States-Adjacent-In
Input:

; Qualitative configuration state
qi

; Particular configuration from
: Qualitative configuration state less constrained than

Output:

ret

: Return value indicating ifand

are adjacent at q,.

1. Form matrix Bi. by performing the following steps for each element
is zero in

that
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(a) Compute the corresponding xvrench

for the particular configuration

q, using equation (7.17), (7.19) or (7.21) depending on the type of feature
interaction that

represents.

(b) Augment Bi by adding ("^^d^^)' as a row:

2. Form matrix B2- by performing the following steps for each element
is zero in

and

—1

that

in

(a) Compute the corresponding wrench

for the particular configuration

q, using equation (7.17) , (7.19) or (7.21) depending on the type of feature
interaction that

represents.

(b) Augment B2 by adding

3. Form matrix
is zero in

B3.

B2

as a row: B2

by performing the following steps for each element

that

and 4-1 in

fa) Compute the corresponding wrench

for the particular configuration

q, using equation (7.17), (7,19) or (7.21) depending on the type of feature
interaction that

represents.

B3

(b) Augment B3 by adding (-"^^d^^)' as a row: B3

V
4. Form matrix B' =

B'

B'

^mn /

Bgj

5. Form matrix

0
D = INAO
0

0
0

(9.46)

where nB-2 is the number of rows 0/B2 and ns^ is the number of rows oflB^.
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6. Form the matrix A = [B : —B : D].

Compute polar cone n(A^) = U =

Vp 4- W;r using the T -process [l4j7. If condition (9.45) is satisfied, that is, (W)'D = 0 then return true, else return
false.

Algorithm 9.1 provides an efficient way to check if two qualitative configurations
are spatially adjacent at a particular configuration qj. If
any configuration of

can be used to check if the

is connected then
and

are spatially

adjacent (Theorem 9.7). Things are more complicated if C("'^^#,) is not connected
but consists of n path-connected components Pfc('^^#,). In that case one needs to
check if the

and

are spatially adjacent in n configurations, one particular

configuration of each path-connected component P^( '*®#,). If a qualitative config
uration

corresponds to n disjoint regions

in configuration space, it

is desirable to represent the qualitative configuration b\' n distinct qualitative con
figurations: < -*®#,Pi(-^®^) >, <

>:••••< ••^®^.Pn(-^®^) >- The

efficient method for checking spatial adjacency is an important advantage of feature
interaction matrices over other qualitative representations.
.Algorithm 9.1 has been implemented in C-l—I- and tested on examples involving
the slot-peg object pair and the dove tail cissembly. The models of the slot-peg object
pair and the dove tail assembly are given in Appendices B and C, respectively. The
numerical results are summarized in Table 9.1. The column
of the configuration states. The column

graphically depicts one

describes how the second configuration

state is formed from the first by translating and rotating with respect to the local
frame fixed to the mobile part (see Appendices B and C for the definition of these
frames). The column Adjacent lists the result of the algorithm. The last column
lists the CPU-times required to verify adjacency. These times are measured on a
Pentium 200MHz PC running Linux Redhat 6.0. The CPU-times range from less
than a millisecond up to tenths of seconds. The code is not optimized for speed but
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Rotate 2.5° around ei

a

Adjacent
yes

CPU [msj
199.1

i ^ ly
b

Rotate —1.3° around ei.

ves

91.8

Translate —0.4 along
and rotate 3.0° around
ei

no

1.7

d

Rotate 0.5° around

yes

0.3

e

Translate 0.1 along

yes

334.1

f

Translate 2.2 along

no

0.3

J 11
1
1

/

—

c

^ ^
f 1 i
i 1

TABLE 9.1. Numerical results for verifying spatial adjacency.
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for modularity and clarity. However verification of adjacency using this code is fast.
Most time is spent computing the polar cone. The F-algorithm is implemented using
list and vector structures from the C++ Standard Template Library*. The speed of
the algorithm could be improved by using faster customized data structures.

9.3

Complete, uninformed generation of hypotheses

In Section 1.4 a generate-and-test method was proposed for constructing qualitative
models automatically. To expand a qualitative state one needs to generate hypotheses
for all possible spatially adjacent states. This section gives an algorithm that can be
used to generate these hypotheses. This algorithm will be based on the necessar\condition for spatial adjacency given in Theorem 9.1. The algorithm is complete
(all adjacent states will be found) but might generate too many hypotheses to be
practical. The algorithm will be made more informed in Section 9.4.
9.3.1

Generation of less constrained hypotheses

Theorem 9.1 provides a necessar\' condition for adjacency of qualitative configuration
states. This condition can be used to generate hypotheses about adjacent config
uration states. The theorem states that during a transition from one qualitative
configuration state to an adjacent state only elements that are zero in the more con
strained configuration state can change. Hypotheses about less constrained neighbors
of a configuration state
zero elements of

can therefore be generated by changing one or more

to ±1.

Define ZEROS( '^®$) as the set of indices of zero elements of
ZEROS(-^^#) = {(m, n) €
If recursive Algorithm 9.2 is initially called with input

= 0}

(9.47)

and ZEROS('^®^,) it will

generate all possible hypotheses by changing the values of every possible subset of
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zero elements of

to non-zero values. The algorithm is given below.

Algorithm 9.2. Generate-LC-ffypotheses
Input:
Output:

; Configuration state
S
L

: Set of indices {m.n) of zero elements that can be changed
: List of less constrained hypothetically, adjacent configu
rations states

1. Create an initially empty set L of hypotheses.
2. while S ^ ^ do
(a) {m,n) = HEAD{S) and S = TAIL{S)
(b)

= 1;

(c) Report

as a hypothetically adjacent configuration state: L = L +

(d) L = L + Generate-LC-Hypotheses
fe)

= -I;

(f) Report

as a hypothetically adjacent configuration state: L = L +

(g) L = L + Generate-LC-Hypo theses

(h)

= 0

3. Return L.

Figure 9.2 graphically depicts how Algorithm 9.2 generates less constrained hy
potheses for a particular feature interaction matrix. Each node corresponds to a hy
pothesis. The initial matrix contains three zero elements:

i = 0. '*^02,3 = 0

''^^€>4 3 = 0. These elements are changed to obtain hypotheses about less constrained
neighbors. The value of these elements is given in parentheses for each hypothesis.

FIGURE 9.2. Example of uninformed generation of less constrained hypotheses.
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For example ( —1,1,0) corresponds to

= —1,

= 1 3^nd

= 0. Each

arc is marked with a number in parentheses. These numbers give the order in which
the arcs are created. The number of arcs from the root is the recursion depth.
9.3.2

Generation of more constrained hypotheses

More constrained hypotheses can be generated in very much the same way as less
constrained liypotheses are generated. More constrained hypotheses can be generated
by changing one or more nonzero elements of

to 0.

Define NONZEROS( '^®^) as the set of indices of non-zero elements of
NONZEROS(-*®#) = ((m, n) G
If Algorithm 9.3 is initially called with input

7^ 0}

(9.48)

and 5 = NONZEROS("^®^j) it

will recursively generate all possible hypotheses by changing every possible subset of
nonzero elements of

to zero. The algorithm is given below.

Algorithm 9.3. Generate-MC-Hypotheses
Input:
Output:

; Configuration state
S
L

: Set of indices (m, n) of nonzero elements that can be changed
: List of more constrained hypothetical, adjacent configurations
states

1. Create an initially empty list L of hypotheses.
2. while S ^ <d do
(a) (m, n) = HEAD{S) and S = TAIL{S)
(b) save =
(c) Report

=0
as a hypothetical, adjacent configuration state: L =

(d) L = L + Generate-MC-Hypotheses
(^)

= save
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(1,-1,1)

5 = {(1,1),(2,3),(4,3)}

(0,-1,1)

(1,0,1)

(1,-1,0)

S = {(2,3),(4,3)}
(2) / \(4)

5 = {(4,3)}

S =0

(0,0,1)

(0,-1,0)

S = {(4,3)}

S=0

i

(6) I

(1,0,0)
S =0

(0,0,0)

S=0
FIGURE 9.3. Example of uninformed generation of more constrained hypotheses.
3. Return L.

Figure 9.3 graphically depicts how Algorithm 9.3 generates more constrained hy
potheses for a particular feature interaction matrix. Each node corresponds to a
hypothesis. The initial matrix contains three elements that are non-zero:
^^<^2.3 = —1

= 1-

— 1- These elements are changed to obtain hypotheses about

more constrained neighbors. The value of these elements is given in parentheses for
each hypothesis. For example ( — 1,1,0) corresponds to

^ = —1,

^

•*^^1,3 = 0- Each arc is marked with a number in parentheses. These numbers give
the order in which the arcs are created. The number of arcs from the root is the
recursion depth.
9.3.3

Complete hypothesis Generation

.Algorithms 9.2 and 9.3 can be combined for complete hypothesis generation.
Algorithm 9.4. Generate-Hypo theses
Input:
; Configuration state
Output: L
: List of hypothetical adjacent configurations states
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1. Create an initially empty list L of hypotheses.
2. Use Algorithm 9.2 to generate less constrained hypotheses:
L = L -h Generate-LC-Hypotheses

^, ZEROS{'^^^)).

3. Use Algorithm 9.3 to generate more constrained hypotheses:
L = L -hGenerate-HC-Hypotheses 0'^^^, NONZEROS{'^^^)).
4- return L.

Algorithm 9.4 is complete, that is, every- adjacent configuration state will be found.
However the algorithm might generate too many hypotheses to be practical. In the
next section the algorithms will be made more informed to reduce the number of
hypotheses that are generated.

9.4

More informed generation of hypotheses

This section will present a more informed algorithm for generating the hypotheses.
In Chapter 8 methods are described that use local penetration information to rule
out infeasible hypotheses in an early stage. In this section these methods will be
integrated with the uninformed algorithm given in the previous section to prune
subtrees of infeasible hypotheses early on. The result is a more informed, complete
method for hypothesis generation.
9.4.1

Informed generation of less constrained hypotheses

Algorithm 9.5 is an informed version of Algorithm 9.2. Theorems 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3
have been used to make the generation of less constrained hypotheses more informed.
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Algorithm 9.5. Generate-LC-Hypo theses-Informed
Input:
Output:

; Configuration state
: Set of indices (m, n) of zero elements that can be changed

S
L

: Less constrained hypothetical, adjacent configuration states

1. Create an initially empty list L of hypotheses.
2. while S ^ 0 do
( a ) (m. n) = HEAD{S) and S = TAIL{S)
(b)

=

1

(c) Check if Theorem 8-4 applies if '^^Ojnn corresponds to a vertex-face inter
action

of vertex

with face f^\

i. Form a list M of all vertices

that cobound some edge with

and

which lie in the negative half-space of f^' (
a. Check for every vertex v'^^ G M if Condition (8.12) is satisfied.
Hi. If this condition is satisfied mark

as infeasible. FuHhermore, all

hypotheses in the subtree below the current hypothesis are also infeasi
ble. Prune the subtree of infeasible hypotheses by going to Step 2g.
(d) Check if Theorem 8.5 applies if
action

corresponds to a face-vertex inter

o f v e r t e x vf^' w i t h f a c e f ^ ' .

i. Form a list M of all vertices vf^' that cobound some edge with
which lie in the negative half-space of f^' T

~

and

J-

ii. Check for every vertex v^^' G M if Condition (8.14) is satisfied.
Hi. If this condition is satisfied mark

as infeasible. Furthermore, all

hypotheses in the subtree below the current hypothesis are also infeasi
ble. Prune the subtree of infeasible hypotheses by going to Step 2g.
(e) Ifis not marked infeasible, report
configuration state: L = L

as a hypothetical, adjacent
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5)

(f) L = L + Generate-LC-Hypotheses-Informed
(9)

= -1

(h) Check if Theorem 8.1 applies.
i. If

corresponds to a vertex-face interaction

dition (8.1) is satisfied. If row

check if con

contains only —1 entries prune

the subtree of infeasible hypotheses by going to step (2q)
ii.

corresponds to a face-vertex interaction
dition (8.2) is satisfied. If column

check if con

contains only —1 entries

prune the subtree of infeasible hypotheses by going to step (2q)
( i ) Check if Theorem 8.2 applies.
i. Assume that

corresponds to a vertex-face interaction
j4,
B
between the contact vertex v^.' and a face fm adjacent to the contact

face f^'.

B

B

A. Find the contact face. Let fi^E adj { f m ) b e a f a c e f o r w h i c h
= 0 (Condition (8.5)^. If such a face does not exist, goto
step (2(i)ii).
B. Check if conditions (8.6) and (8.7) are satisfied. If these conditions
are not satisfied goto step (2(i)ii).
C. Mark

as infeasible. If'^'^^Oki ^ S prune the subtree of in-

feasible hypotheses by going to step (2q).
ii. Assume that

corresponds to a vertex-face interaction

B

between the contact face fi ' and a vertex

^

• which cobounds some

edge with the contact vertex v ^ ' .
A. Find the contact vertex.
~ 0'

Check for all v'^'

€ cobound {v^') if

conditions (8.6) and (8.7) are satisfied.

B. If the above conditions are satisfied for a v^' G cobound { v ^ ' ) ,
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the objects necessarily penetrate each other. Mark
sible. If furthermore

as infea-

^ S, prune the subtree of infeasible

hypotheses by going to step (2q).
(j) Check if Theorem 8.3 applies.
i. Assume that

corresponds to a face-vertex interaction
B
J
between contact vertex v^ ' and a face f^' adjacent to the contact

face f^'.
A. Find the contact face. Let f^' e adj { f ^ ' ) be a f a c e f o r w h i c h
— 0 (Condition (8.8)^. If such a face does not exist, goto
step (2(j)ii).
B. Check if conditions (8.9) and (8.10) are satisfied. If these condi
tions are not satisfied goto step (2(j)ii).
C. Mark

as infeasible. I f ^ S prune the subtree of in-

feasible hypotheses by going to step (2q).
a. Assume that

corresponds to a face-vertex interaction

S

4

between the contact face fj.' and a vertex Vn^ which cobounds some
edge with contact vertex

•'.

A. Find the contact vertex.

= 0,

B

B
G cobound { v n ' ) i f

Check for all U, '

conditions (8.9) and (8.10) are

^

satisfied.

B

B

B. If the above conditions are satisfied for a v^' € cobound { v n ' ) the objects necessarily penetrate each other. Mark
sible. If furthermore

as infea

^ S, prune the subtree of infeasible

hypotheses by going to step (2q).
(k) Check if Theorem 8-4 applies
action

of vertex

corresponds to a vertex-face inter

with face f^\
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i. Form a list M of all vertices

that cobound some edge with

which lie in the positive half-space of ff' (

and

= +1J-

a. Check for every vertex v'^^ € M if Condition (8.12) is satisfied.
Hi. I f this condition is satisfied mark

as infeasible. Furthermore, all

hypotheses in the subtree below the current hypothesis are also infeasi
ble. Prune the subtree of infeasible hypotheses by going to Step (2q).
Check if Theorem 8.4 applies if
action

of vertex

corresponds to a vertex-face inter

with face fm'.

i. For all faces ff^ G adj { f m ) d o
€ cobound{v'^l) if Conditions (8.11)

A. Check for all vertices
and (8.12) are satisfied.

B. If these conditions are satisfied for a vertex then mark

as

infeasible. Furthermore, all hypotheses in the subtree below the
current hypothesis are also infeasible. Prune the subtree of infea
sible hypotheses by going to Step (2q).
Check if Theorem 8.5 applies if
action

of vertex

corresponds to a face-vertex inter

with face f^'.

B

B

i. Form a list AI of all vertices Vi^' that cobound some edge with v^^-' and
which lie in the positive half-space of f '^' (
a. Check for every vertex Vi^' G M if Condition (8.14) is satisfied.
Hi. If this condition is satisfied mark

as infeasible. Furthermore, all

hypotheses in the subtree below the current hypothesis are also infeasi
ble. Prune the subtree of infeasible hypotheses by going to Step 2q.
Check if Theorem 8.5 applies
action

corresponds to a face-vertex inter

of vertex vf^' with face f^'.

i. For all faces f^' G adj{f^') do
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B

A. Check for all vertices

B

G cobound{V[^^) if Conditions (8.13)

and (8.14) are satisfied.
B. If these conditions are satisfied for a vertex then mark

as

infeasible. Furthermore, all hypotheses in the subtree below the
current hypothesis are also infeasible. Prune the subtree of infea
sible hypotheses by going to Step (2q).
foj If

is not marked infeasible, report

as a hypothetical adjacent

configuration state: L = L +
(p) L = L + Generale-LC-Hypotheses-Informed

(^)

=0

3. Return L.

Theorem 8.1 states that a feature interaction matrix is geometrically infeasible
if a row of a vertex-face interaction matrix

contains only —1 entries (condi

tion (8.1)). In step (2g) of Algorithm 9.5 an entry of the feature interaction matrix
changes to —1. At that point condition (8.1) might become satisfied. In step (2(h)i) is
checked if this condition is indeed satisfied. If condition (8.1) is satisfied, it will also be
satisfied for every hypothesis in the subtree beneath the current hypothesis since only
zero elements are changed. Hence the subtree is pruned b\' proceeding to step (2q).
Similar arguments hold for condition (8.2). Step (2(h)ii) checks if condition (8.2) is
satisfied.
4

Theorem 8.2 states that if a vertex v'^' contacts a face

B

the vertices which

cobound an edge with v^' cannot lie in the negative half-space of the contact face
fi '. In step (2g) of Algorithm 9.5 an entry of the feature interaction matrix changes

to —1. At that point condition (8.6) or condition (8.7) might become satisfied.
Step (2(i)i) checks if condition (8.6) has become satisfied. First the contact face
f^' is found by looking for faces that are adjacent to fm and for which

= 0.
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If also conditions (8.6) and (8.7) are satisfied then Theorem 8.2 applies to the current
hypothesis which is geometrically infeasible. Next it is checked
in that case

€ S because

0 for some hypotheses in the subtree beneath the current

hypothesis (Step (2(i)iC)). However,

^ S, Theorem 8.2 applies also to all

hypotheses in the subtree beneath the current hypothesis. In that case the subtree
of infeasible hypotheses is pruned by proceeding to step (2q).
Step (2(i)ii) checks if condition (8.7) has become satisfied. First a candidate for
contact vertex v'^' is found by looking for vertices which cobound an edge with
and for which

= 0- If conditions (8.6) and (8.7) are satisfied, Theorem 8.2

applies to the current hypothesis which is then marked as infeasible. If
S.

element

€

will be nonzero for some hypotheses in the subtree beneath the

current hypothesis. However, if

^ S then Theorem 8.2 applies also to all

hypotheses in the subtree beneath the current hypothesis. In that case the subtree
beneath the current hypothesis is pruned by proceeding to step (2q).
Checking if Theorem 8.3 applies is very similar to checking if Theorem 8.2 applies.
Step (2j) checks if Theorem 8.3 applies.
Using Theorem 8.4 one can check if an edge of .4 intersects with a face of B for
some cases. In step (2b) of Algorithm 9.5 an entry of the feature interaction matrix
changes to +1. If the entry that changes correspond to a vertex-face interaction
then Condition (8.11) might become satisfied. Therefore in step (2c) it is
checked if Theorem 8.4 applies to any of the edges bounded by vertex

Similarly,

after the entry has changed to —1 in step (2g) it is checked again in step (2k) whether
Theorem 8.4 applies. However, if an entr\' changes from 0 to —1 then Condition (8.12)
might also become satisfied. We check this in step (21).
Theorem 8.5 can be used to check if an edge of B intersects with a face of .4 for
some cases. Testing if Theorem 8.5 applies is ver\^ similar to testing if Theorem 8.4
applies and is performed in steps (2d), (2m) and (2n).
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9.4.2

Informed generation of more constrained hypotheses

Algorithm 9.6 is an informed version of Algorithm 9.3. Theorems 8.2 and 8.3 have
been used to make the generation of more constrained hypotheses more informed.
Algorithm 9.6. Generat e-MC-Hypo theses-Informed
Input:

; Configuration state
: Set of indices (m, n) of nonzero elements that can be changed

S
L

Output:

: List of more constrained hypothetical adjacent configurations
states

1. Create an initially empty list L of hypotheses.
2. while S ^ ^ do
(a) (m, n) = HEAD{S) and S = TAIL{S)
(b) save =
(c) If

=0
corresponds to a vertex-face interaction

check if Theo

rem 8.2 applies.
i. If there exists a fm € adj{f^') such that

9oto step (2e).

a. If {Vv^' e cobound{v^'))('^'^J0'^{ # —1) goto step (2e).
Hi. Mark

as geometrically infeasible.

iv. If for all fm

€ <idj(f[^')) yields

^

v^' e cobound {v'^') such that

there exists a
^ ^ then all

hypotheses in the subtree below the current hypothesis are infeasible.
Prune the subtree by going to step (2g). Otherwise generate the subtree
by going to step (2e).
(d) If

corresponds to a face-vertex interaction

check if Theo

rem 8.3 applies.
i. If there exists a f^' G adj { f ^ ' ) s u c h t h a t

^ —1 goto step (2e).
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ii. If {yvn^ 6 cobound{vf^)){'^*^^<f>l^ ^ —1) goto step (2e).
Hi. Mark

as geometrically infeasible.

iv. If for all f^' € adj { f ^ ' ) y i e l d s
cobound {v

^ S and there exists a Vn' €

= —1 and

such that

^ S then all hy

potheses in the subtree below the current hypothesis are also infeasible.
Prune the subtree by going to step (2g). Otherwise generate the subtree
by going to step (2e).
(e) If

is not marked as geometrically infeasible, report

as a hypo

thetical adjacent configuration state: L = L
(f) L = LGenerate-MC-Hypotheses-Infarmed
(9)

= save

3. Return L.
4

B

Theorem 8.2 states that if a vertex v'^.' contacts a face /, •' the vertices that
cobound an edge with v'^' cannot lie in the negative half-space of the contact face
. In step (2b) of Algorithm 9.6 an entry of the feature interaction matrix changes to
0. If this element corresponds to a vertex-face interaction

then condition (8.5)

becomes satisfied. Theorem 8.2 applies if conditions (8.6) and (8.7) are also satisfied.
Conditions (8.6) and (8.7) are checked in steps (2(c)i) and (2(c)ii). If both condi
tions are satisfied, Theorem 8.2 applies to the current hypothesis which is geometrically infeasible in that case. If a feature interaction involving the contact face

' and

a vertex

€ cobound(7;;^') or a feature interaction involving the contact vertex v^'
B
B
and a face fm € adj (/^ •') is on the list S to be changed, Theorem 8.2 will not apply
to some hypotheses in the subtree beneath the current hypothesis. In that case one
cannot prune the whole subtree. Othertvise the whole subtree beneath the current
hypothesis can be pruned by proceeding to step (2g).
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Checking whether Theorem 8.3 applies is very similar. Step (2d) in the algorithm
checks if Theorem 8.3 applies.
9.4.3

Complete, informed generation of hypotheses

Algorithms 9.5 and 9.6 can be combined for complete hypothesis generation.
Algorithm 9.7. Generate-Hypotheses-Informed
Input:
Output:

; Configuration state
L

: List of hypothetical adjacent configurations states

1. Create an initially empty list L of hypotheses.
2. Use Algorithm 9.5 to generate and report less constrained hypotheses:
L = L + Generate-LC-Hypotheses-Inf armed

ZEROS{'^^^)).

3. Use Algorithm 9.6 to generate and report more constrained hypotheses:
L = L + Generate-MC-Hypotheses-Inf armed

NONZEROS{'^^^)).

4- Return L.

Algorithm 9.7 is complete, that is, every adjacent configuration state will be found.
The algorithm is informed and will generate fewer hypotheses then Algorithm 9.4.

9.5

Discussion

The efficient method for checking spatial adjacency is an important advantage of
feature interaction matrices over other qualitative representations.

In particular,

the contact formation representation [47] and the elementary contacts representation
[73] need both path planning of compliant motions to verify spatial adjacency. Path
planning of compliant motions is a hard problem and is not an efficient way of checking
for adjacency.
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It is important to develop and implement more informed methods of hypothesis
generation in the future. If fewer hypotheses are generated less time will be spent on
verifying hypotheses and checking adjacency. The method of hypothesis generation
strongly influences how fast and efficient qualitative models can be constructed. In
this chapter it has been shown how penetration information can be utilized to prune
hypotheses early in the generation process. However information about the kine
matic constraints imposed by the feature interactions should also be utilized using
spatial reasoning techniques. In future work these methods should be developed and
implemented to explore how efficient hypothesis generation can be made.
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CHAPTER 10

EXTRACTING CONTACT INFORMATION AND METRICS
FOR PLANNING
A feature interaction matrix contains all information about the contacts that exist
between the two polyhedra. Section 10.2 describes how this contact information can
be extracted from a feature interaction matrix. The feature interaction matrix repre
sentation will be used to plan sequences of configuration state transitions leading to
the desired assembled state of the objects. Contact constraints reduce the uncertainty
in the relative configuration of the objects. Configuration states with more (indepen
dent) contact constraints are preferable above states with fewer contact constraints in
an assembly plan. Contact information plays an important role in evaluating plans.
Section 10.3 describes a simple metric that uses contact information and which can
be used for planning. First a contact representation that is a slightly modified form
of the representation described in Chapter 3 will be introduced.

10.1

Contact Representation

The contact representation introduced in this section is a slightly modified form of
sets of elementary contacts as described in Chapter 3. The main difference is that
in Chapter 3 an elementary contact represents a contact between two topological
surface elements of the two non-convex polyhedra .4 and B. In this chapter an
elementary contact represents a contact between two topological elements of two
convex polyhedra .4I and B j from the convex decomposition of .4 and B .
Contact between two convex polyhedral objects .4i and Bj can qualitatively be
described in terms of the contacting topological surface elements (i.e. faces, edges and
vertices). Three types of elementary contacts [63, 73] are distinguished: (i) vertex-
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face contacts v f — f f , (ii) face-vertex contacts

— v f and (iii) edge-edge contacts

gfc — ef. A contact between two convex polyhedra Aj and Bj is qualitatively described
by a set of elementiiry contacts.
Definition 10.1. A contact description between two convex polyhedra .4, and Bj is
a set

of elementary face-vertex, vertex-face and edge-edge contacts between .4,

and BJ

={f;''-vf^,...,v^'-f^^^....e^-e^^,...}

(10.1)

This definition can be extended to non-convex polyhedra .4 and B by considering
the contacts between all convex polyhedra .4, and Bj of the convex decompositions
of .4 and B. More formally
Definition 10.2. A contact description between two non-convex polyhedra .4 and B.
with convex decompositions cv{A) = {.4i, .42,..., -4^^ } and cv{B) = { B i , Bo, . . . .
BmB } respectively, is the union 7-"^'^ of the contact descriptions between combinations
of convex polyhedra .4^ and Bj of the convex decompositions of .4 and B

(J

y-i-e.

(10.2)

In the next section it will be shown how the elementary contacts that exist between
.4 and B can be extracted from a feature interaction matrix.

10.2

Extracting Contact Information

A feature interaction matrix contains all information about the elementary contacts
that exist between the two polyhedra. This section will describe how the set of
elementary contacts that exist between two convex polyhedra /I, € cv(.4) and Bj e
cv(B) can be extracted from their feature interaction matrix

By determining

the contact descriptions for all such combinations of convex polyhedra of the convex
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decompositions of A and B and taking the union of these descriptions, the contact
description between A and B is obtained. In the sequel necessar\- and sufficient
conditions will be derived for each type of elementary contact (vertex-face, face-vertex
and edge-edge). It will be shown how to verify these condition by simple processing
of the feature interaction matrix.
10.2.1

Vertex-Face Contacts

Figure 7.1 shows the kinematics of a vertex-face contact. In Section 5.1.1 was de
scribed that the contact constraints consist of an equality constraint and bounding
(inequalit}') constraints. The equality constraint requires the vertex to lie on the sup
porting plane of the face. The bounding constraints require that the vertex lies on
the bounded face. These constraints will be expressed in terms of values of elements
of the feature interaction matrix in the sequel.
First consider the equality constraint. A vertex v'^' lies on the supporting plane
of a face

if the Euclidean distance,

df,

between them is zero. In particular,

=
where

=0

(10.3)

is the vertex-face interaction constraint function as defined in (7.1).

Distance df is a signed distance. It is positive (negative) when vertex v'^' is in the
positive (negative) half-space of face /j \ This property will be utilized in the sequel.
From (7.2) it is clear that condition (10.3) is satisfied if and only if
=0

(10.4)

Since object Bj is convex, any face of object Bj is convex and can be modeled
as the intersection of its supporting plane p, and the negative half-spaces of its
B
B
adjacent faces. Let adj(/j •') be the set of faces adjacent to /, •'. Let each adjacent
B
B
face fm G adj(/, •') be defined by a normal vector n s and an arbitrary point r a
/m

fm
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on the face. Then face

' is given by the intersection of its supporting plane and

the negative half-spaces of its adjacent faces
= Pi' ^

I (x° - rV )'nV < 0
/m

6 adj(/j®^)}

(10.5)

J m

4

Condition (10.4) guarantees that the vertex v'^.' is on the supporting plane of face
4

•

To guarantee that ujj.' is on the bounded face /, ' one requires that
B
negative half-space of each face adjacent to
Using (7.1) we obtain
<0

4

B
^.

lies in the

€ adj(/,®')

(10.6)

From (7.2) it is clear that this condition is satisfied if and only if
(V/»' e a<ij(/®'))((••••

= -1) V ('"•"••P'L = 0))

(10.7)

Conditions (10.4) and (10.7) are sufficient and necessary conditions for contact be4
B
tween vertex
' and face '. Hence all vertex-face elementar>' contacts between con
vex polyhedra At and Bj can be extracted from vertex-face interaction matrix
using the following theorem.
Theorem 10.1. Let Ai and Bj be convex polyhedra. There is contact between vertex
4
B
v'f.' a n d f a c e / , •' i f a n d o n l y i f

=0
(V/S' e
B

= -1) V

(10.8)
= 0))

(10.9)

B

where adj{fi ') is the set of all faces that are adjacent to face /, \ that is, share an
edge w i t h f ^ ^ .

10.2.2

Face-Vertex Contacts

Figure 7.2 shows the kinematics of a face-vertex contact. The derivation of necessary
4
B
and sufficient conditions for contact between a face /^ ' of object Ai and a vertex u, •'
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of object Bj is analogous to the derivation for vertex-face contacts. We suffice by
only giving the following result.

Theorem 10.2. Let Ai and Bj be convex polyhedra. There is contact between face
f^' and vertex

if and only if

(10.10)

= 0

(v/^' €

=

-1) V

=

o))

(lo.n)

where adj[f'^^) is the set of all faces that are adjacent to face f^'. Two faces are
adjacent if and only if they share an edge.

10.2.3

Edge-Edge Contacts

Figure 7.3 shows the kinematics of an edge-edge contact. As in [47] two type of edgeedge contacts are considered: edge-edge-cross contacts and edge-edge-touch contacts.
An edge-edge-cross contact exists when two edges contact each other but are not
parallel. An edge-edge-touch contact exists when two edges contact each other while
they are parallel. Figure 10.1 shows both type of contacts. The two contact types
will be treated separately in the sequel.
In the following contact between edges ej^' and ef^ is considered. Figure 10.2
defines the notation of some vertices and faces. This notation will be used extensively
in the following. Edge

connects vertex v^^ with vertex

the two faces connected by

Faces f'^^' and f'^^' are

Face f^^ is a face that is not connected by e'^' but

has v'^'^ on its boundary^. Similarly, face f '^^ is a face that is not connected by
has

on its boundary. Faces

but

and f '^^ bound edge ej^', that is, edge ej^' is the

intersection of its supporting line with the negative half-spaces of f'^^ and f'^^. For
edge ef' , vertices vf^' and

and faces

, and f^^ are defined similarly.

' Requiring that face f^^' is not connected by e^' ensures that

and

^ /j^'.
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(a)

(b)

Two types of edge-edge contacts are considered: edge-edge-cross contacts and edgeedge-touch contacts. An edge-edge-cross contact exist when two edges contact each
other but cire not parallel. This is shown in Frame (a). An edge-edge-touch contact
exist when two edges contact each other while they are pEurallel. This is shown in
Frame (b).

FIGURE 10.1. Two types of edge-edge contacts.

The following vertices and faces are defined for edge-edge contacts. Edge e^' connects
vertex
with vertex
Faces
and
are the faces connected by e'^'. Face
is a face that is not connected by ej^' but has
on its boundary. Similarly, face
is a face that is not connected by e^' but has
on its boundary-. Faces /^" and
bound edge e^', that is. edge e^' is the intersection of its supporting line with the
negative half-spaces of
and
. For edge e, ', vertices
and u,,' and faces
'.
//f' •

• and

are defined similarly.

FIGURE 10.2. Definitions of vertices and faces for edge-edge contacts
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Edge-Edge-Cross Contact: There exists an edge-edge-cross contact between edges e^'

and e, •' if and only if (i) the supporting lines of the edges intersect and are not
parallel, and (ii) the point where the supporting lines intersect lies on both (physically
bounded) edges (see Section 5.1.1).
4

B

The supporting lines of edges e'^^ and e, •' intersect only if the edge-edge constraint
function

as defined in (7.7) is zero
y(r° -h R?r^. -

) =0

(10.12)

From (7.8) it is clear that condition (10.12) is satisfied if and only if the corresponding
element

in the edge-edge interaction matrix is zero

=0

(10.13)

Condition (10.13) is a necessar\' but not a sufficient condition for intersection of the
supporting lines of the edges. The constraint function

'^e supporting

lines intersect but also when the edges are parallel. This issue will be addressed later.
Temporarily assume that the edges are not parallel.
The next step is to find conditions that ensure that the point where the supporting
Q

J

lines intersect lies on both bounded edges. If the supporting lines of edges e^' and e,'
intersect, then the intersection point s lies on ej^' if and only if the vertices
lie in different half-spaces of face

or in different half-spaces of face

and
;

A similar reasoning holds for edge e, •' resulting in the following condition
V {^•"•4°,, *

(10.15)

As stated before, condition (10.13) can be satisfied if the edges are parallel. How
ever. condition (10.14) not only guarantees that the intersection point s lies on the
bounded edge e^' but it also guarantees that the edges are not parallel. If edge e'^' is
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parallel to edge

B
•' then it is also parallel to faces

tion for edge e^' to be parallel to face

B

B
and fi^'. A necessarv' condi

is that vertices

half-space of the supporting plane of

and

lie in the same
Hence a necessar>-

B
condition for e]^' to be parallel to faces 7,^^ and
4

B

is
(10-16)

^

Not satisfying condition (10.16) ensures that the edges are not parallel.

Condi

tion (10.14) is the negation of (10.16). Hence the edges cannot be parallel if con
dition (10.14) is satisfied.
Conditions (10.13), (10.14) and (10.15) are sufficient and necessary- conditions
4
B
for an edge-edge-cross contact between edges e\.' and •'. Hence all edge-edge-cross
contacts between convex polyhedra .4, and Bj can be extracted from interaction
matrix

using the following theorem.

4
B
Theorem 10.3. Let A, and Bj be convex polyhedra. Let edge ey
(e^ ^) be bounded

by vertices

)• Let edge e^' (ef^) connect faces

T/zfV

fkl' (fu^)• There exists an edge-edge cross contact between edge e'^' and edge ef-" if
and only if the following three conditions are satisfied

= Q

(10.17)

V
* •*•^'4°,J V

(1018)
^

(10.19)

Edge-Edge-Touch Contacts: There exist an edge-edge-touch contact between edges

e'f.' and e,' if and only if (i) the supporting lines of the edges coincide, and (ii) the
bounded edges overlap.
The supporting line of edge e, ^ coincides with the intersection of the supporting
B
B rr^
A
B
planes of faces f^^' and fi^\ Therefore vertex v^^ lies on the supporting line of e, if
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and only if
=0A

=0

(10-20)

The supporting lines of ej^' and ef^ coincide if and only if both vertices
B

and

m

lie on the supporting line of ^. Therefore necessary and sufficient conditions for the
JX
B
supporting lines of edges ' and e, ^ to coincide are

= 0A

= 0) A (•'•«'<,, = 0 A

= 0)

(10.21)

Condition (10.21) guarantees that the supporting lines of the edges coincide. However,
it does not guarantee a physical edge-edge-touch contact since a contact requires that
the bounded edges overlap.
Edges ej^' and ef' overlap if one of the vertices
or
lies on edge ej^'. V'erB
A
B
B
tex
lies on ej^.' if and only if it lies in the negative half-spaces of
and
B
B
4
Hence if condition (10.21) is satisfied,
or
lies on edge e^' if and only if

= -1) V

= ''•"•4:,, = -1)

(10.22)

Condition (10.22) is a sufficient but not a necessarj' condition for overlap of the edges.
B
A
B
Indeed, if edge e, •' is longer than e^.' the edges can still overlap while neither
nor
lies on e^'. However, in that case vertex

or vertex
will lie on ef\ If
Q
condition (10.21) is satisfied, v}.* and/or v^* lies on edge e, ^ if and only if
4

4

= -1) V

= -1)

(10.23)

4
B
Therefore, if condition (10.21) is satisfied, edges e^' and e, •' overlap if and only if

{•'•"•4:,, = -'•""AC,. = -1) V

= -1) V

= -1) V

= -1)

(10-2'')

Conditions (10.21) and (10.24) are sufficient and necessary conditions for an edgeA
B
edge-touch contact between edges e^.' and e,'. All edge-edge-touch contacts between
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convex polyhedra Ai and Bj can be extracted from interaction matrix

using

the following theorem.
4

B

Theorem 10.4. Let .4i and Bj be convex polyhedra. Let edge e\' (^i') be bounded
by vertices u'f.^
/itt' r/ifV-

) o.'nd

)• Let edge e)^' (^i') connect faces

(fi^')

fki (fk^)

°
connected by e^' but has v'^^
B
B'
B
its boundary. Similarly, let fi^' (fi/) be a face that is not connected by Ci •* but has
B
B
^
('^u )
boundary. There exists an edge-edge touch contact between edge e^.'
Q

and edge

' if and only if

K',1. = 0 A -"-"'Kii, = 0) A (-••«'<,. = 0 A

= 0)

{•'•"•4:,. =

= -1) V (-•='<••„ =

= -1) V

{•''"'KL =

= -1) V

= -1)

(10.25)

(10.26)

The conditions of Theorem 10.4 do not require that an edge-edge interaction
4

be zero. However, since edges ej^' and

B

^ are parallel for edge-edge-touch contact

the edge-edge constraint function will be zero:

= 0. This can be used in

computer programs to select candidate edges. Theorem 10.4 can then be used to verify
if an edge-edge-touch contact exists between these candidate edges. The following
algorithm uses Theorems 10.1, 10.2, 10.3 and 10.4 to extract the contact information
from a feature interaction matrix.

Algorithm 10.1. Extract-Elementary-Contacts
Input:
Output:

7'

; Qualitative configuration state
; List of elementary contacts

1. Create an initially empty list 7' of elementary contacts.
2. For each zero element entry

in

perform the following.
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(a)

corresponds to a vertex-face interaction

A

check for vertex-

B

face contact between Vf.' and fi '.
i. Check if Condition 10.9 is satisfied. If this condition is satisfied, add
4
B
vertex-face contact
— f^ ^ to y.
li. Goto 2d.
(b) //corresponds to a face-vertex interaction

check for face-

vertex contact between f^ ' and u,'.
i. Check if Condition 10.11 is satisfied. If this condition is satisfied, add
m

face-vertex contact f^' ~

Q

^ to y.

ii. Goto 2d.
(c) Ifcorresponds to an edge-edge interaction

check for edge-

edge contact between e'^' and ef^.
i. Check for an edge-edge-cross contact
A. Check if Condition 10.18 is satisfied. If this condition is not sat
isfied, goto 2(c)ii.
B. Check if Condition 10.19 is satisfied. If this condition is not sat
isfied, goto 2(c)ii.
C. Add an edge-edge contact

— ef to y. Goto 2d.

ii. Check for edge-edge-touch contact.
A. Check if Condition 10.25 is satisfied. If this condition is not sat
isfied, goto 2d.
B. Check if Condition 10.26 is satisfied. If this condition is satisfied,
add an edge-edge contact e'g* — ef to y.
(d) Next zero element
3. Return the list y of elementary contacts.
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Algorithm 10.1 has been implemented in C++. The algorithm has been tested
for several examples involving the block and slot pair and the dovetail assembly. The
numerical results are summarized in Table 10.1. The CPU-times required to extract
the set of elementary contacts range from less than 1 ms up to 7.8 ms. These CPU
times are for running the code on a Pentium 200MHz PC with Redhat Linux 6.0.
The class that implements the feature interaction matrix representation maintains
a list of elements that are zero. Such a list greatly speeds up extracting contact
information from a feature interaction matrix. Besides this list no efforts have been
made to optimize the code for speed.
In this section it has been shown how to extract the vertex-face, face-vertex and
edge-edge contacts from feature interaction matrices. Since other contacts can be
represented as combinations of these elementary contacts we conclude that feature
interaction matrices are sufficient to represent contact between two polyhedra. In
the next section it will be shown how contact information can be used to evaluate
cissembly plans.

10.3

A simple metric for planning

Feature interaction matrices will be used to plan sequences of configuration state
transitions leading to the desired assembled state of the objects. For planning pur
poses one needs a metric to compare trajectories — sequences of configuration state
transitions. In this section a simple metric similar to the metric proposed in [70j will
be de.scribed.
Contact constraints reduce the uncertainty in the relative configuration of the
objects. Configuration states with more (independent) contact constraints are to
prefer above states with fewer contact constraints in an assembly plan. Therefore
contact information plaj'-s an important role in evaluating plans. Let

be

the number of elementary contacts that exist for a certain qualitative configuration
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TABLE 10.1. Numerical results for extracting elementary- contacts from feature in
teraction matrices.
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state

In the previous section it was described how the elementary contacts can

be extracted from a feature interaction matrix

By simply counting the number

of elementarj' contacts one obtains the scalar

It is likely, but not necessary,

that a configuration state with more elementary- contacts imposes more independent
contact constraints then a configuration state with fewer elementarj-^ contacts.
The assembly of the objects should be executed fast.

Let

'^®#goai)

be a trajectory of n configurations states from configuration state

to goal

state
(10.27)
If one assumes that each transition takes equal time then the number of states in
a trajector}^ is a raw measure of the time it takes to assemble the parts using that
trajectory. Trajectories with few transitions are preferred over trajectories with many
transitions.
Define the cost-to-go from

to "^^^goai along trajectory Ttr('^®#i, '^^^goai) as
(10.28)

k=0
where 3 > 0 is a user selectable weighting factor. Equation 10.28 provides a simple
metric that can be used for planning sequences of configuration state transitions. The
first term puts a penalty on long trajectories. The second term puts a penalty on the
use of configuration states with fewer elementary contacts.
In Section 1.4 a dynamic programming approach was proposed for planning trajec
tories backwards from the goal state '"^^^goai to the initial state
Ttr('^®^i^i: •''^^goai) is extended to

. If a trajectory-

one can easily compute the cost-to-go of
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the new trajectory as follows
n—1

CTGCT^C^b^,

(10.29)
fc=0

« —1

= (1 - /SNeC®*^)) + (n - 1) -

(10.30)

fc=l
= (1 - /JN'.Cs^i)) +CTG(T„('^®#,+„ -^®*g<„,)

(10.31)

For dynamic programming the cost-to-go function must be monotonic [101], that is,
the cost must increase if the trajectory is extended. The weighting factor /? should
therefore be chosen smaller than the reciprocal of the maximum number of elementar>contacts that can occur.

10.4

Future work: development of more advanced metrics

The metric presented in the previous section heis a couple of shortcomings that should
be addressed in future work. First, the metric favors states with more (possibly
dependent) elementary contacts over states with fewer elementary contacts. However,
a configuration state with more elementary contacts does not necessarily impose more
independent contact constraints then a state with less elementary contacts. Therefore
it would be better to use the number of independent contact constraints in the metric.
Secondly, it was assumed that each state transition takes equal time. However,
some transitions will take longer than others. One would expect that making contact
(nonzeros transfer to zeros in the feature interaction matrix) takes longer than loosing
contacts (zeros transfer to non-zeros). Maybe this should be taken into account.
Furthermore, during planning a more informed decision can be made about how
to extend a path if one has an underestimate of the cost-to-go from the initial (start)
state to the current state. Should one favor configuration states which differ by few
feature interactions from the initial state? Heuristics like these could be investigated
in future work.
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CHAPTER 11

AUTOMATIC SYNTHESIS OF QUALITATIVE
CONFIGURATION MODELS AND DISCRETE EVENT
CONTROLLERS
In this chapter it will be shown how the methods for hypothesis generation, hypoth
esis testing and extracting contact information that were presented in the previous
chapters can integrated into one algorithm. Algorithm 11.1 is a modified version
of .\lgorithm 1.1. It integrates the methods described in the previous chapters and
shows more details. The changes that have been made with respect to Algorithm 1.1
are described in the sequel.
The stop criterion in step 4 of Algorithm 1.1 stated that the search should be
terminated if an acceptable path from the goal configuration to the start configuration
has been found or if all states have been expanded {OPEN = 0). If any path is an
acceptable path the search can be terminated when the start configuration "^^^stan
has been found. This stop criterion is given in step 4 of Algorithm 11.1. The criterion
requires that

is initialized in step 3.

Algorithm 11.1. Synthesize-Discrete-Event-Controller
Input:
Qjoaz

Output:

GA =

(r

Desired assembled configuration
•' Particular configuration from
•'
configuration
.T, TD) -• Augmented qualitative state adjacency (sub)graph

1. Create an augmented configuration state adjacency graph, Ga,. which initially
consists only of the desired assembled configuration state, Y =

T =

{},Td = { } . Create an initially empty list O P E N of nodes that need to be
expanded. Place

on OPEN.
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2. Create an initially empty list called CLOSED of nodes that have been expanded.

0) A

4. While {OPEN
(a)

<- first {OPEN)
OPEN = OPEN CLOSED = CLOSED +

(b) Expand qualitative configuration state

by generating a list L of all

possible hypothetical configuration descriptions that are possibly spatially
adjacent using Algorithm 9.1.
L = Generate-Hypo theses-Informed
Denote the set of configuration descriptions that are already on OPEN or
C LOS ED by Li. Denote with L2 the set of configuration descriptions that
are not on OPEN or CLOSED.
(c) While £2 is not empty perform the following.
t.

=first{L2); L2 = L2-

ii. Test using Algorithm 8.1 if the objects penetrate each other.
If Do-Objects-Penetrate
sible, discard hypothesis

then'^^^j is geometrically infeaand go to step 4c-

Hi. Test if the hypothetical configuration description

is geometrically

feasible using Algorithm 8.2.
{feasible,(ij) = Is-Hypothesis-Feasible (
If feasible, assign

to

qi)

else discard hypothesis

and goto

step 4c.
iv. Test if the hypothetical configuration description
tially adjacent to
strained than

using Algorithm 9.1. If

is indeed spa
is more con
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adjacent = Are-States-Adjacent-In (

q^,

else,
adjacent

=

Are-States-Adjacent-In

If not adjacent, discard hypothesis

V. Install

q^,

and goto step 4c.

in graph Ga and create an arc between

and

vi. Establish a pointer td^^ representing a desired transition from state
to

. Assign the cost-to-go to

and add

to OPEN.

(d) While Li is not empty perform the following.
i.

= first{Li); L, = L,-

ii. Test if the hypothetical configuration description
tially adjacent to

is indeed spa

using Algorithm 9.1. If

is more con

strained than
adjacent = Are-States-Adjacent-In

q,,

else,
adjacent = Are-States-Adjacent-In
If not adjacent, discard hypothesis
Hi. Create an arc between
iv. Check if

reaches

q,,
and goto step 4d-

and
with a lower cost. If so redirect its pointer

(desired transition) to

and update the cost-to-go.

(e) Sort the list OPEN according to the cost-to-go.
5. Return the augmented configuration state adjacency graph Ga

in step 3b of Algorithm 1.1 a qualitative state is expanded by generating hypothe
ses about spatially adjacent states. Algorithm 9.7 provides a complete and informed
method for generating these hypotheses. The current state
this algorithm in step 4b of Algorithm 11.1.

is expanded using
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First the hypothetical configuration descriptions that are not on OPEN or on
CLOSED are processed in step 4c.

The hypothetical configuration descriptions

that are either on OPEN or on CLOSED are processed later in step 4d.

If a

hypothesis is not on OPEN or CLOSED it has to be verified for geometric feasibility
(step 3(c)ii in Algorithm 1.1). In Chapter 8 two algorithms were given for checking
the feasibility of a hypothetical feature interaction matrix. Algorithm 8.1 is used
in step 4(c)ii of Algorithm 11.1 to rule out those hypothetical configuration states
for which the objects necessarily penetrate each other. -A-lgorithm 8.1 can only rule
out some hypotheses. Therefore in step 4(c)iii Algorithm 8.2 is used to verify the
geometric feasibility of the hypothesis.
The optimization based feasibility check has also the function to obtain a par
ticular configuration q, € C( '*®^j) that is represented by

Such a particular

configuration is necessary for verifying spatial adjacency using the polar cone tech
niques in later steps. In fact the graph that is generated by Algorithm 11.1 con
tains more information than the augmented spatial configuration adjacency graph
Ga

= (r.T, Td)

which was introduced in Chapter 1. Each node contains besides a

qualitative configuration description

and a pointer to the next desired state td

a particular configuration q € C('^^#) that is represented by the qualitative state
.A. particular configuration for

will be denoted by q,. .A.lso note that the

optimization routine is initialized with a particular configuration q, from a possibly
adjacent region C('^®#j).
The hypothetical adjacent configuration states are generated using a necessary
condition for spatial adjacency. Even if a hypothesis

is geometrically feasible it

is not necessarily spatially adjacent to the current configuration state

For that

reason, .Algorithm 1.1 tests in steps 3(c)iii and 3(d)ii if the configuration state is indeed
spatially adjacent. In .\lgorithm 11.1, spatial adjacency is verified in steps 4(c)iv
and 4(d)ii using Algorithm 9.1. Algorithm 9.1 provides an efficient way to check if two
qualitative configurations are spatially adjacent. The efficient method for checking
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spatial adjacency is an important advantage of feature interaction matrices over other
qualitative representations.
Algorithm 11.1 uses dynamic programming to guide the search. The state with
the least cost-to-go to the assembled goal is selected for expansion. The cost-to-go
is computed in step 4(c)vi and in step 4(d)iv. In Chapter 10 a metric was described
that can be used to compute the cost-to-go. In particular, the cost-to-go is computed
using equation (10.31).
This chapter showed how the methods presented in the previous chapters can be
used. Algorithm 11.1 integrates the methods for hypothesis generation, hypotheses
testing and extracting contact information into one algorithm that synthesizes a dis
crete event controller. Of course, this is not the only way but one of potentially many
ways the methods for verifying geometric feasibility, verifying spatial adjacency and
extracting contact information can be used.
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CHAPTER 12

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Part III introduced feature interaction matrices as a novel qualitative representation
of the relative configuration of two objects. An entry in a feature interaction matrix
corresponds to either a vertex-face, face-vertex or edge-edge interaction. Vertexface and face-vertex entries specify whether a vertex of one part lies in the positive
or negative half-space of a face of the other part. Edge-edge entries specify if the
supporting line of an edge of one part is parallel with or intersects the supporting
line of an edge of the other part. A qualitative configuration state is a set of relative
configurations that have the same feature interaction matrix representation.
A feature interaction matrix does not only encode information about the relative
configuration of two objects but also encodes contact information. The set of elemen
tary vertex-face, face-vertex and edge-edge contacts that exist between the objects
can uniquely be determined from the feature interaction matrix. In Chapter 10 it was
shown that this set of elementarj' contacts can be extracted from a feature interaction
matrix in a simple way. Since different sets of elementary contacts are represented by
different feature interaction matrices, different sets of kinematic contact constraints
are represented by different qualitative configuration states. The qualitative configu
ration model is more general than a qualitative contact modelIn Chapter 7 it was shown that a particular configuration q has a unique qualita
tive representation

There exists a many-to-one mapping from the configuration

space C to the qualitative configuration space T. Each qualitative configuration
represents a set

C C of relative configurations that are qualitatively equiva

lent. Because each configuration has a unique qualitative representation, these regions
do not overlap, that is,

= 0 if^

A region
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is not always path-connected. In that case the region can be decomposed into a set of
disjoint, path-connected components, that is,

The collection

of all sets P forms a cell decomposition of the configuration space C .
From a compliant motion point of view it is undesirable that a qualitative config
uration state can correspond to an unconnected region in configuration space. There
might be a continuous path from qi €
in

to c\2 €

which is contained

UC(''^^^2) t>ut there might not be such a path for all relative configura

tions q G

Hence, qualitative configuration states

spatially adjacent in some configurations of
adjacent for other configurations of

niight be

while they might not be spatially
This is undesirable from a compliant

motion planning point of view. If a qualitative configuration
n disjoint regions

and

corresponds to

in configuration space, it should be broken down into n

distinct qualitative configurations: <

>,<

In Chapter 7 examples were given of contact formations [107] and of sets of ele
mentary contacts [73] that also correspond to unconnected regions in configuration
space. The feature interaction matrix representation is a finer representation than sets
of elementary contacts or contact formations since it encodes also information about
the relative configuration of the objects besides information about contacts. Fea
ture interaction matrices partition the contact space (and the configuration space)
in smaller cells than the other two representations. One could argue that for that
reason it is less likely that a feature interaction matrix will correspond to unconnected
regions in configuration space. In particular, in Chapter 7 examples were given for
which contact formations and sets of elementary contacts correspond to unconnected
regions in configuration space. For these examples, feature interaction matrices do not
correspond to unconnected regions. Methods for detecting when a feature interaction
matrix corresponds to unconnected regions are subject for future research.
Xot every arbitrary feature interaction matrix description corresponds to a geo
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metrically feasible configuration of the objects. Each geometrically feasible interaction
matrix corresponds to a qualitative configuration state and vice versa. Each element
of a feature interaction matrix imposes a constraint on the relative configuration of
objects .4 and B. X hypothetical, arbitrary feature interaction matrix is geometri
cally feasible if there exists a relative configuration of the objects for which (i) the
kinematic constraints imposed by the elements of the feature interaction matrix are
satisfied and (ii) the parts do not penetrate each other. Chapter 8 described methods
for verification whether a given arbitrary feature interaction matrix is geometrically
feasible.
Some hypothetical feature interaction matrices constrain the relative configuration
of the objects such that the objects necessarily penetrate each other. In Section 8.1
theorems were given that can be used to discover the majority of these cases by simple
processing of the feature interaction matrices. These theorems provide an efficient
method for falsifying some hypotheses.
We conjecture that penetration might be determined for all cases from the feature
interaction matrices without computing penetration growth distances or using other
collision detection algorithms. Such an efficient approach to compute this information
would be a major benefit of feature interaction matrices over other qualitative rep
resentations. In future work it should be investigated if algorithms can be developed
for determining penetration directh' from feature interaction matrices.
Chapter 8 described also an optimization based method to verify arbitrary hy
pothetical feature interaction matrices. This method is verj' similar to the methods
presented in Chapters 4 and 5 for sets of elementary' contacts. The optimization
based method works in principle for any feature interaction matrix but is computa
tionally more expensive than the methods that use penetration information extracted
from the feature interaction matrix. The optimization based method has not been
implemented for testing feature interaction matrices. In future work the optimization
based method should be implemented and tested. Since the method is very similar
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to the method used in Chapter 5 similar experimental results are expected.
In Section 6.2 it was shown that verifying spatial adjacency of two sets of elementarj' contacts is complicated- Basically it requires finding a path from one state to
the other without going through any other state. Constrained path planning is com
plicated and computationally expensive. In Section 7.6 it was shown that constrained
path planning is also required to verify adjacency of two contact formations. Finding
compliant motions that bring the objects from one contact formation to an adjacent
contact formation (and therefore verifying spatial adjacency) is not easy.
In contrast, in Chapter 9 it was shown that spatial adjacency of feature interaction
matrices can be verified efficiently. The efficient method for checking spatial adja
cency is an important advantage of feature interaction matrices over other qualitative
representations like contact formations [47] or sets of elementary* contacts [73]. To
verify if two feature interaction matrices are adjacent one only needs to verify that
there exists an infinitesimal motion from the more constrained configuration to the
lesser constrained configuration. In Section 9.2 it was described how the existence of
such an infinitesimal motion can be verified efficiently using polyhedral convex cone
techniques.
In the generate-and-test method that WEIS proposed for constructing qualitative
models automatically, one needs to expand qualitative configuration states. To ex
pand a qualitative state one needs to generate hypotheses for all possible spatially
adjacent states. Chapter 9 described methods for generation of hypotheses about
adjacent states. Theorem 9.1 provides a necessarj' condition for adjacency of qual
itative configuration states. The theorem states that during a transition from one
qualitative configuration state to an adjacent state only elements that are zero in the
more-constrained configuration state can change. Hypotheses about less-constrained
neighbors of a configuration state
or more zero elements of

can therefore be generated by changing one

to ±1. Section 9.3 provides an uninformed h\'pothe-

sis generation algorithm based on this observation. That algorithm is complete (all
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adjacent states will be found) but will generate many hypotheses.
In Section 9.4 a more informed algorithm for hypothesis generation was given.
The more informed algorithm uses the methods described in Chapter 8 to detect
penetration. This penetration information is used to prune subtrees of infeasible
hypotheses in an early stage. The result is a more informed, complete method for
hypothesis generation.
It is important to develop and implement more informed methods of hypothesis
generation in the future. If fewer hypotheses are generated less time will be spent on
verifying hypotheses and checking adjacency. The method of hypothesis generation
strongly influences how fast and efficient qualitative models can be constructed. Be
sides penetration information, information about the kinematic constraints imposed
by the feature interactions should also be utilized using spatial reasoning techniques.
In future work these methods should be developed and implemented to explore how
efficient hypothesis generation can be made.
-A. feature interaction matrix contains all information about the contacts that exist
between the two polyhedra. Chapter 10 described how the set of elementarj' contacts
that exist between the objects can be extracted from a feature interaction matrix in an
efficient way. Contact constraints reduce the uncertainty in the relative configuration
of the objects. Configuration states with more (independent) contact constraints are
to prefer above states with fewer contact constraints in an assembly plan. Therefore,
contact information plays an important role in evaluating plans.
.A. simple metric for planning was described that uses this contact information.
This metric assigns a cost-to-go from the first state to the jissembled state. The
cost is based on the number of state transitions in the trajectory and the number
of elementar\' contacts that exist between the objects for each state. The metric
presented has a couple of shortcomings that should be addressed in future work. The
metric favors states with more (possibly dependent) elementary- contacts over states
with fewer elementary contacts. However, a configuration state with more elementary
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contacts does not necessarily impose more independent contact constraints than a
configuration state with fewer elementary contacts. In future work methods should be
developed that reduce a set of elementary contacts to an independent set of contacts.
During planning a more informed decision can be made about how to extend a path if
one has an underestimate of the cost-to-go from the initial (start) state to the current
state. Heuristics like these could be investigated in future work.
Chapter 11 described an algorithm for synthesis of discrete event controllers. Al
gorithm 11.1 integrates the methods for hypothesis generation, hypothesis testing and
extracting contact information that were presented in the previous chapters. The al
gorithm that was presented is of course not the only way but one of potentially many
ways the methods for verifying geometric feasibility, verifying spatial adjacency and
extracting contact information can be used.
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Part IV
Conclusions and Future Work
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CHAPTER 13

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
13.1

Summary

Automatic robotic assembh' is a long standing problem in robotics. In general, assem
bly of parts with tight clearances involve motions while the parts contact each other
— compliant motions. Compliant motion control is not widely used for robotic as
sembly as compliant motions are hard to program. Traditional position-based control
is easier to program and more commonly used. Precision position control is inher
ently expensive because the position accuracy of the robot must be comparable to
the tolerances of assembly. In contrast with position based control, compliant motion
control allows for contact between the parts. Compliant motion control schemes can
in principle take advantage of the reduced uncertainty' in the relative configuration of
the parts due to the contact constraints. Using compliant motion control, parts can
be assembled even given clearances that are smaller than the inherent position accu
racy of the robot. Compliant motion control requires less accurate and less expensive
equipment than precision position control. It is widely recognized that compliant
motion control is better suited for robotic assembly.
It is not likely that compliant motion control will be used widely unless it becomes
easier to program. Compliant motion control will not be an economically viable
solution if too much effort is required to program robots for this task. Successful robot
applications, like spray painting, spot welding and placing components on printed
circuit boards, are all eeisy to program, either automatically from CAD drawings
or manually with a teach pedant. This motivates the research of easier, or even
automatic ways, of programming compliant motions.
One reason why compliant motions are hard to program is the highly variable
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contact between the parts. If the parts contact in a qualitatively different way, the
kinematic constraints and hence the dynamics are different. In general, the desired
compliant behavior and nominal motion will be different for different kinematic con
straints. The kinematics and dynamics of the system play an important role in plan
ning of compliant motions. This motivates the use of models and control schemes
that emphasize the changes in kinematic constraints.
Discrete event control is a control scheme that emphasizes changes in contact
constraints. The discrete event controller is a high-level controller that reacts to
discrete events and issues discrete commands to the underlying continuous system.
The discrete states are the qualitatively distinct contact or configuration states. The
discrete events are state transitions perceived by a process monitor. The discrete event
controller reacts to events by updating its state and issuing desired contact transitions
(discrete commands) to the underlying continuous plant.

The advantages of the

discrete event control approach are: (1) it is simple and intuitive, (2) it represents
explicitly the important contact state transitions, when the constraints and dynamics
change, and (3) it has the ability to recover from undesired transitions (errors).
The key elements to implementing the discrete event control approach are: (i)
a qualitative model and a discrete control law must be constructed: (ii) a process
monitor that recognizes contact state transitions must be designed: (iii) a continuous
motion planner must be designed to give commands to the low-level compliant motion
controller to effect a desired state transition: and (iv) a low-level compliant motion
controller must be designed. The work described in this dissertation is only concerned
with the first problem: constructing qualitative models and synthesis of discrete event
controllers.
Typically qualitative models and discrete event controllers are generated manually.
The research described in this dissertation is concerned with the problem of generating
these qualitative contact models from only the geometrical descriptions of the parts.
Constructing qualitative contact models automatically from the solid models has
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several benefits over manual derivation of the models: (1) it is less error prone; (2)
development times are shorter, saving time and money: and (3) tasks that are too
complex to be done manually can be handled. Once a qualitative model is available
the discrete control law can be synthesized using graph search techniques. Automatic
generation of qualitative contact models will simplify robot software development for
discrete event control of robotic assembly.
A discrete event controller can computationally be implemented by an augmented
adjacency graph GA =

(r,T, TD).

Each node

e F represents a qualitative

contact or configuration state of the objects to be assembled. The arcs T of the
graph connect states that are spatially adjacent. A pointer
each node

e Tj is associated with

Such a pointer specifies the next desired state that will bring the

parts closer to their assembled configuration. A trajectory' from a state

to goal

state '"^^^goai is found by tracing these pointers till the goal state has been reached.
.A. discrete event controller can thus be synthesized by constructing the augmented
adjacency graph Ga = (F, T, Tj). The augmented adjacency graph can be constructed
while searching for assembly strategies backwards from the desired assembled con
figuration to the initial contact description using a generate-and-test paradigm. A
qualitative state is expanded by connecting it to its spatially adjacent configuration
states. To expand a state, hypotheses about spatialh' adjacent states are generated.
These hypotheses are tested for geometric feasibility. Infeasible hypotheses are sub
sequently rejected. One keeps expanding nodes till an acceptable assembly strategy*
from the initial configuration to the cissembly goal has been found. In this way a sub
graph of the augmented adjacency graph is generated. The resultant discrete event
controller will specify desired state transitions for all likely configuration events. If
during execution the process monitor reports configuration states that are not ac
counted for by the discrete event controller, then it may be necessary to augment the
incomplete controller and the potentially incomplete configuration state adjacency
subgraph.
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To implement the above generate-and-test method a suitable qualitative contact
representation or a qualitative configuration representation is needed. Desirable prop
erties that the representation should have are; (i) the representation must be suffi
cient, qualitatively distinct configurations should not map to the same state; (ii) the
representation must contain all information about contacts between the objects and
this information must be explicit or easy to extract; (iii) there must be an efficient
way to verify spatial adjacency of configuration states and, (iv) there must be a nec
essary condition for spatial adjacency that can be used to generate hypotheses about
spatially adjacent states.
Two representations have been considered in this dissertation: (i) sets of elemen
tary contacts: and (ii) feature interaction matrices. Constrained path planning is
necessary to verify if two sets of elementary contacts are spatially adjacent. Further
more. we have not been able to find a necessary condition for spatial adjacency that
can be used for generating hypothetical sets of elementary contacts that are possibly
spatially adjacent. The difficulties associated with verifying spatial adjacency makes
sets of elementar}' contacts ill-suited as a representation for automatic construction
of qualitative models. This motivated the development of the feature interaction ma
trix representation. Feature interaction matrices are a novel qualitative configuration
representation. The feature interaction matrix representation possesses many of the
properties that are desirable for automatic construction of qualitative contact models.
-A. feature interaction matrix contains all information about contacts between the
objects and encodes additional information about the relative configuration of the
objccts. .Methods have been implemented that process a feature interaction matrix
in a simple way to obtain the elementary contacts that exist between the objects.
feature interaction matrix determines uniquely the set of elementary- contacts.
Therefore different sets of elementary contacts are represented by different feature
interaction matrices. This implies that feature interaction matrices are a sufficient
representation in the sense that different sets of kinematic contact constraints are
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represented by different qualitative configuration states.
An important advantage of feature interaction matrices over other qualitative
representations like contact formations or sets of elementary contacts is that spatial
adjacency of feature interaction matrices is easily verified. To verify if two feature
interaction matrices are adjacent one only needs to verify that there exists an in
finitesimal motion from the more constrained configuration to the lesser constrained
configuration. Methods have been implemented that verify efficiently the existence
of such an infinitesimal motion using polyhedral convex cone techniques.
There exists a simple necessarv' condition for spatial adjacency of feature interac
tion matrices that can be used to generate hypotheses about spatially adjacent states.
During a transition from one qualitative configuration state to an adjacent state only
those elements that are zero in the more-constrained configuration state can change.
Hypotheses about less-constrained neighbors of a configuration state can be gener
ated by changing one or more zero elements to nonzero values. An uninformed and a
more informed algorithm for hypothesis generation were presented. Both algorithms
are complete, that is, every spatially adjacent state will be found. The more informed
algorithm uses penetration information extracted from the feature interaction matrix
to prune subtrees of infeasible hypotheses in an early stage. The informed algorithm
will generate fewer hypotheses than the uninformed algorithm.
In computational generation of hypotheses, not all syntactically correct represen
tations are geometrically feasible. Therefore, one needs methods to verify whether a
hypothetical representation is geometrically feasible. Verification of hypotheses is in
general complicated by the fact that a qualitative state can correspond to an infinite
set of relative configurations.
-An optimization based approach has been presented to test hypothetical sets of
elementary contacts and hypothetical feature interaction matrices. The problem of
determining the feasibility of a hypothetical representation is formulated as finding
a relative configuration such that (i) the kinematic constraints are satisfied and, (ii)
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the objects do not penetrate each other. An optimization-based approach is used for
finding such a configuration. The penetration growth distance is minimized subject
to the kinematic constraints. The contact hypothesis is geometrically feasible if the
minimum is zero.
The optimization based method has been implemented for sets of elementary'
contacts. Penalty functions have been used to turn the constrained optimization
problem into an equivalent, unconstrained one. The unconstrained problem is solved
numerically by simulating a viscoelastic dynamical system. An important distinction
of this method is that contact between spatial, non-convex polyhedral objects is
considered. Other works are limited to the planar case, the spatial case without
rotation, or the case of convex polyhedra. Another distinction of this work is that
it works well with verification of contact hypotheses that do not fully constrain the
relative configuration of the contacting objects.
Besides the optimization based method, other methods have been developed for
falsification of hypothetical feature interaction matrices. Some hypothetical feature
interaction matrices constrain the relative configuration of the objects such that the
objects necessarily penetrate each other. .A.n algorithm has been presented that can
discover penetration by simple processing of the feature interaction matrices. This
algorithm provides an eflScient method for falsifying some hypotheses.
An assembly strategy is a sequence of state transitions that lead to the desired as
sembled state. A simple metric for comparing assembly strategies has been described.
.A.n important aspect in comparing trajectories is the uncertaintj' in the relative con
figuration of the objects. Mechanical contacts reduce the uncertainty in the relative
configuration of the objects. States with more mechanical kinematic contact con
straints are preferred over states with fewer constraints in an cissembly strategy. The
proposed metric assigns a cost-to-go from the first state to the assembled state. The
cost is based on the number of state transitions in the trajectory and the number of
elementary contacts that exist between the objects for each state.
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An algorithm for synthesis of discrete event controllers was proposed. This al
gorithm integrates the methods for hypothesis generation, hypothesis testing and
extracting contact information. The algorithm that was presented is one way to use
the methods. There are potentially many ways the methods for verifying geometric
feasibility, verifying spatial adjacency and extracting contact information could be
used.

13.2

Contributions of this work

The research described in this dissertation contributes the following:
1. A novel qualitative configuration representation using so-called feature inter
action matrices has been developed. The configuration model does not only
encode contact information but also encodes information about the relative con
figuration of the objects. This representation possesses many properties that
are desirable for planning compliant motions and synthesis of discrete event
controllers.
2. Computational methods have been developed to verify the geometrical feasi
bility of hypothetical contact and configuration descriptions that do not fully
constrain the relative configuration of the objects. These methods are based
on optimizing a penetration measure subject to artificial and/or mechanical
constraints. These methods have been developed to verify the feasibility of
(a) Sets of elementary contacts for polygons (2D) allowing for vertex-face and
face-vertex contacts (Chapter 4);
(b) Sets of elementary contacts for polyhedra (3D) allowing for vertex-face,
face-vertex and edge-edge contacts (Chapter 5);
(c) Feature interaction matrices (3D) (Chapter 8).
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There are no experimental results for the verification of feature interaction ma
trices but the equations and theory have been developed. However, since the
methods are almost identical one would expect experimental results similar to
the results that have been obtained for verifying hypothetical sets of elementary
contacts.
3. Some hypothetical feature interaction matrices constrain the relative configura
tion of the objects such that the objects necessarily penetrate each other. An
algorithm has been presented that can discover penetration in many of these
cases by simple processing of the feature interaction matrices. This algorithm
provides an efficient method for falsifying some hypotheses.
4. It has been proven that spatial adjacency of two qualitative configurations (a
global condition) can be verified by finding an infinitesimal motion between the
two configurations (a local condition). This condition is easy to verify using
polar cone techniques. The ability to verify spatial adjacency is necessar\' and
thus essential for compliant motion planning using qualitative models. The ease
of verifying spatial adjacency is an important advantage of this representation
over other representations currently used in other research. Specifically, verify
ing spatially adjacency for sets of elementary contacts [73] or contact formations
[107] requires constrained path planning, which is a problem in itself.
5. .Algorithms that use polar cone techniques have been developed and imple
mented to verify spatial adjacency. These efficient methods check the existence
of infinitesimal motions that satisfy a set of linear equalities and linear strict
inequalities. The existence of such a solution is a necessary and sufficient con
dition for spatial adjacency of two states.
6. .-Mgorithms have been developed and implemented for extracting contact infor
mation (in terms of sets of elementary vertex-face, face-vertex and edge-edge
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contacts) from feature interaction matrices. Contact information can be used
by metrics and heuristics for searching the qualitative configuration space for
acceptable assembly strategies. A simple metric that uses this information is
described.
The methods for testing hypothetical feature interaction matrices and the methods
for verifying spatial adjacency enable in principle the automatic synthesis of qualita
tive configuration models and discrete event controllers. An algorithm for s\^Tithesis

of discrete event controller using these methods has been proposed. However, the hy
pothesis generation methods have not been implemented and might in their current
form not be practical. More informed hypotheses generation using spatial reason
ing techniques might be necessary. However, to the best of the author's knowledge,
a qualitative representation and a complete set of associated processing techniques
that enable in principle the automatic synthesis of qualitative models and discrete

event controllers for the general spatial 3D case has not been reported before.

13.3

Future work

A number of issues have been left open. The following is a list of suggested directions
for future research.
1. .A. feature interaction matrix can correspond to disconnected regions in config
uration space. This is undesirable from a compliant motion point of view. It
should be investigated if methods can be develop for detecting when a feature
interaction matrix corresponds to disconnected regions in configuration space.
2. The optimization based method for verification of hypotheses has been imple
mented for sets of elementarv- contacts. However, it has not been implemented
for feature interaction matrices. In future work the viscoelastic simulation ap
proach should also be implemented and tested for feature interaction matrices.
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3. It might be that penetration can be determined from only the feature interac
tion matrices without computing penetration growth distances or using other
collision detection algorithms. Such an efficient approach to compute this infor
mation would be a major benefit of feature interaction matrices over other qual
itative representations. In future work it should be investigated if algorithms
can be developed for determining penetration directly from feature interaction
matrices.
Such penetration checks could be used to rule out feature interaction matrices
that are geometrically infeasible. If there is no penetration one only needs to
verify that the feature interaction matrix corresponds to a consistent set of
kinematic constraints.
4. A feature interaction matrix might impose an inconsistent set of constraints on
the relative configuration of the objects. Spatial reasoning techniques should
be developed that use the geometrical information contained in the feature
interaction matrices to verify if a set of kinematic constraints is inconsistent.
These methods might help to develop more informed methods of hypothesis
generation.
5. More informed methods of hypothesis generation should be developed in the
future. If fewer hypotheses are generated less time will be spent on verifying hy
potheses and checking adjacency. The method of hypothesis generation strongly
influences how fast and efficiently qualitative models can be constructed. Be
sides penetration information, information about the kinematic constraints im
posed by the feature interactions should also be utilized using spatial reasoning
techniques.
6. The metric for comparing assembly strategies has a couple of shortcomings that
should be addressed in future work. The metric favors states with more (possi-
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biy dependent) elementary contacts over states with fewer elementary contacts.
However, a configuration state with more elementarj' contacts does not neces
sarily impose more independent contact constraints than a configuration state
with fewer elementary contacts. In future work methods should be developed
that reduce a set of elementar\' contacts to an independent set of contacts. Dur
ing planning a more informed decision can be made about how to extend a path
if one has an underestimate of the cost-to-go from the initial (start) state to the
current state. Heuristics like these could be investigated in future work.
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Part V
Appendices
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A PPENDIX A

MODEL OF THE 2D PEG
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F IGURE A .l. Dimensions of the 2D peg and block.
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F IGURE A. 2. Enumeration of the topological elements of the 2D peg and block
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A PPENDIX B

MODEL OF SLOT-PEG OBJECT PAIR

(a)

(b)

F IGURE B .l. Dimensions of the slot-peg object pair.
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A PPENDIX C

MODEL OF THE DOVE TAIL ASSEMBLY
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A PPENDIX D

MODELS OF THE HOLLEBOL PIECES
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F IGURE D.6. Convex decomposition of the base plat
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F IGURE D .8. Enumeration of the topological elements of polyhedra 2 through 5 of

the convex decomposition of the base plate.
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F IGURE D.9. Enumeration of the topological elements of polyhedra 6 and 7 of the
convex decomposition of the base plate.
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